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1

12

Ruger No 1 Stainless Steel 35 WHELEN
#134-17964; 35 WHELEN. w/ 22" stainless steel bbl, has iron sights &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very fine lightly used condition &.
includes scope rings & original box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

13

Smith & Wesson 60-14 357 Mag Ladysmith Revolver
#CWY4629; 357 Mag w/2"bbl Matte stainless steel finish. Gun is in like
NIB condition. 650.00 - 800.00

14

NIB Mauser Model 18 6.5 PRC cal Rifle
#LC021387; 6.5 PRC cal NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00

2

Rare Colt Special Lady 38 cal Revolver
#SV7576; 38 spec w/2" bbl & bright SS finish, rubber grips & left side bbl
marked COLT SPECIAL LADY. Gun is in like new in condition & is a nice
example of a rare Colt revolver. Introduced in 1996 & was very limited
production of approx 250 produced, this revolver is based on the Colt
Detective Special. 4,000.00 - 6,000.00
NIB Remington Model 700 Ltd Edition 25-06 Rifle
#RR92551L; 25-06. SS fluted bbl w/custom anniversary floor plate & gun
is in NIB condition. (RM) 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

3

NIB Colt Anaconda 44 Mag Revolver
#AN11167; 44 Magnum. 8" compensated bbl w/SS finish & rubber grips.
Gun is in like new in box condition. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

15

Colt Python 357 Mag w/original box
#V65544; 357 Mag. 6" bbl w/blued finish & checkered grips. Gun is in
very fine, lightly used condition w/original box. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

4

Ruger No 1 450/400 Nitro Express
#134-24937; 450/400 3" Nitro Express; 24" bbl, blued finish, checkered
walnut stock in very fine, lightly handled condition. Gun is topped w/
Weaver scope & includes original box, limited production. 1,000.00 1,250.00

16

Browning NWTF BPS Shotgun
#32383PT152; 12 ga. NWTF 1 of 500 No 222 w/2" vent rib bbl. Gun is
NIB condition w/INV chokes. 500.00 - 700.00

17

Belgium Browning Challenger 22 Auto Pistol
#28376U3; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/walnut wrap around grips & gold trigger.
Mfg 1962-1975. This gun is in excellent condition w/original Browning
Rug. 800.00 - 1,000.00

18

Ruger No 1 International 30-06
#132-62105; 30-06; 20" carbine bbl, with full stock international wood,
iron sights, in excellent NIB condition, no rings are included. 1,250.00 1,500.00

19

Colt SA Frontier Scout Nickel Plated 22 Mag Rev
#1563K; 22 Magnum. 4 3/4" bbl w/nickel finish & plain wood grips. Gun is
in very nice lightly used condition & includes box paperwork. 700.00 900.00

20

NIB Winchester SXR 300 WIN Mag Semi Auto Rifle
#31AMT05217; 300 WIN Mag. Std config & is in NIB condition. 700.00 900.00

21

Belgium Browning Challenger 22 cal Pistol
#49588U5; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. w/blued finish, gold trigger & wrap around
walnut grips. Gun has some light edge wear & mixed spots otherwise is in
nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

22

NIB Ruger No 1 45-70 Carbine
#130-28518; 45-70 carbine; 1976 production, 22" bbl, 1976 markings on
bbl, metal is blued, light spots along butt stock on left side of receiver
from long term storage, but otherwise very fine. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

23

Colt 22 Match Target Pistol
#62604-S; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/plastic Colt grips & in very fine, lightly used
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

5

NIB Colt Single Action Store Keeper 45 Revolver
#SA71352; 45 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/out ejector rod. Gun has blued finish,
walnut grips & mfg in 1993. Comes w/custom case box & is a limited
production firearm. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

6

NIB Browning Model X-Bolt 6.5 Creedmoor
#23461ZV354; 6.5 Creedmoor 22" bbl, NIB w/1 additional magazine.
700.00 - 900.00

7

NIB Colt Peacemaker 22 cal Single Action Revolver
#G190039; 22 & 22 Mag cylinders w/4.4" bbl., case color & blue finish.
Gun is in NIB condition. 650.00 - 850.00

8

NIB Ruger No 1 in 218 BEE
#132-93246; 218 BEE. 26" bbl. w/blue finished, checkered walnut stock,
iron sights & Ruger scope rings, in NIB excellent condition. 1,000.00 1,250.00

9

NIB Colt Peacemaker 22 cal Revolver
#G161540; 22 LR & 22 Mag cylinders w/6" bbl, case color & blue finish.
Gun is in NIB condition. 650.00 - 800.00

10

NIB Winchester 1300 NWTF Series IV Turkey Gun
#L2598729; 12 ga NWTF No 222 w/gray laminate stock in std config. Gun
is NIB & includes choke tubes & instruction manual. 500.00 - 700.00

11

NIB Dual Cyl. Colt Peacemaker 22 cal Revolver
#G195350; 22 cal w/ 22LR, 22 Mag Cyl. 7 1/2" blued bbl, case colored
frame, in like NIB condition. 750.00 - 900.00
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24

Winchester Model 1300 Whitetail Unlimited Slug Gun
#L2599217; 12 ga. 22" rifled bbl. w/scope rings attached & Whitetail
Unlimited motif engraved on receiver. Appears to be in like new condition
& comes w/box. 450.00 - 600.00

37

Colt Single Action John Wayne Comm. Revolver
#CJWC0613; 45 cal. 4" bbl. w/decorative frame, cylinder & bbl & white
grips. Includes paperwork & oak presentation box. This is a limited
production gun in new condition. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

25

Colt New Frontier 22 Convertible Revolver
#G169547; 22 cal. 6" bbl. Case colored frame w/ 22 LR & 22 Magnum
cylinders. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00

38

Winchester Cent. 66 Comm Rifle
#61380; 30-30.; Oct bbl std comm. config, & gun is in like new in box
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

26

Winchester Model 94AE in 444 Marlin
#6373510; 444 Marlin. 17 1/2" ported bbl & checkered pistol grip stock.
Gun is in NIB condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

39

27

Colt Super 38 Automatic 1911 Pistol
#41204; 38 Auto. Mfg 1947 w/blue finish & checkered wood grips. Gun
has some light edge wear but overall is in very nice, original condition.
2,500.00 - 3,500.00

28

Ruger No 1 300 WIN MAG
#131-09948; 300 WIN Mag w/26" bbl, iron sights & is in very nice lightly
used condition. Includes Ruger rings, bases & original box. 800.00 1,200.00

Colt Single Action 44-40 Commemorative Revolver
#SA49961; 44-40 cal. Sam Colt Custom Edition w/7 1/2" bbl, blued finish
& fancy engraved & gold decorated frame bbl & cylinder. Gun is 1 of
1,000 mfg. & includes an extra fluted undecorated cylinder. Comes in an
oak case & although 1,000 were planned to be produced only approx. 500
were manufactured. A beautiful Colt Commemorative revolver. The
outside of oak case does have some scratches & marks. 2,000.00 3,000.00

40

NIB Ruger No 1 Rifle in 243 cal
#132-19867; 243 cal. 22" bbl w/blued steel & checkered walnut stock.
Gun is in very nice, like new condition w/original box. 800.00 - 1,200.00

29

Smith & Wesson Model 48-4 22 Magnum Revolver
#93K1455; 22 Magnum. 8 3/8" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer w/checkered walnut grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

41

30

Sauer Model 100 6.5 Creedmoor Rifle
#C017519; 6.5 Creedmoor. Std config. in nice lightly used condition
w/original box & butt pad is loose. 650.00 - 800.00

1904 Mfg Colt 1903 Pocket Pistol
#7906; 32 ACP. Std config. Gun retains good original blue w/niter blue
trigger & safety. Edges have wear & mixed spots or scratches w/hard
rubber Colt grips in nice condition. A nice example of a very early Colt
Hammerless Pocket Pistol. 800.00 - 1,200.00

42

31

Smith & Wesson Model 19-4 357 Mag Revolver
#73K4346; 357 Magnum. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & some light spots
mixes. Case colored target sized trigger & hammer also w/some light
spots & gun has checkered grips. In good used condition & would benefit
from some TLC as gun is showing some long term storage spots on
metal. 500.00 - 700.00

Browning T Bolt 17HMR Rifle
#03785ZW253; 17HMR. 22"bbl w/ threaded muzzle, checkered walnut
stock & scope rings attached. Includes original box & is in lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

43

Colt Model 1908 25 ACP Pocket Pistol
#298300; 25 ACP std config. Mfg in 1921. Blued metal w/silver patina on
top of slide. Gun has case colored trigger & safety & dual tone magazine.
Overall in good original condition. 500.00 - 600.00

44

NIB Ruger No 1 270 cal Carbine
#131-11815; 270 cal. w/ 22" bbl, blued finish, high figure walnut
checkered stock & is NIB condition. Overall a beautiful 270 carbine.
1,000.00 - 1,200.00

45

James Reid "My Friend" Knuckle Duster
Antique. #5021; 22 cal. in good re-nickeled condition & mechanically gun
is ok. Overall a good looking American Knuckle Duster. 500.00 - 700.00

32

NIB Ruger 10-22 Cattle Drive Rifle
#RCD-00898; 22 cal. w/Cattle Drive motif engraved in stock. Gun is in
NIB condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

33

Smith & Wesson 17-3 22 cal Revolver
#3K84303; 22 LR 5 7/8" bbl. blued finish & case colored receiver w/target
sized case colored hammer & trigger plus checkered grips. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

34

NIB Ruger American Farmer 10-22 Rifle
#AFT-00171; 22 cal. w/American Farmland motif engraved in stock. Gun
is in NIB condition. 500.00 - 750.00

46

NIB Early Remington 870 Wingmaster 28 ga
#T453434J; 28 ga. 25" vent rib bbl checkered walnut stock & light weight
receiver. Gun is in NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

35

Smith & Wesson Model 60-9 357 Revolver
#CAM2558; 357 Magnum 2 1/8" bbl w/SS finish & Pachmayr grips. Gun
is in very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

47

36

Winchester Cent. 66 Comm. Carbine
#61381; 30-30. oct bbl, std comm. config & is in NIB condition. 700.00 900.00

Frank Wesson Medium Frame Superposed Pistol
Antique. #619; 32 short rim fire. pair of 2 1/2" superposed bbls which
pivot on a central axis. Gun has brass frame, iron bbls birds head butt
w/rosewood grips. Bbls are marked Frank Wesson, circa 1870s total
estimated production 3,000 or less. A nice example of a scarce American
Derringer. 750.00 - 1,000.00
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48

NIB Remington Model 700 Ltd CDL in 300 WBY Mag
#RR30033K; 300 WBY Magnum. 26" fluted SS bbl w/limited edition floor
plate. Gun is in NIB condition. (RM) 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

63

US 1883 RACKETEER Nickel
these nickels were fraudulently passed off as $5 Gold pieces instead of
the 5 cent pieces they were designed for.

49

C Sharps Model 4 32 cal 4 bbl Derringer
Antique. #10291; 32 long rim fire w/2 1/2" bbl, engraved frame & patent
marking Jan 1859. Mechanically seems to operate good w/wood grips &
spotted blue to grey patina. 600.00 - 800.00

64

NIB Winchester Model 1895 30-06 cal Grade I Rifle
#NF0825; 30-06. Grade I w/blued finish, engraved receiver, checkered
walnut stock & right side of butt stock has small pressure dent from
handling, otherwise excellent condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

50

NIB Ruger No 1 357 Mag
#132-46908; 357 Mag; 22" bbl, iron sights, checkered walnut stock, NIB
condition. Does not include Ruger rings. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

65

5 Slabbed US Silver Eagle Coins
All slabbed PR69DCAM 1993-P, 1994-P, 1995-P, 1997-P, & 1998-P in
case.

51

US 1924 St Gaudens $20 Gold Coin
in nice condition

66

52

Browning Superposed Lite Weight 12 ga O/U
#7117 S69; 12 ga. Belgium mfg w/26 1/2" bbls marked MOD/IMP CYL.
bores are bright, has solid rib bbl,straight grip English stock, std single
selective trigger & ejectors. Gun has visible crack on both sides of wood
rear of receiver presumably from age/stress & some light wear on edges.
Otherwise gun is overall in very nice used condition & comes w/original
box. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

NIB Remington Model 700 221 REM Fireball
#G6341943; 221 REM Fireball w/blued metal & checkered laminate
stock. Gun is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

67

US 1886-S MS62 $10 Gold
Slabbed PCGS

68

Winchester 94 XTR Mark Twain Sesquicentennial
#AE23144; 375 Big Bore w/checkered walnut stock & raised comb. Gun
has gold Medallion in stock 144 of 150 produced & Mark Twain in gold
script on bbl. NIB condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

53

1890 CC Morgan Dollar - MS63
Slabbed Carson City

69

US 1927 $2 1/2 MS63 Gold Coin
Slabbed NGC

54

Ruger No 3 44 Mag Carbine
#132-42666; 44 Mag Carbine. std config. w/original butt plate has been
changed to a oversized recoil pad. Scope blocks & Ruger rings are
attached, includes a Leupold M8-3X scope. Good used condition in
original box. 800.00 - 1,200.00

70

NIB Ruger No 1 22-250 Rifle
#130-37838; 22-250 cal. 26" bbl, high figure walnut stock. Gun includes
original Ruger rings in box in blue bag. The right side of receiver along
butt stock does have some rust from long term storage, otherwise gun is
excellent. 800.00 - 1,000.00

55

1932 PCGS MS64 $10 Gold Dollar
Slabbed Series 69

71

Slabbed US 1854 Gold $1
PCGS AU58

56

Remington 3200 O/U 12ga Shotgun
#OU 4372; 12 ga. 30" bbls marked FULL/MOD very nice lightly used
condition includes original box & original butt pad. Original stock has been
shorten, Current LOP with butt pad is 13 7/8". 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

72

Early Browning Model 2000 20 ga Automatic Shotgun
#631RN03607; 20 ga. 28" bbl w/FULL choke, strong original blue & nice
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in nice original condition w/box. 800.00 1,200.00

57

US 1888 S $5 Gold Coin

73

58

Remington Model 700 25-06 cal Mountain Rifle
#RR90326F; 25-06. w/SS metal & Bell & Carlson synthetic stock. Gun is
in very fine like new condition, includes box which box shows incorrect
serial number. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

2013 Gold $5 MS 70 American Eagle
Slabbed NGC

74

Ruger No 1 7mm Mag Rifle
#130-37272; 7mm mag. 26" blued steel bbl, walnut stock, 1976 bbl
markings, NIB original scope rings are included in blue pouch. 1,000.00 1,200.00

75

Pair 2012 Silver Eagles First Release MS70
West Point and San Fransico Mint

76

Beretta Model 390 DU Gun of the Year
#P00189E; 12 ga. 28" bbl & engraved w/gold decor receiver DU Gun of
the Year 1991. Gun is in new condition & includes original box w/2
additional choke tubes. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

59

US Indian Head 1909 $2 1/2 Gold Coin

60

Ruger No 1 280 REM or 7mm Exp
#132-40434; 280cal or 7mm exp. 26"bbl blued finish, checkered walnut
stock, nice lightly handled condition w/ original box & Ruger rings. 800.00
- 1,000.00

61

1852 California Gold 1/2 Dollar Coin

62

Winchester Crazy Horse Commemorative Rifle
#CCH11960; 38-55 Std comm config & is NIB condition w/paperwork
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
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77

6 Individual Slabbed 2011, 2012 US Silver Eagle
2- 2012-S MS70, 2- 2011 Early Release MS70, 2- 2012 MS70 First
Release

91

Morgan Dollar Coin Book
24 Coins in all.

92

78

Winchester Lone Star Comm Carbine
#LS32385; 30-30. 1/2 rd, 1/2 oct std config & is in NIB condition. 700.00 900.00

Henry Talo Edition Monument Valley Silver Boy 22
#MV0602; 22 LR. Gun has silver finish & fully engraved receiver. 1 of
2,015 w/large loop lever & is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

93

79

Set of 4 PF69 Ultra Cameo Silver Eagles
1986S, 1987S, 1988S, 1989S

2- 2014 MS70 Silver Eagle Coins
1- PCGS First Strike, 1- PCGS 2014S

94

Beretta Model ARX 160 22 cal Rifle
#PB011960; 22LR std config. w/adjustable & folding butt stock, in nice
lightly used condition w/box. 400.00 - 500.00

95

Indian Head Penny Book
Includes; 1857 Flying Eagle, 1860 Indian Head, 1865 Bronze, 34 coins in
all.

96

West Hurley Auto Ordnance Model 1927 A1 Thompson
#17584; 45 ACP. Std config. w/finned bbl & compensator. Comes w/6 20 round stick magazines & 1 50 round drum, drum may be earlier
production than gun & the gun is in nice used condition w/some small
marks from use &/or storage. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

97

Pair of Ultra Cameo Silver Eagle Coins
1- 2017W First Day issue, 1- 2014W, both PF70 Ultra Cameo's

98

Benelli Left Handed Super Black Eagle II Shotgun
#U448727E; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/3 1/2" chamber. Gun is in very nice, lightly
handled condition w/original box & paperwork, does not include any
additional choke tubes. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

99

Book of Franklin Half Dollars
35 coins in total.

80

Winchester Lone Star Comm Rifle
#LS32386; 30-30. 1/2 rd 1/2oct. standard comm. config w/original box &
in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00

81

Group of Slabbed Morgan and Peace Silver Dollars
Morgans- 1881O, 1881S, 1889, 1921. Peace Dollars Include 1922, 1923,
1925.

82

83

84

Ruger Red Label 28ga w/additional 410 ga tubes
#420-02823; 28ga w/410 ga inserts 26" bbls w/some tape residue &
removable chokes included. Butt stock has a high comb & tape on stock,
most has come off easily, rest will come off with some TLC, overall nice
used Red Label 28ga with 410 inserts. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
Group of 5 Silver Eagle Coins
1990-S PR70, 1995 PF69, 2007 MS70, 2008 MS70, 2021 First Day issue
MS70.
Remington Model 700 Ltd CDL 7mm Magnum Rifle
#RR13363B; 7mm Mag. SS fluted bbl w/limited edition floor plate. Gun
has scope rings & bases attached, otherwise in like new condition.
Comes w/box, box does have some damage. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

85

Set of 3 Silver Eagle Coins
2016 First Release, 2017W First Strike, 2018 all are MS70.

86

Auto Ordnance Model 1927 A1 45cal Thompson
#KA4888; 45ACP. 19" finned bbl, with compensator, walnut stock set, in
very nice lightly used condition, includes original hard case, 2-30 rd
magazines and 1-10 round drum mag, includes 1-50 rd box of 45 ACP
ammo. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

87

Pair of slabbed 2013 Silver Eagles
2013 John M Mercanti, 2013S First Strike MS70

88

DU Franchi Semi Auto 12 ga 1992 Gun of the Year
#92DU0606; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/blued finish & decorative DU receiver. Gun
is in NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

89

Pair of slabbed 2013 Silver Eagles
2013 John M Mercanti, 2013S First Strike MS70

90

Winchester Model 1300 NWTF Turkey Special
#L2054109; 12 ga. std config w/NWTF decoration & laminate camo
stock. Gun is NIB & comes w/additional choke tubes & camo sling.
500.00 - 700.00

100 Sauer Model 202 300 WIN Mag Rifle
#N12529; 300 WIN Mag. 26" bbl. w/high gloss blue finish, detachable box
magazine & checkered walnut stock w/scope rings. Gun is in like new
condition. 250.00 - 250.00
101 2 -2014 MS70 Silver Eagle Coins
1- PCGS First Strike, 1- PCGS 2014S
102 Belgium Browning Lightening Superposed O/U
#9128S3; 12ga 26.5 " bbl, choked SKEET/SKEET circa 1963, has a
white line recoil pad added. Typical edge wear on receiver, but overall a
good used Superposed Browning. 700.00 - 900.00
103 Pair of Slabbed 2014 Silver Eagles
1-Elizabeth Jones, 1-2014 Early Release, both MS70 coins.
104 BSA Martini International MKIII 22 Target Rifle
#NSN; 22LR. Heavy weight stainless steel bbl, with attached ballistic
optimization adjustable weight, off hand stock & a scope base attached.
Very fine lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
105 Pair of Slabbed 2014 Silver Eagles
1-Elizabeth Jones, 1-2014 Early Release, both MS70 coins.
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106 Custom Mauser Action 25-06 Bench Rest Rifle
#6353; 25-06 w/heavy 26 1/2" McGowen target bbl & recessed muzzle. It
is a Mauser action w/oversized walnut stock & Timney trigger. Gun has
scope rings & bases attached & is in very nice, lightly used condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

119 Set of 5 .999 2017 Statue of Liberty Coins

107 Washington Mint Silver Proof Bill Set
Contains a $1, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50, $100 silver proof bills. each
contains 1 full oz of .9999 silver with limited production worldwide, in
fancy display case.

121 Collection of US Fractional Currency
1875 $.50, 1874 $.25, 1868 $.05

108 HK FABARM Side by Side 12 ga Dbl
#810080; 12ga. 30" bbls, w/ removable chokes, silver finish engraved
receiver. single selective trigger & ejectors, mechanically gun is crisp,
high grade walnut checkered stock, & palm swell for a right hand shooter.
Has SKEET 1 & SKEET 2 chokes in gun & 3 additional tubes in case.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
109 Pair of 2014 MS70 Silver Eagles
1-2014W Early Release, 1-2014
110 Remington Model 700 Ltd in 22-250 cal.
#RR64937F; 22-250. 24" fluted SS bbl w/limited edition floor plate &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition.
(RM) 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
111 Pair of 2014 MS70 Silver Eagle
1-2014W Early Release, 1-2014
112 Winchester Model 101 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#K163692; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/3" chamber & bbls are choked FULL/FULL.
Good exterior blue remains, bores are bright & mechanically gun locks up
tightly. Forearm & butt stock have some scratches & marks from use.
Rubber butt pad is in poor condition, otherwise a nice Winchester 101.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
113 Set of 3 Silver Eagle Coins
2016 First Release, 2017W First Strike, 2018 all are MS70.
114 Remington 700 Ltd. 30-06 Rifle
#S6576141; 30-06. 24" SS fluted bbl w/Anniversary floor plate &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in like new condition. (RM) 1,000.00 1,250.00
115 10oz of .9999 Fine Silver
From the Royal Canadian Mint
116 Anschutz Model 54 Match 22 cal Rifle
#61658; 22LR. heavy weight 27" bbl w/blued finish & offhand stock.
Wood has some mixed scratches & marks from use, adjustable butt.
Overall gun is in good used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
117 Set of 4 Eisenhower Uncirculated Silver Dollars
1971,1972,1973,1974
118 Winchester Pigeon Grade O/U Skeet Gun
#PK352905; 12ga; 27"bbls choked SKEET &SKEET w/fancy engraved
silver finished receiver & checkered walnut stock. Action is crisp & gun is
in fine lightly handled condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

120 Weatherby Mark V 340 WBY Mag Rifle w/Scope
#SB002860; 340 WBY Magnum. 7" compensated bbl w/matte blue finish
& synthetic stock. Gun has Leupold 3-4x Scope attached. Overall gun &
scope are in very nice handled condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

122 Winchester Model 101 12 ga O/U Skeet Shotgun
#91326; 12 ga. 26" bbls SKEET 2/SKEET 1. Single selective triggers
w/ejectors & original walnut stock. Overall in very nice condition & metal
appears to have been re-blued at one time. 700.00 - 900.00
123 4 oz .999 fine silver $100 proof
2012 4oz weight
124 Weatherby 30-378 WBY Mag Rifle
#SB044617; 30-378 WBY Magnum. 27" ported & fluted SS bbl. Gun has
synthetic stock & gun does have some wear on stock & floor plate.
Includes scope rings & bases, overall in good used condition. 1,250.00 1,500.00
125 US 1922 $10 Gold Certificate
126 Winchester Model 101 12 ga Trap Gun
#K134329; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD Gun retains good original blue
finish & has adjustable recoil pad, std single selective trigger & overall in
very nice lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
127 4 Early US $1 Blanket Notes
2-1899 series, 2-1923 Series.
128 Remington Model 40-X 222 REM cal Rifle
#050375B; 222 REM. approx 28" bbl w/threaded muzzle & plain walnut
stock w/mixed scratches & marks. Overall in good used condition. 750.00
- 1,250.00
129 3oz .999 Pure Silver 2017 Tribute Coin
130 Remington Model 700 223 cal Varmit Rifle
#G6445342; 223 cal. Heavy weight, 26" bbl, blue finish & oversized
laminated stock, in very good used condition. Bottom of bbl does have
some spots in front of forearm, otherwise in good condition. 800.00 1,000.00
131 Group of Morgan and Peace Silver Dollars
Various dates, 25 count.
132 Beretta 391 THKNYS 12 ga Sporting Shotgun
#AA290256; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/vent rib & ported. Gun has silver decorated
receiver & checkered walnut stock. Metal & wood have some mixed
scratches from use, overall in good used condition, includes 4 additional
choke tubes, alternate butt pad & original case. 800.00 - 1,000.00
133 Colt Pre Woodsman 1st Model 22 Pistol
#28960; 22 cal. 6 3/4" pencil thin bbl & diamond checkered grips. Gun is
in good original condition w/light edge ware. Circa 1927. 600.00 - 800.00
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134 Tikka T3 223 cal Rifle w/scope
#754797; 223 cal. 24" heavy weight SS bbl w/some light spots. Gun has
synthetic stock, includes 1 additional magazine & topped w/Nikon
Monarch 5-20x BDC rifle scope. Overall in good used condition although
exterior of bbl could use some TLC. 800.00 - 1,000.00
135 Early Colt Pre Woodsman 22 Pistol
#51612; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl This is the 4th variation of the early models
w/checkered walnut grips, good original blue & mixed spots &edge ware.
Overall a nice early Pre Woodsman Colt. 600.00 - 800.00
136 Rare FN Model 1900 Semi Auto Rifle
#3466; 35 REM. 22" shrouded bbl with solid rib, checkered walnut stock,
horn FN butt plate. The original blue has faded to a brown patina & the rib
along center of bbl seems to have loosened & may need repair in future.
Very scarce model and a predecessor to the Remington Model 8 and 81
hunting models. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
137 Early Colt Woodsman w/4" bbl
#133696; 22 cal.4 1/2" bbl w/good original blue, checkered wood grips &
dual tone magazine. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 800.00
138 Early Remington Model 8 in rare 25 REM cal
#20075; 25 REM. Std config, original blue, shows wear on heavily
handled spots, original hard rubber butt plate & wood is solid. A good
example of a scarce Model 8 25 cal REM. 750.00 - 1,000.00
139 Colt Woodsman 2nd Model 22 Pistol
#123197; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. w/checkered walnut grips, strong original blue
& dual tone magazine. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition.
600.00 - 800.00
140 Remington Woodsmaster Model 81 30REM
#1257; 30 REM; std config, Gun has good original blue, light edge wear &
stock is solid. A nice Model 81 Remington. 650.00 - 800.00
141 H&R "HandiGun" 410 ga Gun
#27177; 410 ga. /12mm bore 12 1/4". Front of bbl is visibly rifled & has
good blued exterior & case colored fame. Original walnut grips w/some
small chips on on end. Gun is not NFA & transfers as pistol w/rifled bbl. &
is in good overall condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
142 Remington Model 8 30 REM cal
#48883; 30 REM cal. std config, blue to gray patina, with mixed wear on
edges, metal butt plate & wood is solid. A good original Model 8
Remington. 600.00 - 800.00
143 Nickel Finished Broom Handle Mauser Pistol
#403909; 30 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/visible numbers matching. Gun has
nickeled finish w/mixed spots all over & grips appear original & in good
condition. An attractive Mauser Boom Handle Pistol. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
144 Remington Model 81 in 35 REM cal
#20952;35 REM. std config. 1942 production. Gun has good original blue
& wood is solid w/sling swivels added in butt stock & bbl. In good overall
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
145 Nickel Plated P08 WWII Luger Pistol
#8389; 9mm. All visible numbers are matching aside from magazine,
chamber is coded 41 & toggle is byf marked. Gun has war time aluminum
magazine & is in good overall condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
146 Ruger M77 458 WIN Mag Rifle
#71-12471; 458 WIN Mag. 24" bbl. w/early tang safety, checkered walnut
stock & in nice lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
147 Mitchell Arms American Eagle Luger Pistol
#3393; 9mm. SS finish & dated 1993 w/American Eagle crest. Gun has
wood grips & is in NIB condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
148 Marlin 1894 44 Mag Carbine
#26126679; 44 Mag; 20" bbl 1/2 magazine, lineman receiver sight & very
nice used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
149 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 357 Highway Patrolman
N58190; 357 cal. 5 7/8" bbl w/matte blue finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & checkered grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition.
700.00 - 900.00
150 Remington Model 700 264 WIN Mag Classic Rifle
#B6789302; 264 WIN Mag. 24" bbl w/classic walnut stock. Gun is in nice
lightly used condition, includes scope rings & base. (RM) 800.00 1,000.00
151 Smith & Wesson Model 25-5 45 Colt Revolver
#N737305; 45 cal Colt w/5 7/8" bbl, blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & pachmayr wrap around grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly
handled condition. 650.00 - 850.00
152 Marlin 1894 Cowboy Ltd 44 Magnum Rifle
#02011285; 44 Magnum. 24" oct bbl w/checkered walnut stock. Gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition. (RM) 800.00 - 1,000.00
153 High Standard Model H-D Military 22 Pistol
#233338; 22LR. 6 3/4" bbl. w/blued finish greying on edges & holster
wear. Overall gun is in good used condition. (RM) 400.00 - 500.00
154 Remington Model 700 8mm Magnum BDL Rifle
#A6476068; 8mm Mag. 24" bbl. w/std blue finish, checkered pistol grip
stock & black forearm tip. Gun has some light scratches & marks on
wood, overall gun is in good used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
155 Ruger Mark I 22 cal Target Pistol
#11-75830; 22 cal. 5 1/2" heavy weight target bbl w/blued finish & is in
nice used condition. Metal does have some light spots & should clean up
nice w/a little TLC. 400.00 - 500.00
156 Marlin Model 336C 35 REM Rifle
#95006573; 35 REM. 20" bbl. w/blued finish & walnut stock. Gun is in like
new condition. (RM) 600.00 - 800.00
157 Early Ruger Single Six 22 cal Revolver
#21-32955; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish,early bbl markings & walnut
grips. Gun has not been converted to a transfer bar safety. A 1972
production & in nice original condition w/light holster wear. 400.00 500.00
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158 Ruger 10-22 International Rifle
#239-48849; 22 cal. SS finish w/laminate full length stock set Gun has
3-9x scope attached. In very nice, lightly handled condition. (RM) 500.00 600.00
159 Early Ruger Single Six 22 Convertible Revolver
#20-50964; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl w/early bbl markings & comes w/additional
22 Mag cylinder & gun has not been converted to a transfer bar safety. In
nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
160 Marlin Model 1895 CB 45-70 cal Rifle
#91069842; 45-70 cal. 26" oct bbl. w/plain walnut stock, recoil pad added,
cross bolt safety & gun is in very nice lightly handled condition. (RM)
800.00 - 1,000.00
161 Ruger Mark I 22 cal Pistol w/Box
#152888; 22 cal. 6 7/8" target weight bbl w/strong original blue & includes
original box w/additional magazine. Circa 1958. 500.00 - 600.00
162 Winchester Model 94 Faribault Cty MN Comm Rifle
#6408934; 30-30 w/elaborate gold & silver engraving & decoration. Gun
has laser engraved stock & gun does have few spots coming through on
bbl, otherwise in very nice Commemorative config. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
163 Smith & Wesson Model 17-3 22 cal Revolver
#5K57191; 22LR. 5 7/8" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & checkered wood grips. Gun is in very nice lightly used
conditon & includes earlier model non matching S&W box. 700.00 900.00
164 Remington 700 223 BDL w/4-12x Leupold Scope
#B6361230; 223 cal. 24" heavy weight bbl blued finish & BDL checkered
stock. Gun has some light scratches & marks, but overall is in very nice
used condition & topped w/Leupold 4-12x scope. (RM) 1,000.00 1,250.00
165 Colt Combat Commander 38 Super Pistol
#70SC20145; 38 Super. Comes w/original & after market 38 Super bbls &
gun has matte SS finish w4 1/4" bbls, pachmayr wrap around grips & gun
is in nice used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
166 Ruger All Weather 77/17 17 Hornet Rifle & Scope
#720-81990; 17 Hornet 24" matte SS bbl w/laminate stock & topped
w/4-12x scope attached. Gun is in very nice, used condition. (RM) 800.00
- 1,200.00

LOT #
169 High Standard Sport King 22 cal Pistol
#426137' 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. w/good original blue & in nice lightly used
condition. 350.00 - 450.00
170 Remington 870 Wingmaster Magnum Pump
#T850133M; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/FULL choke, vent rib, 3" chamber & gun
has some light spots on metal. Wood is clean & butt pad is partially
missing the white spacer at the toe, otherwise gun is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
171 NIB Ruger MK III 22 cal
#227-74954; 22 cal. Std config & gun is in excellent NIB condition. 400.00
- 500.00
172 Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 WBY Mag
#C6409601; 300 WBY Magnum. 24" bbl. w/classic checkered stock &
wood has some scratches & marks. Gun is topped w/Burris 3-6x
Signature series scope. Overall gun is in good used condition. (RM)
800.00 - 1,000.00
173 Colt Huntsman 22 cal Pistol
#315158S; 22 cal. 6" bbl, strong original blue finish, checkered grips,
includes extra magazine & soft case. 450.00 - 600.00
174 Ruger Mini 14 223 cal Carbine
#184-55157; 223 cal. Std config & in very nice, lightly used condition.
600.00 - 700.00
175 Smith & Wesson Model 500 Revolver
#CHK2063; 500 S&W Magnum. 9" bbl w/compensator & in good lightly
used condition w/custom leather Magnolia holster. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
176 Remington Model 700 7mm Magnum Rifle
#A6741433; 7mm Magnum w/24" bbl. checkered walnut stock. Gun has
scope bases attached & stock has some scratches & marks from use,
otherwise in good used condition. (RM) 600.00 - 800.00
177 Ruger 41 Mag Bisley Blackhawk Revolver
#38-85606; 41 mag. 5 1/2" bbl stainless steel with wood grips & Bisley
engraved cylinder. 800.00 - 1,000.00
178 Windsor Churchill 20 ga Dbl
#347164; 20 ga. 26" bbls, silver finished engraved receiver, dbl triggers &
3" chamber. Gun is in nice lightly handled condition,a nice Spanish made
dbl 20. 400.00 - 500.00

167 Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22 cal Kit Revolver
#M16963; 22LR 4" bbl blued finish& case colored trigger, hammer &
checkered grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition & includes
original box. 500.00 - 700.00

179 Smith & Wesson Model 22-4 45 ACP Revolver
#DCR6132; 45 ACP. 5 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut grips.
Gun is very fine, near new condition in original box which includes Wilson
Combat Full Moon clips, Full Moon extractor & original paperwork. 700.00
- 900.00

168 Remington Model 1100 12 ga Trap Gun
#L193367V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/trap marked receiver. Gun has
checkered walnut stock & is in nice used condition w/some spots at the
muzzle. Overall a very nice clean Model 1100 Remington Trap. 600.00 800.00

180 Ruger All Weather 77/22 22 Magnum Rifle
#701-65296; 22 Magnum. 24" matte SS bbl & laminate stock. Gun is
topped w2.5-8x scope & includes leather sling, in very nice, lightly
handled condition. (RM) 700.00 - 900.00
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181 Ruger Super Red Hawk Alaskan 454 Casull Revolver
#530-43094; 454 Casull. 2 1/2" bbl w/rubber grips & is in like new
condition in box. (RM) 800.00 - 1,000.00
182 Browning 1895 30-06 Rifle
#01110PW187; 30-06. 24" bbl, blued finished, plain walnut stock & in
lightly handled condition. 850.00 - 1,000.00
183 Stoeger Industries Pro 95 22 Target Pistol
#F2338; 22LR. SS finish w/7 1/4" target weight bbl. Gun has target sights,
pachmayr grips, includes 2 additional magazines & is in NIB condition.
(RM) 600.00 - 700.00
184 Remington Model 700 Classic Rifle in 30-06
#B6405363; 30-06. Std config w/classic walnut stock & in very nice lightly
handled condition. (RM) 650.00 - 900.00
185 Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 cal Target Pistol
#UBM9252; 22 cal. 7" target bbl in std config. Gun is in like new in box
condition w/1 additional magazine. (RM) 700.00 - 900.00
186 Remington Model 742 Woodsmaster 30-06
#B7095744; 30-06. 22" bbl, high gloss blue finish w/checkered walnut
stock & topped with Weaver K4-F scope. 600.00 - 750.00
187 NIB Colt Single Action 45 Revolver
#TF10278; 45 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/case colored receiver & in like NIB
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
188 Custom Remington 1917 Sporting Rifle
#527154; 30-06. 22" bbl w/compensator & fancy engraved receiver, bbl,
floor plate & trigger guard. Gun has attached receiver sight & fancy
checkered & engraved walnut stock. Overall a very nice attractive 1917
Sporting rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
189 Ruger Hunter Model Bisley Blackhawk Revolver
#88-38599; 45 cal. 7 1/2" SS bbl w/wooden grips & Bisley contour. Gun is
in very nice lightly handled condition in box & includes scope mounts.
(RM) 800.00 - 1,000.00
190 Custom Engraved Mosin Nagant Sporting Rifle
#6368; 7.62x54R. 28" bbl. w/engraved receiver, bolt & bbl. including a
silver stag head on crest. Bolt handle has been bent & sported stock is
pistol grip w/cheek piece & fancy engraving. Gun has William sights
attached & overall is a very nice Mosin Nagant Sporting Rifle. 800.00 1,200.00
191 Smith & Wesson 38 cal Dbl Action Revolver
#S960452; 38 S&W spec. 4" bbl w/blued & case colored metal &
checkered grips. Gun has come edge ware & light spots, but overall in
good used condition. Basically a civilian version of WWII Victory model.
450.00 - 600.00
192 Remington Wingmaster 870TB 12 ga Shotgun
#S651138V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl. & fancy walnut stock
set. Gun has good original blue fading to grey on edges. Mechanically gun
is good & overall is a very nice Trap Model Remington Wingmaster.
500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
193 Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22 cal Revolver
#M102156; 22LR. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored hammer & trigger.
Gun is in nice used condition w/few small scratches or marks. 500.00 700.00
194 Remington Model 700 in 220 Swift
#C6699803; 220 Swift. 24" bbl. & overall in very nice, lightly used
condition w/few small marks on wood. (RM) 700.00 - 900.00
195 High Standard Hombre 22 cal Revolver
#2207577; 22 cal. 4" bbl. & is in nice lightly handled condition. 300.00 400.00
196 Remington Model 31 12 ga with solid rib bbl
#110706; 12ga. 30" full choked bbl with solid rib, good original blue some
small spots & edge wear. Mechanically good, wood is good with recoil
pad added. 300.00 - 400.00
197 Hi Standard HD Military 22 cal Pistol
#199512; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bb w/good original blue, has edge & holster wear
from use. Grip straps are worn grey, otherwise gun is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
198 Early Production Winchester Model 70 30-06 Rifle
#77426; 30-06. Mfg in 1948 has early 3 position safety & fit w/Lyman
WJ5 receiver sight & Weaver K4 Rifle scope. Gun has original walnut
stock & good original blue. Overall a nice vintage Winchester hunting rifle.
800.00 - 1,200.00
199 Hy Hunter Frontier Six Shooter 22 Magnum Revolver
#06543; 22 Magnum. 5 1/2" bbl. & is in good used condition. 400.00 500.00
200 Savage Mark II MAKO 22 LR
#0930025; 22LR. in std config w/thumb hole MAKO laminate stock &
ACCU trigger. Gun has BSA scope attached & is in excellent, like new
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
201 Hi Standard Double Nine 22 cal Revolver
#1386155; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/white grips & in nice lightly used
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
202 Remington Model 742 Woodsmaster 308 cal
#98837; 308 cal. Gun is in good original condition w/some light wear on
edges, tip off mounts & Redfield 2-7x scope. Includes 2 additional
magazines & overall is in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
203 Smith & Wesson Model 686 357 Magnum Revolver
#AHT0648; 357 Mag. 4" bbl w/SS finish & gun has some holster wear
w/mixed spots. Overall gun is in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
204 Savage Model 24-C Camp Carbine w/Case
#B580060; 22LR/20 ga w/20" bbls case colored receiver & plain walnut
stock. Gun is in very fine original condition & includes the original carry
case. The forearm may need adjustment as it does not properly stay in
locked position. 600.00 - 800.00
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205 Smith & Wesson Model 22A Target Pistol
#UDH1481; 22 cal. std config & in good used condition but absent
magazine. 250.00 - 350.00
206 Ruger M77 7mm Mag w/Tang Safety
#72-32348; 7mm Magnum. 1976 production w/marked bbl. Gun is in very
nice lightly used condition & includes scope rings. 500.00 - 700.00
207 Taurus PT 1911 AR 45 Pistol
#NBX17847; 45 ACP. Chrome plated w/gold accent finish & wood grips.
Gun includes one additional magazine & is in very fine condition. 800.00 1,000.00
208 Ruger No 1 1976 Production 375 H&H Mag
#130-26146; 375 H&H Mag. 24" ported bbl w/blued finished & checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in nice used condition & topped w/ a Burris 3x9
scope. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
209 Smith & Wesson Model 66 357 Magnum Revolver
#9K12432; 357 Mag. 4" bbl. w/SS finish & checkered wood grips. Gun
has some light holster marks but is in overall good used condition. 700.00
- 900.00
210 Ruger M77 Mark II in 257 Roberts Rifle
#782-94209; 257 Rbts in std config w/22" bbl. Gun has strong original
blue checkered walnut stock w/some marks. Overall in lightly handled
condition & includes Ruger rings. 650.00 - 850.00
211 SIG Sauer P938 9mm Pistol
#52B123497; 9mm. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 700.00
212 Ruger No 1 222 REM 1968 Production
#3274; 222 REM. 1968 Production, 22" bbl, checkered walnut stock, in
very fine lightly handled condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
213 Ruger New Model Single Six Convertible Pistol
#262-93981; 22 & 22 Mag cylinder w/5 1/2" bbl. Gun is in very nice lightly
handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00
214 Remington Model 700 243 cal BDL Rifle
#A6229934; 243 cal. 24" heavy weight bbl w/checkered walnut stock.
Gun has few scratches & marks but overall in good used condition. (RM)
400.00 - 700.00

LOT #
218 Savage Anschutz Model 54 Sporter 22 cal Rifle
#803063A; 22 cal. 23" bbl. w/blued finish & fancy checkered walnut
stock. Gun is topped w/Redfield 4x scope & is in very nice, lightly
handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
219 Kimber Classic Gold Match 45 cal Pistol
#K023084; 45 ACP. Std config w/target sights & rubber grips. Gun is in
nice, lightly used condition. includes original box & additional magazines.
800.00 - 1,000.00
220 Early Ruger M77 Tang Safety 350 REM MAG
#70-30371; 350 REM MAG. Gun has iron sights, 22" bbl, tang safety &
checkered walnut stock. Very nice lightly used condition. 800.00 1,200.00
221 High Standard Olympic 22 cal Target Pistol w/box
#492808; 22 cal. 7" Olympic weight bbl & includes 2 additional
magazines & bbl weights. Gun is is in good used condition w/original box.
(RM) 500.00 - 700.00
222 Winchester Model 94AE in 356 WIN cal
#6217092; 356 WIN cal in std config w/checkered walnut stock & scope
rings & bases attached. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
223 Colt Combat Target Series 80 45 Pistol
#CT00246E; 45ACP. Std config w/ target style skeletonized trigger &
hammer, has a National Match bbl, & slide has been drilled for additional
sights, front grip strap has been knurled for grip, overall good used
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
224 Ruger Woodside Red Label 12 ga Shotgun
#430-00718; 12ga; 28" ported bbls, removable chokes, has a custom
stock w/ adjustable comb & is in good used condition. Includes hard case
& 3 additional choke tubes. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
225 Beretta Model 950 B 25ACP Pistol
#G32261; 25 ACP std config. Gun is in lightly used condition, w/ holster &
one additional magazine. 250.00 - 350.00
226 Marlin Model 1894CL Classic in 32-20
#CL322401; 32-20. 22" bbl w/half magazine & plain walnut stock. Gun is
in very nice, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

215 Kimber Ultra Carry II Pistol
#KGMU8497; 45 ACP w/3" bbl. & Crimson Trace laser grips, includes
box paddle holster & is in lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

227 Smith & Wesson Model 36 38 Spec Revolver
#445026; 38 spec. 1 5/8" bbl, blued finished w/case colored trigger &
hammer. Very nice lightly used condition w/ box. 500.00 - 700.00

216 Ruger No 1 6.5mm REM MAG
#130-11328; 6.5 REM MAG. 26" bbl. w/ blued finished, checkered walnut
stock & is in very nice lightly used condition w/Ruger rings & bases.
800.00 - 1,200.00

228 Browning Model 78 30-06 Single Shot w/ Scope
#2237W47; 30-06. 26" oct bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & topped
w/Weaver K6-F Rifle scope. Overall in very nice lightly used condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

217 Taurus PT940 40 cal Automatic
#SCR70295; 40 cal. w/black finish, gold accents & MOP grips. Gun
comes w/original box & 1 additional magazine. 600.00 - 800.00

229 Ruger Old Army 44 cal BP Revolver
Black Powder #140-07469; 44 cal. std config w/7 1/2" bbl. Trigger shows
some spotting & corroding otherwise gun is in good used condition &
includes original box. 400.00 - 500.00
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230 Winchester Model 94 XTR 375 Big Bore
#BB041577; 375 Big Bore cal. std config w/checkered walnut stock. Gun
is in nice, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
231 1976 Production Ruger Super Blackhawk 44 Mag Rev.
#81-90036; 44 Magnum. 7 1/2" bbl. w/light holster ware on edges & 1976
production w/special bbl markings. Gun is in good, used condition &
includes nylon holster. 600.00 - 800.00
232 CZ Model 527 Varmint 6.5 Grendel
#C543224; 6.5 Grendel; 25" bbl, with threaded muzzle, checkered walnut
stock, & is in nice lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
233 Ruger Blackhawk 357 Mag Revolver
#30-45282; 357mag. 6 1/2" bbl, blued finish with early bbl markings
original walnut grips, bbl has a few small spots, but overall gun is in lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
234 Winchester Model 1300 NWTF Turkey Gun
#L2275050; 12 ga. Std config w/22" bbl & NWTF Logo & green laminate
stock. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00
235 Taurus PT100 AFS 40 cal. Pistol
#SDP12062; 40 cal. SS finish w/gold accents & wood grips. Gun is like
new in box & comes w/additional magazine. 650.00 - 800.00
236 Marlin 1894 Cowboy Ltd. 45 Long Colt Rifle
#02007957; 45 Long Colt. oct bbl w/checkered walnut stock & in very
nice lightly handled condition. (RM) 800.00 - 1,000.00
237 Taurus PT25 Automatic Pistol
#Y116108; 25 ACP. In nice lightly handled condition w/original box.
300.00 - 400.00
238 Remington Model 700 CDL in 35 Whelen
#G6556325; 35 Whelen. 24" bbl w/matte blue finish & checkered walnut
stock. Gun is topped w/Weaver K4 scope & is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
239 Hamilton Rifle Co 22 cal Bicycle Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. looks to be complete & in fair condition. 500.00 - 700.00
240 Remington Model 7600 in 30-06
#RR01400V; 30-06. 22" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & gun is in nice,
lightly used condition. Scope mount holes on receiver are open & stock
does have a few mixed marks from handling. Comes w/1 additional
Remington magazine. 500.00 - 700.00
241 Stevens Hunters Pet No 34 Pocket Rifle
Antique. #1876; 22" oct bbl 36 cal bore w/good rifling & original sights
front & rear, although rear sight spring appears to be a replacement. Gun
has nickel finished frame, wood grips & a nice matching shoulder stock.
Overall a nice Hunters Pet Stevens. 750.00 - 1,000.00
242 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Shotgun
#6481; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl & is in nice used condition. 300.00 400.00

LOT #
243 Marbles Model 1921 Game Getter Combo Gun
#15784; 18" bbls 22 cal/ 410 ga. & metal is browned patina w/mixed
spots & pits. Mechanically gun is ok & foldable shoulder stock appears to
have some repair on bottom arm. Overall gun is in good working order &
transfers as a pistol. 500.00 - 600.00
244 Rare Winchester Model 88 in 358 WIN
#50005; 358 WIN. Mfg in 1958. 22" bbl. w/good original finish w/light edge
ware, has checkered walnut stock & is topped w/Leupold M8 4x rifle
scope. Magazine is marked 284, otherwise a correct & desirable 358 cal
Winchester Model 88. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
245 Winchester Model 62 Smooth Bore 22 cal.
#338840; 22 cal. Model 62 Smooth bore bbl which retains good blue
w/spots in areas. Receiver is greyed metal w/spots & gun has gumwood
stock, looks like an early receiver w/later Model 62 Smooth bore bbl
attached. 500.00 - 700.00
246 Remington Model 700 308 cal Rifle
#RR98283E; 308 cal. 26" heavy weight bbl matte finish, synthetic stock &
scope rail attached. Gun is in like new condition. 650.00 - 850.00
247 Remington Model 12C 22 cal Pump Rifle
#553169; 22 LR 24" oct bbl w/good original blue w/mixed light spots &
butt plate has more rust spots than rest of gun & mechanically gun is
good. 350.00 - 450.00
248 Remington Model 700 25-06 Rifle
#6871961; 25-06. 24" heavy weight bbl w/checkered walnut stock & stock
has some scratches & marks. Gun has attached Leupold scope rings &
bases, in good used condition. (RM) 700.00 - 900.00
249 Hamilton No 27 22 cal Boys Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal std config Gun retains good original blue & wood is good
w/small visible cracks at wrist. Overall a nice example of a Hamilton
"SEED CORN" 22. 300.00 - 400.00
250 Winchester Model 12 Featherweight 12 ga Shotgun
#1837918F; 12 ga 28" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib & checkered
forearm & plain pistol grip butt. Gun is in very nice refinished condition.
300.00 - 400.00
251 US Marked Winchester Winder 22 cal Short Musket
#123229; 22 short. 28" std bbl w/US marked on tang, full length musket
stock & metal has some light spots overall. Hammer appears to be a later
replacement, mechanically gun is good & overall is in nice condition.
650.00 - 850.00
252 Early Ruger Tang Safety M77 7mm mag
#72-40242; 7mm Mag. Gun has early tang safety, 24"bbl, w/iron sights &
1976 bbl markings. In good used condition & topped with a Tasco 3X12
scope. 650.00 - 850.00
253 Rare Remington 4 American Boy Scout 22 Musket
#NSN; 22 short. 27 1/2" bbl. Gun has musket length stock & hand guard,
receiver is marked American Boy Scout. Mechanically gun is good
w/good bore, wood is solid & this is a nice example of a very scarce
Remington 22. This model was mfg only in 1913, as these early
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productions marked "American Boy Scout", later they were marked
simply Military Model. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
254 Winchester Model 9422M XTR 22 Mag
#F345129; 22 Mag. Std config, with 2.5-7x Weaver scope attached. Gun
is in good lightly used condition, with light scratches & marks. 800.00 1,000.00
255 Quackenbush 22 cal Junior Safety Cartridge Rifle
Antique #NSN; 22 cal. 18" nickel plated bbl w/removable wire shoulder
stock & clear markings on right side of gun. Bore is fair & overall gun is in
good condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
256 Remington Model 700 22-250 Rifle w/Leupold scope
#6704123; 22-250 cal. 24" bbl. Stock has mixed scratches & marks from
use. Gun has 12x Leupold scope attached w /Parallax adjustment.
Overall in good used condition for an early 700.(RM) 800.00 - 1,200.00
257 Firearms International 22 cal Bicycle Rifle
#B03961; 22 cal. 161/2" bbl w/skeletonized stock & is in nice, lightly used
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
258 Winchester Model 1910 401 cal Self Loading Rifle
#1866; 401 cal. Std config. w/good original blue & light edge wear. Stock
does show crack in wrist area, otherwise in very good condition. 500.00 700.00
259 Remington Apache 77 Nylon 22 Rifle
#A2360259; 22cal std config. w/green nylon stock. Gun is in good used
condition w/light scratches & marks on stock, a K-mart exclusive rifle.
400.00 - 500.00
260 Winchester Model 1907 351 cal SRL
#20720; 351 cal. std config w/few mixed spots in areas otherwise clean
blue finish. Forearm & butt stock are in nice original condition w/out
cracks. A nice 351 cal SLR. 600.00 - 800.00
261 Remington Nylon 66 in Seneca Green color
#NSN-193; 22 cal std config. gun & stock are very clean & show almost
no handling or use. A nice Nylon 66 in desirable green color. 500.00 700.00
262 Winchester Model 1905 32 cal Self Loading Rifle
#28482; 32 cal. std config. Appears to have been nicely refinished at one
point, hand guard shows numerous cracks & repairs. 400.00 - 500.00
263 Antique E Grade LEFEVER 12 ga Dbl.
Antique. #37968; 12 ga. 30" Damascus bbls w/bright bores & exterior is
grey but showing Damascus pattern. Case colored receiver is now faded
silver w/E Grade game dog engraving on receiver. Gun has dbl triggers,
ejectors & original checkered walnut stock. Wood is solid w/LOP of
approx. 14 3/4" & mechanically gun is tight & overall a nice early E
Grade LEFEVER. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
264 Winchester Ranger 30-06 Bolt Action Rifle
#G1879134; 30-06. Gun is in nice lightly used condition w/3-9x scope
attached. This was the economy version of the Model 70. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
265 Antique Charles Daley Dbl Bbl 12 ga
Antique. #1349; 12 ga. Gun is Prussia marked on water table w/30" bbls
& good bores. Bbls have good blued exterior & bbls marked Charles
Daley Krupp Fluid Steel bbls. Case colored receiver faded silver
w/decorative engraving, dbl triggers, extractor & cocking indicators.
Checkered recoil stock w/recoil pad added & wood is solid w/LOP is
approx 14 1/4" to end of recoil pad. A fine early Charles Daley marked
Prussian made double. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
266 Browning A-Bolt 7mm Mag with Leupold Scope
#07858MZ351; 7mm mag 26" bbl, w/BOSS muzzle brake system,
composite stock & VARI-XII 3x9 scope. Overall gun is in nice used
condition, includes CR muzzle brake as well.
267 Antique W. Greener Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
#15878; 12 ga. 29 3/4" bbls marked "W. Greener Fine Damascus Barrels"
w/ good exterior condition. Gun has good bores but lightly frosted.
Mechanically gun is good w/tight action. Receiver & hammers are
decorative & marked "Greener" on both sides & butt stock is very good w/
few small chips at forearm. Overall a very nice Antique double. 800.00 1,200.00
268 Remington Model 58 Sportsman 20 ga Shotgun
#111288; 20 ga. 28" bbl w/vet rib. Bbl retains good original blue &
receiver is fading silver w/mixed spots, good overall. Wood is original &
nice, overall a nice 20 ga Sportsman. 650.00 - 850.00
269 Antique Purdey 12 ga Double
Antique #10094; 12 ga. 31" bbls marked Not For Ball w/various English
proofs. Center rib marked J Purdey Oxford Street London. Gun has good
bores w/some visible spots inside exterior has been nicely restored
w/pattern. The receiver is finely engraved w/each lock Purdey marked &
gun has straight walnut checkered stock w/plain wooden butt plate, open
close inspection you can see former crack & repair left side of wrist.
Mechanically gun has been restored to a crisp & tight action w/LOP
approx. 14 1/2". A very fine restored vintage Purdey double. 2,000.00 3,000.00
270 Remington Sportsman Model 58 20 ga
#140366X; 20 ga. 28" full choked bbl w/vent rib & light scratches &
marks. Gun is in good used condition, wood is solid. 500.00 - 700.00
271 Antique Remington Model 1894 12 ga Double
Antique. #115475; 12 ga. 28" bbls Bores are good w/some pitting visible.
Nicely blued exterior, case colored receiver & gun is mechanically tight.
Gun has checkered walnut stock w/perch belly pistol grip & original butt
plate. LOP is approx. 14 1/8" & a very nice restored Remington double.
800.00 - 1,000.00
272 Savage Model 93 MAKO R17 17 HMR Rifle
#0917353; 17 HMR. 20" heavy weight bbl w/fancy thumb hole MAKO
stock set, ACCU trigger & topped w/ BSA scope. In like new condition &
comes w/2 additional magazine. 500.00 - 600.00
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273 Merkel 12 ga Double Bbl Shotgun
#581093; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/bright bores & good exterior blue. Case
colored receiver w/Greener style cross bolt, cocking indicators, dbl trigger
& checkered walnut stock. Mechanically gun is tight & 1 bbls is lightly
import marked under forearm, but overall a very nice Merkel Dbl.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
274 Pre 64 Winchester Model 100 284 WIN cal Rifle
#73940; 284 cal w/22" bbl & in good original blue w/ few light spots on
rear area of receiver & at muzzle. Checkered walnut stock, sling & Tasco
scope attached. Mfg. in 1963 & gun has unmarked red rubber butt pad
added. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
275 Ithaca 4E Single Bbl Trap Gun
#278307; 12 ga. 32" bbl w/good bore. Receiver is silver patina & gun has
replacement butt stock. Mechanically gun is in good condition, 1,250.00 1,500.00
276 CZ Model 455 22 cal Rifle
#B699012; 22 cal bolt action, std config. very nice lightly used condition.
350.00 - 450.00
277 LC Smith 3E 12 ga Dbl Shotgun
#205801; 12 ga. 30" steel bbls w/good bores. Exterior has a browned
patina & mixed spots or marks on exterior. Front bead is ivory & has
Hunter Arms Co marked rib receiver is engraved in the Grade 3 pattern
w/quail & ducks, original case colors have faded to a silver patina. Gun
has ejectors & single hunter trigger w/straight grip checkered stock stock
which does have chip & repair forward of trigger areas w/LOP of approx.
14" plus period recoil pad added. Mechanically gun is tight & in nice 3E
Grade LC Smith. 800.00 - 1,200.00
278 Antique Henry Sears & Co Chicago Dbl Bbl 10 ga
Antique. #17832; 10 ga. 32" Damascus pattern bbls w/good bores &
some small pits or light frosting. Exterior has browned patina but w/good
Damascus pattern remaining on bbls. The receiver has case colors in
protected areas otherwise faded silver w/elaborate engraving. Gun has
dbl triggers, extractor & checkered walnut stock. Each lock marked Henry
Sears & Co Chicago & LOP is approx 13 3/4". Overall a very nice
example of one of the Sears Co earliest high grade Dbl Bbls offered.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
279 Weatherby Mark V Laser Mark Rifle in 510 WELLS
#H199783; custom 510 WELLS 23" bbl. w/blued finish, iron sights & laser
mark Weatherby stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition.
2,000.00 - 3,000.00
280 Weatherby Laser Mark 416 WBY Magnum Rifle
#H223787; 416 WBY Magnum. 27" compensated bbl. & laser engraved
stock w/Leupold scope base attached. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
281 German Weatherby Mark V 300 WBY Mag w/Scope
#P70108; 300 WBY Magnum. 26" bbl & German mfg. w/very good
original blue & fine condition Weatherby stock. Gun is topped w/early
Weatherby 2-7x rifle scope, also in very nice condition. 2,000.00 3,000.00

LOT #
282 Weatherby Mark V 378 WBY Mag Rifle
#H260920; 378 WBY Magnum. 27" bbl w/compensator & laser marked
engraved Weatherby stock. Gun is in very nice lightly handled condition &
includes Leupold rings & bases. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
283 Weatherby Custom Mark V 460 WBY Mag Rifle
#H270147; 460 WBY Magnum w/27" bbl & compensator. Gun has fancy
walnut checkered stock, Weatherby custom engraved floor plate & topped
w/Burris 1 3/4-5x scope. Overall is in very nice, like new condition.
2,500.00 - 3,000.00
284 Germany mfg Weatherby Mark V 270 WBY Mag Rifle
#P36902; 270 WBY Magnum. 24" bbl & West German mfg w/nice original
blue & fancy checkered Weatherby stock. Gun has some scratches &
marks from use & muzzle has some spots, but overall gun is in nice
original condition. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
285 Weatherby XXII 22 cal Rifle w/scope
#N54683; 22 LR w/box style magazine & fancy Weatherby stock set.
Stock has some small marks & muzzle of bbl has some light spots. Gun
has 4x scope attached & is in overall good used condition. 500.00 700.00
286 510 Wells Ammo & Brass Lot
includes: 58 loaded rounds made from 460 WBY Mag brass & 15 empty
rounds
287 340 WBY Mag Ammo lot
includes: 133 rds of 200 GR soft point & 14 brass empties.
288 113 rds Remington of 458 WIN Mag Ammo
factory new 510 GR Soft point ammo
289 300 WBY Mag Ammo lot
includes: 97 rounds of 220 GR Ultra Velcity Soft Point & 3 casings
290 20 rds of 460 WBY Mag Ammo
factory new 500 GR round nose.
291 378 WBY Mag Ammo Lot
includes: 13 loaded rounds & 6 empty shell cases
292 40 rds of Hornday 30-378 WBY Mag Ammo
factory new Precision Hunter 220 FR ELD-X
293 20 Rounds Winchester 358 WIN Ammo
200 GR Silver tip ammo full box
294 The Winchester Model 42 Book by Ned Schwing
in good used condition.
295 The Winchester Model 94 Book by Robert Renneberg
book is in good used condition
296 Lot of 3 Hard Cover Gun Books
Frank Sellers Sharps Firearms (no dust cover)
Colt Conversions by McDowell
Trapdoor Springfield by Beinfeld (no dust cover). All are in good used
condition & have slightly warped/twisted spines
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297 Lyman No 103 Bolt Peep Sight
sight has wind gauge & is in nice working condition, a very difficult sight to
find.
298 Lyman 48-S Long Slide Receiver Sight
sight has matching numbers & mechanically in good condition.
299 Bag of Lyman 48 Sight Parts
complete 48-S plus bases & slides
300 Jaeger Quick Detachable Side Mount
used for 1903 Springfield 98 Mausers, Model 70, etc. Mount is new in the
box w/screws & pins.
301 Vintage Salesman Sample Take Down Shotgun Case
approx. 13 1/2" overall in length & is in nice condition, marked
NOTT.MAKER-MINNEAPOLIS. In good original condition.
302 Canvas and Leather Take Down Shotgun/Rifle Case
Appears to be designed for 2 guns 30"x8"x7" & is in unused condition.
303 Pair of Vintage Leather Lamb Take Down Cases
One is marked Lyon & Coulson Buffalo NY & in good condition w/open
tab loose/removed & measures 32"
2nd is Redhead measuring 34" & marked w/Patent date of 1916.
304 Ultra Rare LC Smith Field Grade 410 ga Dbl
#201347; 410 ga. 26 1/4" bbls w/bright bores & good original blue finish
lightly fading to brown on bbls. Gun has dbl beaded rib w/ one spot
noticeable on left bbl by address of slight pitting. Case colored receiver is
fading silver w/colors in protected areas. Std dbl triggers, original
checkered walnut stock in good condition & mechanically gun is crips.
LOP is approx. 14 1/8". A great example of an original Field Grade LC
Smith 410 ga. 5,000.00 - 6,000.00
305 LC Smith Ideal Grade 12 ga Double
#343140R; 12 ga. 28" London Steel bbls. Bores are good w/some light
frosting visible & greyed patina on exterior. Gun has Ideal engraved
receiver, dbl triggers & extractor. Mechanically gun is crisp & gun has
straight grip English style checkered stock which measures approx 14"
LOP. Overall a fine Ideal Grade LC dbl. 800.00 - 1,200.00
306 LC Smith 20 ga Double w/Ejectors
#5167E; 20 ga 27" bbls w/good bores & some light pitting near breech
end on each bbl. & dbl beaded, London steel & good original blue
remaining. Case colored receiver still w/good colors in protected areas,
dbl triggers, ejectors & original walnut stock, LOP is approx. 14". Upon
close examination you can see stock has been professionally repaired at
wrist. Overall a fine LC Smith 20 ga w/ejectors. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
307 LC Smith 12 ga Double
#331904; 12 ga. 30" Armour Steel bbls marked Hunter Arms Co Fulton
NY. Bores are bright & gun has case colored receiver retaining good color
w/00 frame, dbl triggers, extractors & mechanically gun is tight.
Checkered wood stock is original & in nice condition w/LOP approx. 14".
A fine late model LC Smith. 650.00 - 800.00

LOT #
308 Crescent Arms Quail Hammerless 410 Dbl
#7091; 410 ga. dbl w/26" bbls. w/bright bores & good original blue exterior
& case colored receiver w/good colors on the side but fading on bottom.
Gun has very nice replacement stock set & mechanically functions good.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00
309 LeFever H Grade 12 ga Antique Double
Antique. # 27079; 12 ga. circa 1898. 30" twist pattern bbls w/good bores
& good pattern on exterior. Gun has nicely case colored receiver
w/cocking indicators & dbl triggers. Mechanically gun is tight & wood
appears original & in good condition, LOP approx. 14 1/4". A nice antique
LeFever Double. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
310 WWI Winchester Model 97 Trench Gun
#745043; 12 ga. Solid frame w/20" bbl & US & Flaming bomb mark on
right side of receiver & flaming bomb mark on top of bbl. Gun has original
6 row ventilated hand guard w/Patent Applied For marking on bayonet lug.
Mechanically gun is good w/brown patina, metal butt plate &
GHD/crossed cannon cartouche on left side of butt. A good example of a
very scarce Solid Frame WWI Trench Gun. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
311 Rare US Switch & Signal 1911-A1 Pistol
#1044796; 45 ACP. RCD cartouche on left side & right side does have
United States Property marking, partially defaced. Gun has parkerized
finish & checkered plastic grips w/light holster wear on edges &
mechanically tight. Includes a 42 BOYT leather holster & overall is in nice
condition. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
312 US Eddystone Model 1917 Military Rifle
#1030053; 30-06 w/9-18 bbl. & is in very nice surplus condition. 600.00 800.00
313 Rare US Navy marked Smith & Wesson Victory Rev.
#V46031; 38 cal. 4" bbl w/parkerized finish, case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun is US Navy marked on top strap w/some light spots on
metal, but overall a very nice example of a Navy marked Victory revolver
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
314 US Rock-ola M1 Carbine
#6090352; 30 cal carbine. Std config. Bbl is marked Rock-ola w/lightly
spotted grey to brown patina. Gun has original stock w/crossed cannon
cartouche, original sling & is a nice example of a desirable Rock-ola M1
Carbine. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
315 Colt Commando WWII Military Revolver
#35297; 38 spec. 4" bbl w/parkerized finish & hard plastic grips. Gun has
GHD/Ordnance bomb proof & light edge wear, but overall is in very good
surplus condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
316 WWII US Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
#3301857; 30-06. Std config. bbl marked SA 11-44 w/even parkerized
finish & ME of approx. 2 & TE of approx. 3. Gun has walnut stock w/no
visible import marks & is in overall good surplus condition. 1,250.00 1,500.00
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317 1938 production German Luger Pistol
#9545; 9mm. Chamber is dated 1938 & s/42 marked toggle. All visible
numbers are matching aside from magazine w/wood grips & original finish
is fading to a brown patina. Overall a good early WWII Luger. 1,000.00 1,500.00
318 Remington Model 1903 w/C Stock & USMC Bbl
#3281436; 30-06. Bbl marked USMC 1-44 w/parkerized metal & C stock.
Overall gun is in very nice original condition & the bolt handle is partially
bent for scope. 500.00 - 700.00
319 Colt 1911A1 US 45 Pistol
#2358722; 45 ACP. Std config w/cross cannon cartouche on right side &
GHD inspectors initials on left side. Gun has checkered plastic grips &
light holster wear on edges, but overall in good surplus condition. Includes
a US Graton & Knight holster. 1,800.00 - 2,200.00
320 WWI German 98 AZ Carbine & Bayonet
#3871; gun has matching bolt & other numbers. Receiver is marked Erfert
1916 & gun has a nice walnut stock w/cartouches. Stacking bar has been
removed which typically indicates use by "Storm Troopers". Includes
WWI quill blade bayonet dated 1906 & overall is a nice example of a
desirable WWI transitional carbine. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
321 Japanese Type 26 Military Revolver
#40354; 8mm. std config. Gun has wood grips & good original blue finish
w/light holster wear & mixed spots. Overall in very good surplus condition.
600.00 - 700.00
322 Rare US Remington 03-A4 Sniper Rifle
#3418599; 30-06. Bbl marked RA 7-43. Gun has correct bent bolt for
scope clearance & has attached M73 B1 scope w/serial # electro
penciled 10842 & has fine cross hairs. Stock has been sporterized
otherwise a nice US WWII Sniper w/scarce original scope. 2,500.00 3,500.00
323 Fine Japanese Type 14 Nambu w/holster
#20902; 8mm Nambu in std config. Mfg 11.3 (March 1936) Gun has
straw colored trigger & safety, strong original blue, a rope lanyard & non
matching magazine. Comes w/hard shell military holster which includes
additional firing pin & holster is also in very fine condition. A nice example
of a Japanese Nambu pistol. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
324 US IBM Corp M1 Carbine
#3922115; 30 cal carbine has IBM Corp marked bbl w/round bolt, nice
parkerized finish & nice original walnut stock. Gun has reproduction mag
pouch & sling, but otherwise an attractive & desirable IBM mfg carbine.
1,000.00 - 1,200.00
325 U.S. Remington Rand 1911-A1 Govt 45
#1007628; 45 ACP. Std config. w/FJA & crossed cannon cartouches.
Parkerized finish & in very nice surplus condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
326 US Remington 03-A3 Military Rifle
#3881920; 30-06. Std config & bbl marked RA8-43. Gun is in very fine
overall condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

LOT #
327 WWII German P38 Military Pistol
#4964W; 9mm std config w/matching numbers & byf 44 coded w/std
German waffenampt markings, war time magazine & in nice original
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
328 German Deaths Head Transitional 98 Military Mauser
#443K; 8mm. Receiver is marked AMBERG 1917, transitional styled
carbine & bbl is marked star/SS runes over deaths head. Gun has
matching bolt & is not visibly import marked. Stock, Portuguese(?) has an
unusual cartouche on right side and a visible deaths head cartouche
below trigger guard. Appears to be a very good example of a very scace
SS marked Mauser. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
329 Nazi Marked Polish P35 Radom Pistol
#K5389; 9mm. Std config. w/Nazi markings & proofs. Gun has plastic
grips & war time finish w/import mark on bottom of frame. Overall in very
nice surplus condition. 700.00 - 900.00
330 French Model 1907/15 Remington Military Rifle
Antique. #NSN; made by Remington circa 1914-1915. This is a nice
example w/original stock, brown metal patina & leather sling. Includes
bayonet w/scabbard. 700.00 - 900.00
331 Colt Model 1917 45 cal Revolver
#184031; 45 ACP Std config US marked & w/military cartouches. Gun
has blue to brown patina & is in good original condition. 700.00 - 900.00
332 Springfield 1903 WWI Military Rifle
#652340; 30-06. bbl marked SA 5-17. Original WWI stock is lightly
sanded w/grey patina metal & overall a nice correct WWI Springfield.
650.00 - 800.00
333 WWII Colt Commando Military Revolver
#23323; 38 spec 4" bbl Gun has parkerized finish, hard plastic grips &
light edge wear, but overall in very nice surplus condition. Approx 50,000
mfg from 1942-1945. 800.00 - 1,000.00
334 Antique German Model 71/84 Military Rifle
Antique. #4988; bolt screws, all numbers appear to match. Gun is
Spandau production w/Imperial proof marks on stock, has spotted grey to
brown patina on metal & has a good bore. A nice example of a rare
matching 71/84 rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
335 WWII Belgium High Power w/Nazi Marks
#85309; 9mm Std config. w/German waffenampt markings & brown
patina w/mixed spots. Gun is in good WWII surplus condition. 800.00 1,200.00
336 WWI Winchester Model 1917 Military Rifle
#519847; 30-06. bbl is marked W/2-18 w/Winchester bolt & Winchester
stock. Gun has plum patina & a KERR sling, overall gun is in nice surplus
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
337 Argentine Ballester-Molina 45 cal Pistol
#B7051; 45 ACP. Gun is not import marked & has nice blue finish
w/correct grooved grips. Overall in very nice surplus condition. 700.00 1,000.00
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338 German WWI MP18 Dummy Machine Gun
#15855; Bbl has been welded shut & receiver is cut, but gun displays
nicely as a dummy gun. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

351 WWII Japanese Dbl Bbl Flare Pistol w/holster
Non-gun. #101355; dbl bbl in good condition w/mixed spots, includes a
vintage leather holster.

339 Late War German Occupation Polish Radom Pistol
#K8939; 9mm. late war production, metal is in the white & gun has
wooden grips w/war time magazine & rear safety is omitted. 700.00 900.00

352 WWII Hand Painted Nazi Army Helmet
hand painted decals on right, left & front, possibly used or done by a
German Foreign legion. In nice original condition.

340 WWI French CHAUCHAT Dummy Machine Gun
a nice display example of an iconic Dummy WWI sub machine gun. Bbl
has been welded shut & receiver is cut, blue to brown original patina &
displays nicely. 750.00 - 1,250.00
341 British Marked Smith & Wesson Victory Revolver
#V309345; 38 cal. 5" bbl parkerized finish, case colored trigger &
hammer, US Property GHD marked frame, British proofs on right side
w/military grips. Gun is in very nice overall condition & is lightly import
marked left side of frame. 500.00 - 600.00
342 WWII British PIAT
non-gun curio item & is 38" in length. Fired by heavy spring mechanism &
has mono pod, pop up sights & is an interesting display piece. A heavy
item weighing approx. 50lbs. SPECIAL SHIPPING RATES WILL APPLY.
343 Ithaca 1911 A1 Military 45 Pistol
#971907; 45 ACP. Parkerized finish w/inspector & cross cannon
markings. Mechanically gun is good & comes w/well oiled leather holster.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
344 WWI German Hebel Flare Pistol
Non-gun #11282; w/numerous proof marks, spotted brown to blue patina,
wood grips & is mechanically good.
345 WWI British Webley Mark IV 45 cal Pistol
#284776; gun has been ground to fire 45 ACP bullets. 1917 dated
w/clean proof marks & nice original blue & good grips. A very nice Webley
Mark IV. 700.00 - 900.00
346 WWII German Dbl Bbl Flare Pistol
Non- gun #F124483; 1944 dated w/fzs & in nice original condition.
347 WWII Colt Commando Military Revolver
#2534; 38 spec. 4" bbl. w/[parkerized finish & hard plastic Colt grips
w/flaming bomb marked frame Overall in very nice surplus condition
although gun does have a few spots on trigger guard that are visible
through finish. 700.00 - 900.00
348 Bavarian Lightning Cavalry/Artillery Pistol
Antique. #3421; 11 mm. 8" bbl. w/wooden grips & Falling Block design.
Overall length is approx 15" w/military unit & proof markings on metal &
wood. A good example of a early rare military side arm. 500.00 - 800.00
349 WWII German Army Dagger
ALCOSO marked blade & in good original condition w/scabbard
350 WWII German Dbl Bbl Flare Pistol
Non-gun. #24483; 1941 dated w/black painted finish & is in fair condition.

353 WWII Nazi German Bicorn Naval Hat
Hat is in excellent original condition, appears to be beaver or otter fur
w/Nazi badge on right side, typically worn for formal occasions. 500.00 700.00
354 WWII German Gas Mask & Can
in good overall condition.
355 WWII Nazi Helmet w/SS Camouflage Cover
Helmet is in good condition 2 sided SS camo cover is fair w/rip at brim &
has repair stitching on the right side. A good example of a hard to find SS
helmet cover.
356 Japanese WWII Police Sword
In good overall condition, wood handle, wire wrap.
357 WWII German U Boat Captain Visor Hat
white visor hat w/Kriegsmarine Eagle & Bullion Captains Insignia, in nice
overall condition.
358 WWII Japanese Canteen w/strap
in good overall condition.
359 WWI German Camouflage Helmet
absent liner but has good original camo shell
360 US M72 LAW Rocket Launcher
in good surplus condition
361 Mauser 30 cal Carbine
#497920; 30 cal carbine w/11 3/4" bbl & good blue patina, grey on edges.
Mechanically gun is good & visible numbers are matching. Comes
w/shoulder stock holster & overall is in good condition. 2,000.00 3,000.00
362 Original WWI Red Arrow Uniform
WWI 32nd Division Red Arrow Division from WI & MI. It is a rare summer
weight & includes shoulder patches, buttons & wool mustard colored
trousers
363 Ithaca Gun Co US 1911 A1 45 cal
#2126153; 45 ACP. Std config w/FJA proofs on left & crossed cannon on
right. Gun has Colt 45 marked bbl. & checkered war time grips.
Parkerized finish has holster wear toning to grey. Mechanically gun is
good & has nice 1944 Milwaukee Saddlery holster. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
364 WWI US Model 1918 Heavy Wool Over Coat
w/insignia stenciled inside & is in good overall condition.
365 US Remington Rand 1911A 45 Pistol
#2409449; 45 ACP. Gun has even parkerized finish & FJA initials on left
side & crossed cannon cartouche on right. Mechanically gun is tight & in
very nice condition. Includes 42 BOYT holster which is also in nice
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condition. 2,000.00 - 2,250.00
366 WWII German Kriegsmarine Uniform
in good overall condition.
367 WWII German SS Podium Hanger
square & dbl sided measures approx. 36"x36" SS Ruins on one side &
SS Swastika on other w/fringe decoration, overall in nice condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

LOT #
381 Winchester 1897 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#578774; 12 ga. 32" take down bbl w/FULL choke & spotted grey to
brown patina. Gun has slight crack at wrist, otherwise in good overall
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
382 Reproduction Tower Brown Bess Musket
Black Powder. #3344; A nice Brown Bess replica w/42" smooth bore bbl
& Tower marked lock. 800.00 - 1,200.00

368 Webley & Scott No 1 Mark "I" Flare Pistol
Non-gun. #27973; 10" bbl w/attached shoulder stock measures approx.
26" overall in length & in very nice overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

383 Rossi Model 65 SRC
#N011544; 44 -40 Std carbine config w/out saddle ring. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

369 Collection of WWII Cloth & Uniform Tear Offs
includes SS Eagle Uniform cut off; Collar Tab; Volkssturm Arm Band; etc

384 Shiloh Sharps 1863 SRC
Black Powder #2107; std saddle ring config w/blued bbl, case colored
receiver, single trigger & walnut stock. Farmingdale NY mfg & gun is in
new condition, includes hard case, 800 count CCI musket primers, new
Pedersoli .541 bullet mold & 60 ct of Rush Creek 54 cal cast bullets. A
great example of a new Shiloh Sharps w/accessories. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

370 US 1896 dated Ordnance Department Flare Pistol
Non-gun. #102; brass frame 9" bbl w/wood grips left side marked
Equipment Department No 102 WHR. Right side is marked ORD. DEP.
W. N.Y. 1896 CON. In good condition for age.
371 Full Collection of Nazi Merritt Crosses
7 in total of various rankings, all in good condition.
372 Webley & Scott English Flare Pistol
Non-gun #64055; 6" bbl w/flared muzzle, brass frame & proof markings,
wooden grip. It includes a spent flare round & is in nice overall condition.
373 Set of SS Cuff Links
Enamel faced w/RZM marks on back.
374 Pair of US WWI M1904 Saddle Bags
in good overall condition w/canvas liners
375 WWI French M15 Adrian Helmet & Canteen
includes original liner, liner is in rougher condition. Plus original WWI
French Canteen includes stopper & strap.
376 Stevens 12 ga Model 235 Coach Gun
#62045; 12 ga. 20" bbls w/some light pits & spots on bbls, but overall gun
is in good, used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

385 Navy Arms 1860 Henry Rifle reproduction
#776; 44-40. Std config w/ brass frame, walnut stock & gun has some
light spots mixed on metal, but overall in good used condition. A nice
early replica Henry. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
386 Navy Arms 12 ga Percussion Double
Black Powder. #N8246; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/ case colored locks &
hammers. Gun is in nice lightly used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
387 Pedersoli 45-70 cal. Sharps Rifle
#SH12088; 45-70 Bbl flat marked "JP Jemmer St Louis". 30" oct bbl
w/case colored receiver, dbl set triggers & dbl keyed stock. Gun is in
excellent, like new condition & comes in custom fit luggage case.
1,750.00 - 2,000.00
388 1950 production Winchester 94 Carbine
#1686387; 30-30. Std config w/sling swivels & sling attached. Gun is in
good used condition w/typical small marks from use. 500.00 - 600.00

377 H&R Officers Model Springfield Trapdoor
#3645; 45-700. 26" round bbl w/case colored, engraved receiver,
checkered walnut stock & is in like new condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00

389 Cimarron 1885 High Wall in 38-55 cal.
#S07114; 38-55 cal. 30" oct bbl w/case colored receiver, fancy long range
rear sight & hooded front sight. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

378 Winchester Model 94 Carbine in 32 Spec
#1599973; 32 WIN Spec. Std config w/metal butt plate & a late 1940's
production. In nice overall condition. 600.00 - 800.00

390 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#211087; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke take down bbl. Metal is blue to grey
w/some light spots & mechanically gun is good. 400.00 - 500.00

379 New Pedersoli 45-90 Berdan Sharps w/Sights
#SH18436; 45-90 w/32" oct bbl w/case colored receiver & checkered
walnut stock & dbl set triggers. Gun is in new condition includes cased
set of Pedersoli Long Range front & rear sights & new set of 45-90 RCBS
reloading dies. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

391 Pedersoli 45-70 Rolling Block Rifle
#R011142; 45-70 cal. 30" oct bbl. w/case colored receiver, long range
rear sight & hooded front sight. Gun has checkered pistol grip stock & is
in very nice, lightly used condition. 1,200.00 - 1,500.00

380 Cimarron Model 1876 45-75 cal Rifle
#CN0249; 45-75 cal. 28" oct bbl. w/case colored receiver in very nice,
lightly handled condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

392 Hatfield Flintlock 36 cal Long Rifle
Black Powder. #NSN; 36 cal. 39" oct bbl w/full maple stock w/droop tail,
cheek piece & case colored lock. Gun is in very nice unused condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
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393 Uberti Cattleman 357 Single Action Revolver
#B4294; 357 cal 7 1/2" bbl. w/case colored frame & has some holster
ware on edges. Otherwise gun is in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
394 Winchester Model 97 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#753533; 12 ga. 28" MOD take down bbl. w/spotted grey patina, recoil
pad added & mechanically gun is good. 300.00 - 400.00
395 Restored Napolese Nock Flintlock Musket
Black Powder. Original 39" smooth bore bbl w/cartouche, this is an
original bbl from the IMI Napolese military find. Gun has reproduction
stock & lock dated 1776. A nice example of a restored, historic arm.
396 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#2335381; 30-30. Std carbine config w/few light spots mixed, otherwise in
good overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00
397 Navy Arms 66 SRC Carbine in 44-40
#859; 44-40 w/brass frame & in std carbine config. Gun has light mixed
spots & overall in good condition. 600.00 - 800.00
398 H. A. Hulick Janesville, WI Percussion Revolver
Black Powder. #101; 36 cal copy of Colt Percussion pistol. Mfg in 1962
w/5" bbl, brass grip strap, wood grips & metal is all in the white.
Mechanically gun is crisp & is a quality replica by talented Wisconsin gun
smith. 700.00 - 900.00
399 Reproduction French Charleville Flintlock Musket
Black Powder. Navy Arms production w/45" bbl. & 3 bbl bands. Metal is
in the white & in very fine unused condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
400 PUMA Model 92 45 cal Colt Rifle
#AM181325; 45 cal Colt. w/case colored receiver & 24" blued oct bbl.
Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 650.00 - 800.00
401 Fine London Armory Replica Musket
Black Powder. Made by Euroarms #3140; 58 cal 39" blued bbl & case
colored lock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
402 Pietta 36 cal Nickel Plated Percussion Revolver
Black Powder. #452890; 36 cal. w/nickel finish & laminate wood grips.
Gun is in like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00
403 Henry Arms 22 cal Large Loop LA 22 Rifle
#C050318H; 22 LR. 16" carbine bbl w/large loop lever. Gun is in nice,
lightly used condition. 350.00 - 450.00
404 Fine Alexander Henry 500 cal Dbl Bbl Rifle
Antique. #5181; 500 al. Bbls are 28" w/good rifling in bores & Damascus
pattern. Center rib is marked Alex Henry EDINBURGH AND LONDON
Maker to their Royal Hiness & the Price of Wales & Duke of Edinburgh
exterior of bbls is brown patain but shows good Damascus pattern.
Receiver locks are finely engraved, exposed hammers w/safety's,
checkered walnut stock & checkered wooden butt w/metal heal & toe
caps. Gun has finely checkered forearm & a trap door on pistol grip which
contains a spare firing pin. Overall gun is in very fine original condition,
this lot includes the Alexander Henry Rifle Maker book by Donald Dallas
which is limited to 750 copies, chapter 13 talks about hammered rifles
made by Henry & includes photos of other 500 dbls. A fine example of a

LOT #
rare & desirable dbl rifle by a renowned rifle maker. 7,000.00 - 9,000.00
405 Early London Flint Lock Spring Bayonet Blunderbuss
Antique. 16 1/2" English Proof smooth bore Blunderbuss bbl. marked
London on top flat. Flintlock mechanism & lock marked GRICE & has a
spring latch bayonet approx. 9" in length w/decorative checkered walnut
stock which remains in good condition. Gun has metal butt plate & is in
very nice original condition, includes a ram rod which does show some
repair & may or may not be 100% original to gun. Overall a fine Spring
Bayonet Blunderbuss. 2,500.00 - 3,000.00
406 Cased set of Fine Percussion 50 cal. Duelers
Black Powder. approx. 50 cal. w/smooth bores & 9 1/2" oct. bbls. &
bottom of bolster is marked WB & bottom of bbls have Crown/letter
proofs(See photo). Guns are not maker marked in any way, but each has
delicate engraving on lock, hammer, rear tang & breech area of gun,
along w/inlaid gold band. Guns also have ebony fore end tip & finely
checkered walnut stocks, both guns are in very nice overall condition
w/few marks on bbl from age & storage. They come in form fit green case
w/vintage powder flask & loading rod interior of case is in good condition
w/some areas of damage. Case has brass ends & measures approx. 18
1/4" x 9" & overall a fine set of European Percussion Duelers. 2,000.00 3,000.00
407 Fine Antique Flint Lock Blunderbuss
Antique. #NSN; has oval shaped flared muzzle approx. 1 1/2" wide by 1"
tall. Bbl is 21 1/2" in length w/spotted greyed patina, ornate checkered
stock & brass furniture & decoration. Mechanically gun is good & is in
good condition w/small areas of cracks & repair. Overall an attractive &
desirable Flint Lock Blunderbuss. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
408 Antique Far East Matchlock Rifle
Antique. approx. 56 cal. Gun has oct 28 1/2" bbl flared at muzzle. Metal is
pitted but gun has visible markings & decoration near the breech. Gun
has mix of iron & brass fittings, wooden stock set & overall is in nice
condition.
409 Antique Japanese Matchlock Pistol
Antique. approx 52 cal. 13 1/2" oct bbl flared at muzzle w/brass
mechanism & wooden stock. In nice overall condition. 1,000.00 1,500.00
410 Early Germanic Schlerble Ball Shooting Crossbow
Stock measures approx. 33" in length, the bow measures approx. 39"&
has hand forged iron furniture. This was designed to shoot a heavy round
ball vs a bolt. The "muzzle" end appears to be bone or ivory & the family
notes this was a bring back item from WWII.
411 Large Chinese Matchlock Fortress Gun
66" bbl. w/full length wooden stock & iron furniture, overall in good
condition.
PICK UP ONLY ITEM, NO SHIPPING
412 Pair of Far East Beheading Swords
The blades measure approx. 32" in length & overall length is approx. 40".
Ray skin wrapped handles & both swords fit side by side in the same
scabbard. The scabbard hanger has a break (visible in photos).
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Otherwise swords & scabbard are in good condition.
413 Vintage 16th Century Battle Ax
forged metal w/riveted construction & has a 24" Spike from top of ax. Ax
is approx. 12" in length w/spike on one side & dbl spike on other. Comes
on a contemporary pole which separates for transport or display.
414 Giant 62 cal Flint Lock Slug Gun
Black Powder w/51" oct bbl approx.1 1/2" across at flats & has flintlock
mechanism w/full length maple stock & brass furniture. The ram rod is
absent & has metal rest near muzzle, in fair overall condition. These guns
were typically built post Civil War for "Slug Gun" shooting matches. This
gun weighs approx. 30 lbs.
415 Large Market Hunters Percussion Shotgun
Black Powder. bore diameter of 1 3/4" & bbl is partially wire wrapped & is
27" in length w/crude heavy wood stock & hand forged bbl bands &
fittings. Metal surfaces are pitted but overall an interesting early market
hunters gun. Weighs approx. 30 lbs. & overall measures approx 40".
416 Antique Arabian Miquelet Action Long Gun
Antique. Overall length is 62" in fair antique condition.
417 German Hans Hocker Single Shot Target Rifle
Antique. #2183; Bbl is Krupp marked along side 7.7mm caliber beneath
hand guard. 27 1/4" oct bbl. w/ good rifling & top bbl is matted w/case
colored receiver & drop block action marked System Reform. Gun has dbl
set triggers, checkered pistol grip walnut stock w/cheek piece for left
handed shooter. Overall gun is in very fine original condition. 1,250.00 1,750.00
418 Fine JP Sauer Hammerless Drillings
#231590;16 ga/8x57 all bores are bright w/26 7/8" bbls show strong
original blue finish w/JP Sauer & Sohn, Suhl markings. Receiver is silver
w/case colors in protected areas, elaborate game scenes decorate both
sides w/scalloped receiver & finely checkered walnut stock w/cheek
piece. Overall a very fine high grade JP Sauer Drillings. 2,500.00 3,500.00
419 Antique German Steyr Re Chambered to 22 Hornet
Antique. #2414; 22 Hornet w/23" oct & fluted bbl. w/insert, spoon bill bolt
action Steyr design, case colored & engraved receiver. Gun has
mountings for a claw style mount & fancy high checkered walnut stock
w/cartridge trap in butt stock & checkered metal butt plate. Overall an
attractive restored Steyr Stalking rifle re-chambered to popular 22 Hornet
caliber. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
420 Fine Funk-Anson German Drillings
#4547; 16 ga/7.8x57mm. 24 1/2" bbls & marked Jos. Zeller & Dortmund.
Gun has matted center rib w/pop up sight & area for scope mount
attachment. The receiver is heavily decorated w/elaborate game & floral
engraving, the bottom is marked ORIG. FUNK-ANSON
KUGELSPANNER DRILLING. Guns triggers are in gold, has cocking
indicators w/checkered walnut stock & raised cheek piece. Overall a
beautiful high end German Drillings. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

LOT #
421 Large English Hog Hunt Serving Platter
Platter has wild bore & dog motif, measures approx. 20 1/2" in length &
English marked "Brownfield" on back
422 John Manton & Son Percussion 70 cal Rifle
Black Powder. #9232; 70 cal w/30" oct rifled bbl approx. 1" across at
flats. Top rib is marked John Manton Dover St & lock is engraved
w/safety & marked John Manton & Son Paton. Gun has half stock dbl
keyed of maple w/gold inlaid Royal decoration, single trigger, metal butt &
hickory ram rod w/bone or ivory tip. End of the stock is topped w/horn &
overall gun is in very fine condition for age & comes w/book on the
Manton Gun Makers. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00
423 Brass Bbl Flintlock Pocket Pistol
Black Powder. #NSN; 50 cal brass bbl approx. 3 1/2" w/cannon flared tip,
plain wooden grip & sliding mechanism. Overall gun is in good condition.
500.00 - 700.00
424 Winchester Model 21 SKEET Shotgun w/Extra Bbl set
#24863; original SKEET marked Model 21 w/28" bbls choked SKEET1 &
2. Gun has bright bores & original blue on bbl & receivers is wearing silver
from handling & use. The Beaver tail forearm is solid w/few small chips
on edges & gun has wooden butt plate w/visible repaired crack at wrist.
LOP is approx. 14" & DAH is approx. 2 7/8". Gun includes set of 30" bbls
MOD & IMP MOD. w/bright bores & good exterior blue, a nice addition to
an original Model 21 SKEET. 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
425 Antique European System PERFEKT SS Offhand Pistol
Antique. #F503; 22 cal. w/drop block action, dbl set triggers, 14" oct bbl.
& checkered walnut offhand target grips. Bore is bright & overall gun is in
nice original condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
426 Fine Antique 1866 Winchester LA Rifle
Antique. #16082; 44 cal rim fire. 24 3/8" oct bbl. w/good bore. Exterior of
bbl is a spotted grey to brown patina w/clean bbl markings & rear ladder
style sight. Brass frame forearm cap & butt plate are all unpolished
showing nice patina. Mechanically gun operates smoothly & has period
leather sling & overall is in very nice original condition. Serial # is located
inside of rear tang, stock had been previously removed to determine #.
This gun has been in the same family for 3 Generations w/very interesting
story of how it was acquires, please see photos for story. Overall a very
fine original 1866 Winchester. 5,500.00 - 6,500.00
427 Brass Ketland Percussion Pistol
Black Powder. 58 cal brass 7 1/2" bbl marked London w/Liage &
Crown/GP proofs. Lock is marked W. Ketland & Co. & lock appears to
have originally been flintlock converted to percussion. Gun has brass
furniture & wood is solid. Overall an interesting early conversion pistol.
500.00 - 700.00
428 Parker VHE Grade 16 ga Double
#238789; 16 ga. Circa 1924. This is a late production Parker w/28"
Vulcan steel bbls, bright bores, dbl triggers & ejectors. Bbls retain good
original blue & fading to silver in areas, case colored receiver shows good
colors in protected areas, otherwise fading silver. Bottom of receiver is
marked Parker which designates a gun produced at the Remington Arms
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LOT #
Company. Gun has checkered pistol grips stock, original butt plate & LOP
of approx 14 1/4". Overall in nice original condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
429 Early Flintlock Far East Trade Pistol
Antique. #58 cal. w/9" bbl & top has gold insignia & initials. Gun has
decorative carved stock w/mix of silver & iron furniture. Overall gun is in
good condition for age. 400.00 - 600.00
430 Hunter Arms Co Fulton Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
#154232; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/bright bores & good exterior blue & case
colored receiver, dbl triggers & checkered pistol grip stock. Gun is in very
nice, original condition. 700.00 - 900.00
431 Set of European Dueling Pistols
Antique. approx 70 cal straight rifled bores w/8" bbls & front & rear sights.
Checkered walnut stocks w/single iron key & metal capped butts. One
shows repaired hammer & are marked in script on lock. Mechanically
both are good & in good overall condition for age. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
432 Rare REM-Keene Bolt Action Frontier Model 45-70
Antique. 45-70 cal mfg 1880-1883 w/total quantity est around 5,000. 24"
bbl. w/carbine style bbl band & butt plate. Gun has good bore & spotted
brown patina w/light pitting on most surfaces. Remington markings on bolt
are clear & readable & mechanically gun operates nicely. There is a
visible stock repair mainly on left side of firearm. Overall a nice example
of a rare Remignton rifle & is in good condition for age. 2,000.00 3,000.00
433 Joseph Egg 58 cal Percussion Pistol
Black Powder. 9" oct bbl & is 58 cal smooth bore, bbl flat marked in gold
J. Egg London. Gun has front & rear sights w/J Egg marked lock, single
trigger, decorative iron guard, finely checkered walnut stock & wood ram
rod w/bone or ivory type end. Overall in nice condition for age. 1,000.00 1,250.00
434 Winchester 1894 SRC in 32 Spec
#735097; 32 Spec. 1914 Production. Good original blue on bbl &
magazine tube, receiver is faded silver & walnut stock is in nice condition
w/correct carbine butt plate & early ladder style front sight. Overall in nice
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
435 DP Egg London Superposed Perc. Pistol
Black Powder. 2 Superposed 7 3/4" 54 cal. bbls w/swivel ram rod
underneath. Top bbl flat marked D.P. Egg. Paull Mall London. Grey to
brown patina & finely chekerd grips are well worn w/ball cavity in the butt,
gun is overall good condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

LOT #
438 Rare Restored Winchester 1886 in 50 Express
#87412; 50 Express w/28 7/8" oct bbl. Gun has button magazine,
checkered walnut stock case colored receiver, hammer, lever & butt plate
w/good bore & clean Winchester markings, the 50 Express may be re
struck. Wood has a few areas of weaker metal to wood fit on butt plate &
forend cap. Mechanically gun is good & a very fine example of an
attractive, restored 1886 in desirable 50 Express caliber. 5,000.00 6,000.00
439 Early Flintlock Trade Pistol
Antique. 70 cal 9" bbl w/small proof mark of Crown/CD on bbl &
CD/Arabic marking on lock. Gun has brass trigger guard & wood is solid,
a good example of an early military style flintlock pistol. 500.00 - 700.00
440 Pair of Peanut Sized Percussion Screw Bbl Pistols
Black Powder. Allen patent #429; approx 30 cal & in nice condition,
measures 5" in overall length.
Manhattan Mfg Co #NSN; 30 cal. & is mechanically good. Overall these
make a nice pair & come in velvet line box. 500.00 - 700.00
441 Antique Parker PH Grade 12 ga Damascus Double
Antique. #87732; 12 ga. Produced in 1897. 28" bbls w/bright bores & nice
twist pattern on exterior. Receiver retains some case colors in protected
areas, otherwise faded silver. Mechanically gun is tight & gun has original
stock & butt plate LOP is approx 14 1/4" A nice original Parker double.
1,250.00 - 1,750.00
442 JP Cooper English Percussion Pepper Box
Black Powder. #NSN; 36 cal. 6 3 1/4" bbls & marked J. P Cooper Patent
on left side w/sliding safety, ring trigger & finely checkered walnut grips.
Gun has mixed spots but overall is in nice original condition. 700.00 900.00
443 Fine Deluxe 1881 Marlin Lever Action
Antique. #9921; 40 cal. 28" oct bbl. Bbl & magazine tube retain good
original blue, gun has good bore & receiver has silver to brown patina.
Checkered pistol grip walnut stock is original & in good condition & gun
has Lyman Tang sight & front Beech flip sight. Overall a very good
example of a desirable Deluxe 1881 Marlin rifle. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
444 Jenison & Co Underhammer Perc. Pistol
Black Powder. approx 28 cal. 3" bbl & approx. 6" overall & marked J.
Jenison & Co South Bridge Mass. w/brass wrapped walnut handle & is in
good overall condition. 500.00 - 700.00

436 Winchester Mfg Parker DHE Reproduction 12 ga
#12-00432; 12 ga. 28" bbls marked FULL & MOD. Bores are bright
w/strong original blue & has a beautifully case colored engraved receiver.
Gun has a checkered pistol grip walnut stock, skeletonized butt plate & is
in excellent original condition. Includes SKB hard luggage style case.
3,000.00 - 4,000.00

445 Ansley Fox A Grade Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#28506; 12 ga. w/No 4 weight bbls 28" w/bright bores & strong blued
exterior. Gun has A Grade engraved & decorated receiver w/case colors
in protected areas. Mechanically gun is crisp w/checkered pistol grip
walnut stock & leather wrapped pad. LOP is approx. 14 7/8" w/extractor,
dbl triggers & overall is a very attractive A Grade Philadelphia Ansley
Fox. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

437 J. Manton & Co Flintlock Military Pattern Pistol
Antique. 9 1/2" 70 cal. bbl marked J. Maton & Co. Lock is marked
Manton & has brass trigger guard & butt w/heavy walnut stock & swivel
head ram rod. Gun is in nice original condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

446 Allen & Wheelock Single Shot 36 cal Perc Pistol
Antique. #NSN; 10" oct to round bbl marked Allen & Wheelock No 19 on
the bottom. Gun has wood grips & has lightly spotted silver patina.
Mechanically gun is good & in nice overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00
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447 Antique Marlin 1893 Deluxe Lever Action Rifle
Antique. #338932; 30-30. Mfg in 1897 w/26 oct bbl, case colored receiver
is faded silver w/some colors remaining in protected areas. Gun has
deluxe checkered pistol grip stock, good original blue on bbl & a good
bore. Overall a very nice example of an antique production 1893 Marlin.
2,000.00 - 3,000.00
448 Winchester 21 Dbl w/3 digit serial # Mfg 1930-31
#448; 30" bbls marked FULL/MOD bores are bright & gun has good
exterior blue w/light edge wear from age & use w/3" chambers, ejectors &
single selective trigger. Full beaver tail forearm, checkered pistol grip butt
stock & red rubber Winchester recoil pad, stock is solid & in nice
condition w/2 small pins left side of tang showing previous repair.
Mechanically gun is good & receiver has some edge wear & some light
spots & marks, but overall a very fine Model 12 1st year production
shotgun, mfg in 1930-1931 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
449 Brooklyn Arms Front Loading Pocket Revolver
Antique. #1835; circa 1863-1864. 32 cal rim fire w/5 shot cylinder,
engraved brass frame & wooden grips. Unique front loading chambers
were designed to circumvent the bored through cylinder patent controlled
by Smith & Wesson. Cylinder does not properly index but overall in good
original condition. 400.00 - 600.00
450 Winchester 1895 SRC
#33004; 30-06. std saddle ring config w/22" bbl, hand guard &
mechanically is good. Gun has brown to grey patina on receiver w/ few
areas of light spots & wood is solid. Overall gun is in nice original
condition. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
451 Merwin Hulbert Medium Frame SA Revolver
Antique. #2045; 38 cal. 3 1/2" bbl w/nickel finish & scooped cylinders. Bbl
rib also has Hopkins & Allen markings & this is a very nice overall
example, circa 1870's 750.00 - 1,000.00
452 Merwin Hulbert Medium Frame DA Revolver
Antique. #564; 38 cal. w/nickel finish, fully engraved, 1/2" bbl w/ivory or
bone style grips. Mechanically good & overall in very nice condition. Circa
1880's w/est production of few thousand in total. 800.00 - 1,200.00
453 Rare & Hopkins & Allen Dictator Revolver
Antique. #2713; 38 rim fire conversion. Circa 1860-1870's Gun was
factory converted to 38 rim firew/4" bbl & has cylinder w/eagle, bear dog
& Indian decoration. Approx 5,100 were converted & this is a nice
example. 600.00 - 800.00
454 Rare Bacon Mfg Co removable Trigger Guard Revolver
#96; 32 cal rim fire w/4" bbl & unique rotating trigger guard which allows
cylinder & bbl to be removed for loading. Gun has nickel plated finish
engraved frame & walnut grips. Mechanically gun is in good condition est
production in the 1860's is 300 or less. Production of this model was
stopped by Smith & Wesson for patent infringement. A fine example of a
rare early American revolver. 750.00 - 1,000.00

LOT #
455 International No 3 30 cal Rim Fire Revolver
Antique. #4585; 30 cal rim fire w/2 1/2 bbl Gun is nickel finish & is fully
engraved w/1875 patent date, wood grips & is mechanically good.
Overall in very nice original condition. 300.00 - 400.00
456 Marbles Game Getter Combination Gun
#6094; 22/410 ga early model w/12" bbl Bottom 410 bbl is rifled at the
muzzle. Gun has spotted grey patina & mechanically appears good,
original grips show cracks & repairs. Transfers as a modern pistol. 800.00
- 1,200.00
457 Taylor & Co Fur Getter Single Shot Trap Gun
Antique/non functional curio in 32 cal(?) single shot gun w/brass frame &
mount. patent date June 2 1914. Overall appears to be in good condition
on a rare item w/4" bbl, 4 3/4" frame & trap stake is approx. 12".
458 Federal laboratories Tear Gas Billie Club
Non-gun. 1925 patent dates & overall length is approx. 9 1/4" & is in nice
condition, an interesting police item.
459 Antique Chicago Palm Pistol
Antique. #9468; 32 cal rim fire. Gun is nickel finished & mechanically is
ok. The rear face plate has been replaced & nickel finish has mixed spots
overall, but overall a good example of a rare American Derringer. 300.00 800.00
460 Rare WW Marston 3 bbl 32 Derringer Pistol
Antique. 32 Rim fire w/3 superposed 4" bbls. w/brass frame & left side
marked Wm. W. Marston patented May 20 1857 New York City Improved
1864. Bbls are pitted & brass frame is good & wood grips appear
replacements w/cocking indicator on right side of frame. Overall a very
good representation of an early American multi bbl pocket pistol.
1964-1872 800.00 - 1,000.00
461 Antique National #1 41 cal Derringer
Antique. #1073; 41 rim fire engraved brass frame & iron bbl. Overall in
good original condition. 400.00 - 600.00
462 Remington Elliot 4 Bbl. 32 Ring Trigger Derringer
Antique. #23433; 32 cal. rim fire. w/original wood grips & mechanically
good. Gun has spotted grey patina & overall a good example of a
Remington Ring Trigger Derringer. 400.00 - 600.00
463 Antique Forehand & Wadsworth Side Hammer Revolver
Antique. #29932; 22 short w/engraved nickel plate finish & ivory style
grips. Mechanically gun is good w/clear patent markings on left side of bbl
& could benefit from some TLC, but overall good. 400.00 - 500.00
464 Allen Thurber & Co 32 cal. Peanut Derringer
Antique. 32 cal w/5bbls. measures 6" overall w/spotted blue to grey
patina & original wood grips. Overall a good condition Derringer. 400.00 500.00
465 Antique E. Dotson Screw Bbl Perc. Pistol
Antique. approx. 45 cal w/unique straight rifled bbl. & folding trigger. Lock
is marked E. Dotson Louth & wooden stock is decorated w/wire inlay &
has lions head butt. Overall gun is in fair vintage condition. 250.00 400.00
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466 Antique Hopkins & Allen XL No 3 NY Revolver
Antique. #NSN; 30 cal. rim fire. Nickel plated w/ivory grips. Bbl has last
patent date 1871 & overall in nice original condition. 400.00 - 500.00
467 Antique Allen & Thurber Pepper Box Pistol
Antique. #NSN; 32 cal. w/4 1/2" bbls & is mechanically good. Gun has
silver to brown patina & wood grips, overall in a nice Pepper Box. 400.00
- 600.00
468 Antique German Pocket Knife Pistol
Antique. GARANTIE marked blade & main blade measures approx 2 1/2"
& 22 cal bbl marked DRPA w/stag horn grips. Overall in length when
closed is 3 1/2". Buy as a non-functional curio items only. In fair antique
condition.
469 Antique National 41 cal Derringer
Antique. #547; 41 cal rim fire w/2 1/4" steel bbl w/brass frame & wood
grips. Gun is in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00
470 Antique Remington 41 cal Dbl Derringer
Antique. #655; 41 cal. rim fire in std config w/spotted grey to brown patina
& is mechanically good w/MOP grips. Overall gun is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
471 C Sharps & 4 Bbl Derringer
Antique #25607; 22 cal. 2 1/2" bbl nickel finished w/gouda percha grips.
Bbls are brown patina w/receiver lightly spotted & is a good example of a
Derringer Pepperbox. 400.00 - 500.00
472 Antique 1878 Colt DA Revolver
Antique. #25775; 45 Colt w/5 1/4" bbl. silver patina, mechanically good &
left side frame marked RM. Grips are well worn but solid & a nice
example of an early DA Colt. 1890 production. 750.00 - 1,000.00
473 Parker GH Grade Antique Damascus 12 ga Dbl
Antique. #61758; 12 ga. Circa 1890. 30" Damascus steel bbls bores are
good lightly frosted & exterior shows good Damascus pattern in most
areas. Engraved receiver has some case colors in protected areas,
otherwise faded silver. Mechanically gun is tight & wood appears original
& solid although visible crack can be seen on left side of wrist. The butt
plate has been repaired at the toe & LOP is approx. 14 1/4", overall in
nice original condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
474 Merwin Hulbert Large Frame Open Top SA Revolver
Antique. #3095; 44 cal w/7" bbl. & has early scooped cylinders & well
worn hard rubber grips w/nickel finish & holster wear on edges & bbl. The
lanyard has been removed & mechanically gun is in good condition & the
bbl pivot button appears to be a replacement. 750.00 - 1,250.00
475 Pre War Winchester Model 70 Super Grade 30-06
#31605; 30-06. 24" bbl w/Super Grade stock & floor plate. Gun has
attached Lyman receiver sight & early style bolt safety. Receiver is drilled
for a scope & gun has deluxe sling swivels. Gun has some marks from
age & use but overall a nice example of a Winchester Super Grade Model
70. Circa 1939 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

LOT #
476 Merwin Hulbert Large Frame SA Revolver
Antique. #21810; 44-40 cal. 4 1/2" bbl w/spotted browned patina &
revolver was fully engraved. Gun is absent the loading port cover & has
MOP grips, mechanically gun is in good condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00
477 Deluxe Winchester Model 64 Rifle
#1600956; 30 WCF w/24" bbl & half magazine. Gun has checkered
walnut stock & Winchester pistol grip cap w/deluxe sling swivel
attachments w/Lyman receiver sight & good original blue finish lightly
toning to grey in areas of handling. the butt stock has been shortened
then lengthened at some point to original specifications. Still a nice
example of a Deluxe Model 64 Rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
478 Antique Colt Style 1878 Dbl Action Revolver
Antique. #14464; left side frame marked 255 MD. Gun is a 1878 style dbl
action revolver & appears to be 45 cal w/nickel finish & some fire blue
remaining on hammer & trigger. Gun appears absent of other markings,
has stag horn grips, lanyard swivel & mechanically operates good.
Believed to be a Spanish or European copy of the iconic Colt revolver.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
479 Deluxe restored Winchester Model 1894 in 30 WCF
#334725; 30 WCF. 26" oct to round bbl originally chambered in 25-35 &
re cut to 30 WCF. Gun has button mag, fancy checkered high grade pistol
grip stock, case colored lever & nicely restored blued finish. Beech front
& single Leaf rear sight along with period Lyman Tang sight. The stock
shows an older cracked which has been repaired through the wrist &
overall an attractive restored Deluxe Winchester rifle. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
480 Winchester Model 12 Engraved SKEET Style Shotgun
#1619377; 12 ga. 24" take down bbl converted for Briley style choke
tubes. Receiver is fully engraved w/silver pheasant & rabbit on receiver
w/high grade walnut stock set. Overall is in very nice, custom condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
481 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Solid Rib Bbl Assembly
Bbl has serial #391759; 12 ga 30" full choke solid rib bbl w/forearm &
magazine tube. Blue to grey patina w/light spots & overall in good used
condition.
482 English H. Mahillon Single Action Revolver
Antique. #NSN; approx. 45 cal. w/spotted blue metal & safety on left
side. Gun has wooden grips & lanyard swivel is absent. Mechanically
needs a adjustment to rotate properly & top strap marked H. Mahillion
bruxelles 300.00 - 400.00
483 Antique Winchester Model 1873 Rifle in 38WCF
Antique. #159175; 38 WCF. Gun has rare 28" round bbl. w/fair bore &
mechanically is good. Mfg in 1884 & retains some good original blue
fading to brown patina, wood is solid & original w/some case colors
remaining in protected areas on hammer. Overall a nice original long bbl
1873 Winchester. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
484 Remington No 1 Sporting 50-70 Buffalo Rifle
Original Antique action which has been retro fit w/heavy weight 50-70 cal.
28 1/2" bbl. Gun has nice Remington patent on tang & bore is bright
w/nice matching walnut stock set & target style sights. A fine example of
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a vintage looking Remington Buffalo gun. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00
485 Antique British Bulldog 41 cal Revolver
Antique. 2 1/2" bbl w/spotted grey patina & wood grips. Mechanically gun
doesn't always function properly. 300.00 - 400.00
486 Antique European Cartridge Revolver
Antique #2475; approx. 38 cal Crown/R markings, single action & wooden
grips w/a safety. Cylinder no longer indexes, otherwise in good condition.
300.00 - 400.00
487 Fine Winchester Model 1887 12 ga LA Shotgun
#48779; 12 ga. 32" bbl w/good bore & some small pits near breech
otherwise good. Receiver retains good original case colors on both sides,
mechanically gun is good w/metal butt plate, solid wood & brown to silver
patina bbl. Overall a very attractive LA Winchester 12 ga. 2,000.00 3,000.00
488 Savage & North Civil War Navy Revolver
Antique. 36 cal. std config w/greyed spotted patina & patent markings are
partially visible on frame. Wood grips are original in fair condition w/some
repair. Mechanically hammer needs work to fire properly & overall a good
example of an iconic Civil War sidearm. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
489 Excellent Smith Civil War Carbine
Antique. #10994; std config & appears to be a mint un-issued Smith
Carbine w/clean & bright bore, excellent original case colors on receiver &
blue on bbl. & wood is very fine w/clear inspector markings. The but plate
has some discoloration, but otherwise gun is minty, a wonderful un-issued
Civil War Smith Carbine. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00
490 Starr Single Action 1863 Army Revolver
Antique #27228; 44 cal. Std. config w/8" bbl. Gun has nice original grey to
blue patina w/some original finish in protected areas. The cylinder has
non matching number & grips are original & in good condition
w/cartouche. Mechanically gun needs an adjustment as cylinder &
hammer do not consistently cock. Overall a nice example of an iconic
Civil War Sidearm. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
491 Very Fine Sharps Cartridge Conversion SRC
Antique. #76293; w/bright bore, fine original case colored receiver &
strong original blue on bbl. & wood is clean w/correct cartouche marks.
Overall a very fine Sharps Cartridge Conversion SRC. 3,000.00 4,000.00
492 US Model 1819 North Flintlock Pistol
Antique. 54 cal. 9" bbl. & lock marked S NORTH US bbl has large P/US
proof on left side. All metal appears to be polished bright w/mixed light
pitting overall. Mechanically gun is ok & has visible cartouche on left side
w/hickory ram rod. Overall a nice example of an early US Flintlock pistol.
750.00 - 1,250.00
493 Spencer Civil War Saddle Ring Carbine
Antique. #33197; 22" bbl w/nice even browned patina, bore is good &
mechanically gun is good. Wood is solid w/visible cartouche & overall a
very nice original Spencer Trap Door carbine, although the bbl band does
appear to be replacement. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

LOT #
494 Civil War Colt 1860 Army Revolver
Antique. #138819; 44 cal. 1863 Civil War production w/ matching
numbers including wedge & cylinder. Gun has visible cartouches on both
grips & has good action, overall gun is in nice condition & a good example
of a Civil War Army Colt. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
495 Civil War Burnside SRC
Antique. #27924; 21" bbl. in std config w/bright bore & grey to brown
spotted patina. Mechanically gun is crisp & wood appears original in good
overall condition w/typical scratches & marks & has light but visible on
left side of butt. Overall a nice original Burnside Saddle Ring. 2,000.00 2,500.00
496 Savage & North Civil War Revolver
Antique. 36 cal. 7 1/8" oct bbl Circa 1861. Mechanically gun is fair & may
need some adjustment as trigger does not operate correctly. Gun has
clean 3 line address & patent markings on frame & good wood grips.
Metal is spotted grey to brown patina & cylinder shows more wear &
pitting than other parts. Overall a good example of an iconic Civil War
sidearm. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
497 Rare Sharps & Hankins 1862 Navy Carbine
Antique. #11155; Std config w/24" bbl w/good rifling & rare leather bbl
covering. Receiver has browned patina & mechanically gun is good, &
has walnut stock w/brass butt plate. A nice example of a scarce Navy
Carbine w/nice remaining leather covering. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
498 Whitney Navy Model Perc. Revolver
Black Powder. #15543G 36 cal. 7 3/4" oct bbl marked E. Whitney N.
Haven w/silver finished metal & silver plated brass trigger guard & grips
are original. Mechanically trigger does not stay in cocked position,
otherwise a nice example of a Civil War percussion revolver. 1,000.00 1,500.00
499 Sharps Model 1863 Military Rifle
Antique. #C34431; 52 cal. 30" bbl. w/3 bbl bands. Mechanically gun is
good, bore is fair w/visible patent dates & markings on bbl. & receiver.
Gun has iron patch box in stock & wood is solid although forearm shows
cracks & repairs, see photos. Approx 6,100 of this style were mfg & this
is a good example. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
500 US R Johnson Model 1836 Flintlock Pistol
Antique. #NSN; Std config lock is dated 1841 marked R Johnson. The bbl
has US & proof markings. The left side of stock also has visible
cartouches & metal is spotted silver patina. Mechanically gun is good &
overall this is a good example of an early US Flintlock Military pistol.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00
501 Civil War Era "Potsdam" European Musket
Black Powder. 70 cal smooth bore w/42 1/2" bbl. Gun has grey to brown
patina metal w/electro pencil drives license on bbl. Wood has been
cracked & repaired around lock (see photos); butt plate has letter &
number unit markings. A good example of a European Musket which
showed large distribution in the American Civil War. 600.00 - 800.00
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502 Colt 1860 Army Revolver
Antique. #14391. Std config. all visible numbers are matching along
w/wedge & cylinder. Gun has single line address visible & gun is
mechanically good w/original grips. Overall a good Civil War Colt w/grey
spotted patina & some of the nipples are broken &/or damaged. 1861
production. 800.00 - 1,200.00
503 Civil War Era US Navy Revolver Holster
USN marked on flap & is in fair overall condition, the belt loop has been
replaced. Overall measures approx. 13" in length.
504 Springfield 1848 Percussion Conversion Musket
Black Powder. #NSN; 70 cal bore w42" bbl. bbl is proofed VP/Eagle
head. The lock is marked Springfield 1848 w/ US Eagle w/walnut stock
appearing original w/some repair visible near muzzle. Includes bayonet &
a good early American Military musket. 800.00 - 1,200.00
505 Manhattan 36 cal. Navy Model Revolver
Antique. #12825; 36 cal. 6 1/2" oct bbl w/greyed patina, original grips &
matching numbers. Gun is in nice original condition. 800.00 - 1,000.00
506 Civil War 1861 US Springfield Musket
Black Powder. Lock is dated 1862 w/40" smooth bore bbl, 3 bbl bands,
spotted grey to brown patina & wood is original w/visible cartouche
.Overall a nice original Civil War Musket. 700.00 - 900.00
507 Smith & Wesson No 3 2nd Model 44 cal Revolver
#25072; 44 cal. 8" bbl w/wood grips & spotted silver patina w/single line
bbl address. Gun comes w/factory letter which shows shipping records.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
508 Rare 1870 Enfield Snider Pattern 2 Military Rifle
Antique. #NSN; 36 1/2" bbl. The conversion marked BSA Co II/** w/good
bore & wood is solid & in good condition w/visible cartouches. Overall a
nice Snider breech loading conversion rifle. 800.00 - 1,200.00
509 Colt 1849 Pocket Revolver
Antique. #267579; 31 cal 6" oct bbl w/spotted silver patina & all visible
numbers are matching including wedge w/some cylinder scene remaining.
Mechanically gun is ok, grips are original & overall a good example of a
Colt percussion revolver. 1864 production. 650.00 - 850.00
510 Spencer Civil War Carbine
Antique. #53947; std carbine config w/spotted grey patina, mechanically
gun is good & walnut stock has numerous cracks but remains solid. Gun
has additional bbl band w/sling swivel. Overall a nice Civil War SRC.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
511 Smith & Wesson 45 cal Schofield Revolver
Antique. #NSN; 45 cal. 5" bbl. w/nickel plated frame, bbl & cylinder
appear to be re-nickeled or chromed as finish does not match. Patent
markings visible on left side of bbl & Schofield patent marks on right side
visible under a large 37 on bbl. Gun has wood grips & no provision for a
lanyard swivel, mechanically gun is good & a air example of hard to fine
45 cal Smith & Wesson Schofield revolver. 750.00 - 1,250.00

LOT #
512 Rare Remington Beals Navy Model Perc. Revolver
Black Powder. #4062; 36 cal. w/ 7 1/2 bbl w/clean 2 line bbl address,
spotted silver to brown patina & grips appear to be later replacements.
Approx. 14,000 of these were manufactured. 700.00 - 900.00
513 Antique Manhattan Navy Belt Revolver
Antique. #63283; 36 cal 5" bbl w/clean bbl markings & fair cylinder
remains. Grips are original & in good condition, overall a nice Manhattan
Civil War ere revolver. 600.00 - 800.00
514 Civil War Era Colt 1860 Army Revolver
Antique. gun has 3 different sets of serial numbers on various pieces &
has US marked trigger guard, mechanically gun is ok & grips appear
original. Bbl address is clean & visible. Gun looks natural together,
assumed parts have been together a long time. 700.00 - 900.00
515 Rare Allen & Wheelock Lip Fire Army Revolver
Antique. #NSN; 44 Lip Fire. std config w/spotted grey patina & visible
markings on left side of bbl. 7 1/2" bbl w/original wood grips & circa early
1860's approx. 250 mfg. A nice example of a very scarce Civil War
revolver. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
516 Allen Wheelock Center Hammer Navy Perc. Revolver
Antique. #499; 36 cal. 6" oct bbl. est production of 500 w/brown spotted
lightly pitted patina. Gun has bbl markings on left side partially visible &
mechanically gun is good w/original grips. Circa 1861-1862. A solid
example of a very rare Civil War revolver 500.00 - 1,000.00
517 US Ashton Military Percussion Pistol
Antique. #NSN; std config & marked US H. Ashton & Co MIDDTN CONN
1852. Bbl has US & inspector initials over "P" w/brass grips & bbl band
Gun has light cartouches visible in stock & swivel head ram rod, in good
surplus condition. 750.00 - 900.00
518 WWI 1861 dated Sword Bayonet
measures 24 3/4" overall in length w/brass handle & 1861(?) right side
Hartford Conn on left side, overall in good original condition
519 Rare Colt Root Model 1855 Side Hammer Revolver
Antique. #3204; 31 cal. 1855 production. 3 1/2' bbl w/grey to brown patina
& clean bbl markings. Mechanically gun is good w/one piece walnut grips
& fluted cylinders. Overall gun is in nice condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
520 Antique French 44 cal Pin Fire Army Revolver
Antique. #104291; approx. 44 cal Pin Fire w/6 1/4" bbl. w/rib. Crown/AJ
marks on rib & engraved frame w/ivory or bone style grips. Mechanically
gun is good & a nice example of a scarce Army sized pin fire revolver.
600.00 - 800.00
521 Antique Smith & Wesson No 2 Revolver
Antique. #42654; 30 cal rim fire. 6" bbl. Original blue fading to brown
spotted patina w/clear bbl markings. Mechanically gun is good w/original
grips. A nice Civil War era hand gun. 650.00 - 800.00
522 Metropolitan Arms Police Revolver
Antique. #2649; 36 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. w/spotted brown patina & clear bbl
markings. Mechanically cylinder does not index on its own & gun has
original grips. These were a copy of the Colt 1860 Police Revolver w/ext.
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production of 2,700 units circa 1864-1866. A good example of a scarce
Colt copy. 600.00 - 800.00
523 36 cal Manhattan Navy Belt Revolver
Black Powder #28112; 36 cal. 5" bbl w/spotted grey to brown patina &
mechanically gun is good & grips are original, comes w/old but not period
leather holster. 500.00 - 700.00
524 Winchester Golden Spike Commemorative Carbine
#GS27714; 30-30. std config. in like new condition w/hang tags & Golden
Spike. Gun does have some spots near rear sight from long term storage.
700.00 - 900.00
525 Night Force NXS 5.5-22x56 Rifle Scope
Very nice used condition w/ box.
526 Winchester Louisiana MO Sesquicentennial Rifle
#3050014; 30-30. 26" oct bbl w/decorative silver finished receiver
numbered 144. Gun is in NIB condition w/saddle ring & metal butt plate
shows some corrosion from age & storage. Receiver does have spots
from long term storage, but overall a good example of a scarce
Winchester commemorative. 500.00 - 700.00
527 Vortex Viper PST 6-24X50 FFP Rifle Scope
in like new in box condition with sun shade.
528 Winchester 94 Lone Star Commemorative Carbine
#LS38303; 30-30. 1/2 round 1/2 oct Comm. Carbine. Gun is in NIB
condition. 700.00 - 900.00
529 Nightforce NXS 5.5-22X56
In nice used condition, includes scope rings.
530 Winchester Canadian Cent Comm. Rifle
#64474; 30-30. std config, with oct bbl, NIB condition. 650.00 - 800.00
531 Trijicon Model TR20-2 Rifle scope
very nice, lightly used condition with box.
532 NIB Ruger Wild Hog 10-22 Rifle
#0009-91768; 22 cal. w/Wild Hog engraved stock. Gun is in NIB
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
533 Leupold VX-6HD 3-18x44 Scope
scope is in very nice lightly used condition w/rings attached.
534 NIB Ruger 10-22 Tiger Rifle
0008-53666; 22 LR w/Tiger engraved stock. Gun is in NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00
535 Leupold VXIII 3.5-10x50mm Rifle Scope
scope is matte SS finish & Boone & Crockett reticle in good used
condition & includes original box.
536 NIB Ruger 10-22 Alligator Stock Rifle
#0005-75488; 22 cal. w/Alligator engraved stock. Gun is NIB. 400.00 500.00
537 Vortex 4-16X50 Viper Rifle Scope
Has illuminated radical, with Vortex flip up caps, in very fine lightly used
condition.

LOT #
538 NIB Ruger 10-22 Classic w/engraved Stock
#353-10248; 22 cal. w/slender laser engraved stock. Gun is in NIB
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
539 Leupold Vari X III 4.5-14x Rifle Scope
scope is gloss blue w/Parallax adjustment & few marks from use, but in
good used condition.
540 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 WIN Mag.
#D6820189; 300 WIN Mag. in std config. 1995 production. Gun is NIB
condition. (RM) 800.00 - 1,000.00
541 Leupold VXIII 2.5X8 Scope
Nice used condition
542 NIB Ruger 77/17 17 WSM Rifle
#720-89849; 17 WSM. Matte SS finish & walnut stock. Gun is NIB &
includes Ruger scope rings. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
543 Leupold VXII 3-9x 50 mm Scope
scope has matte black finish & in good used condition.
544 NIB Remington Model 700 Classic in 308 cal.
#G6440435; 308 cal. std classic config & gun is in NIB condition. (RM)
800.00 - 1,000.00
545 Burris Signature Series 8-32x Rifle Scope
scope has fine cross hair w/center dot & is in nice used condition. (RM)
546 Anschutz Model 1517 17 HMR Rifle
#3031198; 17 HMR std config w/blued finish & walnut stock. Gun is NIB
& includes scope rings. Serial Number on box does not match rifle.
500.00 - 700.00
547 Leupold IX4 VARI-XII Scope
Fine cross hairs with center dot, good used condition.
548 NIB Anschutz Model 1502 17 MACH II Rifle
#3047828; 17 MACH II w/blued metal & checkered walnut stock. Gun is
NIB condition & includes scope rings. 500.00 - 700.00
549 Vortex Viper 4-16x50 Scope
scope is in good used condition w/some visible marks from use
550 Springfield M1A Semi Auto Rifle
#152098; 308 cal. Std config. w/oversized walnut stock & includes
Springfield scope mount. Comes in original box & is in like new condition.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00
551 NIB Springfield Armory 6x40 Scope
scope is in NIB condition.
552 US Marked Kimber Model 82 Govt 22 Rifle
#GM005393; 22 cal. Govt Target rifle 25" heavy weight bbl w/walnut
stock. Left side of stock does have std. razor mark & gun is topped
Barska 6.5-20x scope. Includes manual & additional accessories
packet/sights & comes in orginal CMP box. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
553 Leupold 6-18x VXII Rifle Scope
in very nice, like new condition. (RM)
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554 Armalite Model SPR 2A 308 cal Rifle
#AP000429; 7.62x39. 18 1/2" bbl w/ Armalite custom compensator. Gun
has ambidextrous cocking handle & a Vortex SPARC optical sight & side
mount iron sights w/ std flat top receiver. Comes w/hard case, 2 - 20
round mags & is in excellent like new condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

568 Rouge Rifle Co Chipmunk Youth Gun
#72845; 22 cal single shot w/blued metal & checkered walnut stock. Gun
is in like new condition.

555 ATN Model 7800 Defender Night Vision Scope
Serial #1645778; 3x magnification & includes carrying case
w/instructions.

570 NIB 22 cal Cricket Youth Rifle
#640478; 22 cal. bolt action w/synthetic plastic camo stock. Gun is in like
new condition in box.

556 NIB Ruger No 1 Rifle in 338 Mag
#132-00148; 338 Mag. 26" bbl, checkered walnut stock, gun is NIB,
although bbl does have mixed spots from long term storage. Gun has no
scope rings & original box is absent tag on end. 800.00 - 1,000.00

571 Leupold Vari X 3-9x Compact Rifle Scope
scope has gloss blue finish & is in very nice, lightly used condition. (RM)

557 Burris 3-12x Signature Series Scope
scope has fine cross hairs w/center dot, day light & twilight adjustment &
is in nice lightly used condition. (RM)
558 Ruger No 1 3 Digit Serial #
#273; 1st year production 1967 receiver, has a custom looking heavy
weight 22-250 bbl, 27" in length. Gun has a basic bench rest forearm,
mixed scratches & marks, but overall good used condition & an
interesting early 3 digit serial numbered gun.

569 Weaver 4x16 Rifle Scope
Nice used condition.

572 H&R Pardner Pump 12 ga Shotgun
#HW508979; 12 ga. 3" chamber w/vent rib bbl. Gun is in very nice, lightly
condition w/original box. 150.00 - 250.00
573 Redfield 6x Wide View Rifle Scope
574 NIB Mossberg Model 9200 12ga Semi Auto
#SK6094; 12 ga. 28" bbl, vent rib and ACCU-Choke system. NIB
w/additional choke tubes. 350.00 - 450.00
575 Nikon M223 3-12x Tactical Rifle Scope w/mount
scope is in nice used condition. (RM)

559 Vortex Strike Eagle 3-18x44 Rifle Scope
Std config. nice used condition w/ Warne Mount.

576 NIB Stevens Model 320 12 ga Pump
#170938L; 12ga. 28" vent rib bbl, & is in NIB condition. 200.00 - 300.00

560 HOWA Model 1500 6.5 PRC Rifle
#B600349; 24" bbl, walnut hunter style stock, threaded muzzle. In very
fine lightly handled condition w/original box. 600.00 - 800.00

577 Burris Scope and Binoculars
Includes 3x9 scope & 10x binoculars NIB

561 Burris 3.5-10x MTAC Scope
scope is in good used condition & comes w/mounts. (RM)
562 Thompson Center 50 cal OMEGA BP Rifle w/scope
Black Powder. #S87863; 50 cal. w/SS fluted bbl & thumb hole laminate
stock. Topped w/Nikon 3-9x scope & is in very nice, lightly handled
condition & comes w/original box. Note: sling swivel has been moved
from original front position (see photo). 400.00 - 600.00
563 Bushnell Legend 6x18 Scope
In nice used condition.
564 NIB Henry Golden Boy 22cal Rifle
#GB022202; 22 cal; Std config, oct bbl, brass frame, like NIB. 450.00 600.00
565 Shepherd 3x10 Rifle Scope
In good used condition.
566 Benelli DU 3 1/2" NOVA Shotgun
#Z0300DU00550; 12 ga 3 1/2" chamber 28" bbl & is like new in the box
condition w/2 additional choke tubes. 400.00 - 500.00
567 12x Leupold Scope w/Parallax Adjustment
scope has gloss finish & is in nice used condition.

578 NIB Rossi Model RB 22 22 Rifle
#7CB009699L; 22 cal bolt action & is in NIB condition. 100.00 - 200.00
579 Chiappa 1911-22 Pistol
#D32539; 22 cal. std config & in nice lightly used condition. 300.00 400.00
580 NIB Tri Star Viper G2 12 ga Shotgun
#D9A03228; 12 ga. 28" bbl. Gun is in NIB condition w/choke tubes.
400.00 - 500.00
581 Ruger P345 45 ACP Pistol
#664-79761; 45 ACP. Gun is in nice used condition w/original box & 1
additional magazine. 400.00 - 500.00
582 NIB Weatherby Vanguard 30-06 Rifle
#VB171685; 30-06. checkered walnut stock w/rosewood cap. Gun is in
NIB condition. 500.00 - 600.00
583 Walther P22 Pistol
#L363654; 22 cal. 3 3/8" bbl. & is in good lightly used condition w/original
box. 300.00 - 400.00
584 NIB Ruger 1976 Prod. 7x57 Cal
#130-28412; 7x57cal; 22" Carbine bbl, iron sights w/ 1976 bbl markings,
good as new in box, but does have rust spots on both sides of receiver &
at safety tang, safety tang currently in a rusted position, scope rings are
not in box. Wood is beautiful in original box, but will need TLC for
function. 700.00 - 900.00
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585 NIB Heritage Rough Rider 22 Revolver
#I52842; 22 mag cylinders. Gun is in good lightly used condition. 100.00 200.00
586 Marlin Model 990L 22 cal Rifle
#06149983; 22 cal. w/laminate wood stock. Gun comes in original box &
is in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
587 Springfield Armory Model P9 LSP Pistol
#AM17352; 9mm. Single or dbl action, SS slide & blued frame w/4 3/4"
ported bbl. Gun is in nice used condition & includes original box w/1
additional magazine. (RM) 600.00 - 800.00
588 NIB Browning BL-22 Rifle
#10854RT126; 22 cal. Std config. & gun is in NIB condition. 500.00 700.00
589 Glock Model 22 40 cal Pistol
#NPY161; 40 cal. Std config & in nice condition includes original box & 1
additional magazine. (RM) 500.00 - 600.00
590 NIB Ruger American 30-06 w/Scope
#693-92571; 30-06. Std config topped w/3-9x Redfield scope. Gun is in
NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00
591 Springfield XD9 Pistol
#XS953262; 9mm single stack pistol w/3.3" bbl. & is in nice lightly used
condition. Includes original box, holsters & 3 additional magazines. (RM)
400.00 - 500.00
592 NIB Remington Model 582 22 cal Rifle
#1229887; 22 cal. Std config & in new condition w/ paperwork & sight
accessories. Gun comes in non matching 581 Remington box not serial #
to gun. 300.00 - 400.00
593 SIG Sauer Model P365 9mm Pistol
#66A224001; 9mm. 3" bbl in std config. Comes w/original box, 3 extra
magazines & nylon holster. Gun is in very nice used condition. 500.00 700.00
594 Savage Model 112 300 Ultra Mag
#F895340; 300 Ultra Mag w/ 26" stainless steel bbl, composite stock & is
in like new condition in box. 400.00 - 500.00
595 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Pro Series Pistol
#HMZ5732; 9mm. Std config. & in like new in box condition w/additional
grip contours & magazine. (RM) 500.00 - 600.00
596 Winchester 94AE 30-30 Livingston Co IL Comm. Rifle
#6495907; 30-30 carbine w/gold finish, stock & receiver are engraved
w/no 2 of 10 for Livingston County Illinois. Gun is in beautiful condition &
includes a velvet lined luggage case. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
597 FN Model FNS-9 9mm pistol
#GKU0152800; 9mm std config. Gun is in lightly used condition in
original box & includes 6 magazines in total. 500.00 - 600.00
598 Winchester Diamond Grade Single Bbl Trap Shotgun
#D0545205E; 12ga. 34" ported bbl, with WIN-choke system. Has a silver
finished Diamond Grade engraved receiver, adjustable comb & gun is in

LOT #
good used condition w/visible crack on left side of forearm although wood
remains solid w/some light marks on wood with normal use. Very nice
diamond grade SBT, comes w/Winchester Diamond Grade luggage case.
1,250.00 - 1,750.00
599 SIG Sauer SP2022 9mm Pistol
#24B394059; 9mm. std config in very nice, lightly handled condition.
Comes w/original box, nylon holster & 1 additional magazine. 500.00 700.00
600 Glock Model 22 40 cal Pistol
#FTK158; 40 cal. Std config. in good lightly used condition w/original box
400.00 - 500.00
601 Thompson Center Encore 7mm-08 Pistol
#48543; 7mm-08 w/15" bbl. blued finish & Bushnell 2-6x scope. Gun is in
very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
602 Thompson Center Encore in 22 Hornet
#136404; 22 Hornet w/15" bbl, rear peep sight, walnut stock set & in nice
used condition. (RM) 400.00 - 600.00
603 Thompson Center 308 Encore Bbl & Grip Set
15" 308 cal bbl iron sight has been removed; includes walnut pistol grip &
forearm.
604 TC Encore w/460 S&W Magnum & 7.62x39 bbls
#142199; 460 S&W Mag 15" bbl & 7.62x39 cal 15" bbl. in good used
condition w/some small marks on wood, but overall in good condition.
(RM) 500.00 - 700.00
605 WWII German K98 Mauser
#41433; Mixed numbers w/byf 44 marked receiver. 8mm. Retaining band
on stock is absent & is in fair surplus condition & is not import marked.
650.00 - 850.00
606 WWII Nazi Marked Polish Radom Pistol
#P4228; 9mm. Std war time production w/Nazi waffenamts on various
parts. Gun has pressed wood grips, holster wear & mixed spots. Overall a
good WWII Nazi Occupation pistol. 800.00 - 1,000.00
607 French 1886 Lebel Rifle
Antique. #41225; 8mm Lebel. 31" bbl. w/typical stock marks & repair. A
good example of a WWI French Military rifle. 700.00 - 900.00
608 WWII Remington Rand 1911-A1 45 cal Pistol
#1698761; 45 ACP. GHD & crossed cannon cartouches w/grey
parkerized finish w/holster wear. Grips have been replaced, otherwise a
good WWII 45 pistol. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00
609 Egyptian FN49 Military Rifle
#3503; 8mm. Std config. w/good original blue finish. Overall gun is in nice
surplus condition & lightly import marked at muzzle. 800.00 - 1,200.00
610 WWII Japanese Type 14 Nambu Pistol
#15171; 8mm Nambu in std config & dated 5.9 (May 1934). Gun has non
matching magazine & brown patina w/mixed spots on metal. Overall gun
is in fair war time condition. 500.00 - 700.00
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611 Swiss Schmidt Rueben Model 1911 Carbine
#44850; 7.5x55. Std config. & gun is in nice surplus condition. 400.00 600.00

623 Russian SKS w/laminate Stock
#CCCP30729; 7.62x39. 1952 dated receiver w/laminate stock & import
marked. Overall in good surplus condition. 600.00 - 700.00

612 WWI DWM German Luger
#2459; 9mm. chamber dated 1916 w/visible numbers matching & has
WWII magazine. Gun has checkered grips w/browned patina & has bar
room /smokey finish & may clean up better w/TLC & is mechanically
good. 700.00 - 900.00

624 German Nazi Marked Kriegsmarine Mauser Pistol
#583373; 32 cal. left side of frame is marked Eagle/ swastika/ M, & front
grip strap marked N/5007. Gun retains strong original blue w/holster wear.
Comes w/military style holster & overall in very good condition. 1,000.00 1,500.00

613 Early Springfield Model 1903 Military Rifle
#173597; 30-06 bbl marked SA 4-42. Gun has early Springfield receiver
w/early script numbers & WWII bbl. w/clean walnut stock & leather
military sling. Overall gun is in very nice condition. 700.00 - 900.00

625 Chinese CGA SKS Carbine
#9019329; 7.62x39; Chinese mfg by CGA & has cruciform bayonet. Gun
is in nice overall condition w/import mark. 500.00 - 600.00

614 British Enfield No 2 Mark I Tanker Pistol
#ZB5731; 38 cal. std. config & in nice surplus condition w/out import
marks. 400.00 - 500.00
615 Steyr Model 1900 Military Rifle
#5343; 8x50R. Gun has full length stock w/wooden hand guard & metal
has mixed spots. Overall a good example of a WWI Military rifle. 500.00 600.00
616 Antique French Model 1873 Military Revolver
Antique. #F48274; std config & original unfinished metal has light brown
patina & gun is mechanically good. A nice early French Military revolver.
617 US Springfield 1898 Krag Rifle
#424823; 30-40 Krag in std config w/grey to brown patina metal & 1902
cartouche in stock. Gun is in fair overall condition & could benefit from
some TLC. 500.00 - 700.00
618 Colt 1911 Army 45 Pistol
#475232; 45 ACP. std config Gun has been polished in the white w/some
markings including serial number hard to read w/diamond checkered
grips. Overall gun is in fair well worn condition. 700.00 - 900.00
619 German JGA 4mm Sportmodel Training Rifle
#1940; 4mm cal. 26" bbl & military style sights & stock w/mixed spots on
most surfaces. Gun is in good condition but would benefit from some
TLC. 500.00 - 700.00
620 Rare Russian Tokarev TT-33 Pistol
#50289; 1935 dated & metal is in the white w/mixed spots & has CCCP
grips, right grip is cracked w/chip. Magazine is mismatched & gun is not
import marked. A good example of a rare Russian side arm. 800.00 1,200.00
621 US Model 1917 Eddystone Rifle
#816653; 30-06. std config. Bbl marked E7-18 w/nice original blue finish
& light edge ware, wood is good w/few small arsenal repairs & overall in
very nice original condition. 500.00 - 700.00
622 WWII FN Browning Nazi Occupation Pistol
#160515; 32 cal. std config. w/German waffenamts & proof markings.
Gun has grey metal & checkered wood grips, overall in good war time
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

626 Dreyse 32 cal Pocket Pistol
#199755; 32 cal. Gun has browned patina w/pressed wood grips one of
which is upside down. Mechanically gun is ok & has Crown/N proof
marks. 300.00 - 400.00
627 Winchester LEE Straight Pull Rifle
#13809; 236 Navy cal. 20" bbl w/unique straight pull bolt & sporting style
walnut stock. Wood is solid but shows cracks in wrist area & has spotted
grey patina on metal Left side marked "From W.F. Sheard Tacoma,
Wash". Gun is in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00
628 Dreyse 32 cal Pocket Pistol
#84807; 32 ACP. Std config Left grip is chipped at the bottom w/blue to
grey patina having holster wear. Overall good condition for age. 300.00 500.00
629 Finnish Capture Russian 91/30 Mosin Nagant
#HM3655; 7.62x54R 1938 dated w/matching bolt & boxed SA capture
markings on bbl. Std config & gun is in very nice surplus condition.
630 Star 9mm Largo Semi Automatic Pistol
#416355; 9mm Largo. std config. Import marked & has silver patina w/2
magazines. Gun is in fair surplus condition. 350.00 - 450.00
631 French Model 1866 Chassepot Needle Gun
Antique. #20587; 32" bbl. w/needle fire mechanism. Bore is dark but
shows rifling. Gun has greyed patina metal, is absent cleaning rod &
walnut stock. A good example of an early French military gun. 500.00 700.00
632 French Model 1892 Military Revolver
Antique. #G20064; 1898 production in std config w/spotted blue to brown
finish, mechanically gun is good & has original wood grips. ST.ETINNE
production. 500.00 - 700.00
633 Japanese Type 99 Rifle & Bayonet
#80177; 7.7 cal in std config. Gun is in nice surplus condition, mum is
ground, bolt is non matching & includes bayonet. 400.00 - 500.00
634 Chinese marked Mauser Broom Handle Pistol
#867169; 30 cal. Std config. Some parts have mixed numbers silver to
grey patina w/Chinese marks on left side of magazine housing. Gun has
12 grooved grips & light import mark at bbl., overall is in good surplus
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
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635 Swiss Model 1911 Straight Pull Military Rifle
#329791; 7.5x55 cal. Std config in fair surplus condition & bolt handle
does have some damage. Gun would benefit from some TLC. 300.00 400.00

646 Mauser BOLO Broomhandle Pistol
#513724; 30cal. w/mixed numbers on gun, shorter BOLO style grip & bbl.
has brown to gray patina. Mechanically fun is ok & in fair surplus
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

636 German 1916 Dated DWM Luger Pistol
#4461; 9mm. all visible numbers are matching & has 1916 chamber date.
Grips are well worn & gun has light spots or rust mixed overall w/later
production magazine. Mechanically gun is ok & could use some TLC.
600.00 - 800.00

647 Russian Model 91-30 1943 Dated Mosin Nagant Rifle
#021725; 7.62x54R. Gun is dated 1943, has matching bolt & is in good
surplus condition w/ import mark on receiver. 300.00 - 400.00

637 Antique 22 cal. Bone Hill Martini rifle Conversion
Antique #13457; original Enfield 1888 dated Mark IV Martini action
converted by CG Bonehill to 22 cal for English Rifle Clubs. Gun has 30"
bbl. w/good bore & blue to brown spotted patina & stock shows some
repair at wrist & former mounting of a tang sight. Gun should benefit from
some TLC & is an interesting Target Club Rifle. 800.00 - 1,200.00
638 CZ Nazi & Police Marked Model 27 Pistol
#268496; 32 cal. Gun has Nazi marks on bbl, slide & frame w/later Police
markings on slide. Includes holster & is in nice surplus condition. 500.00 600.00
639 Brazilian Model 1908 Mauser Rifle
#B3204; 7mm. Std config w/matching bolt & blued bbl. Receiver is in the
white w/Brazilian crest & not import marked. overall in very nice surplus
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
640 Mauser Broom Handle Pistol
#829982; 30cal. Std config. in fair surplus condition. Metal is pitted in
areas w/a gray or silver patina & mechanically functions. Gun is in fair
overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00
641 Chinese SKS w/Scope
#3125602; 7.62x39. Comes w/Cruciform bayonet, B-square mount
w/scope attached & is in nice surplus condition. 500.00 - 600.00
642 1940 Dated German Luger
#8313; 9mm. Import marked on right side & 1940 chamber S42 toggle. In
good surplus condition. 700.00 - 900.00
643 British No 5 MKI Jungle Carbine
#9448; 303 cal. std config. w/correct rear sight, lightened bolt & flash
hider. Gun is import marked & is in nice surplus condition. 400.00 500.00
644 Russian 1895 Nagant Revolver
#189515554; 7.62 cal. Import marked & 1937 dated. Gun is in nice
surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00
645 US Springfield 1903 w/1905 dated Bbl
#340842; 30-06 Springfield mfg. bbl is marked SA / early style flaming
bomb /05. Bbl has good bore & metal has silver patina & walnut stock is
cracked at wrist but remains solid w/typical scratches & dent & hand
guard has visible crack. Overall in fair condition & does have electro
pencil drivers license # on receiver, but interesting w/ very early 1905 bbl.
500.00 - 700.00

648 Russian 1895 Revolver w/Holster
#V7635; 7.62 Nagant. 1938 dated & in very nice surplus condition w/
import mark & holster. 350.00 - 450.00
649 Chinese SKS Carbine
#18030761; 7.62x39. std config w/cruciform folding bayonet & web sling.
Gun is import marked & is in nice surplus condition. 500.00 - 600.00
650 Mauser Broom Handle Luggage Case Set
includes Mauser marked shoulder stock & is red velvet lined, in nice like
new condition
651 Rare Danish Model 1889 Krag Rifle
Antique. #71592; 8x58R. 33" bbl. fitted w/full length metal hand guard.
Stock has been shortened at the bbl band, but overall a good example of
a rare Military firearm. 500.00 - 750.00
652 US Remington Rand 1911-A1 45 Pistol
#1948770; 45 ACP. Gun has been refinished & is in rougher condition
w/mixed pitting & marks. Mechanically gun is ok & comes w/one
additional magazine. 500.00 - 700.00
653 Spanish Military Short Rifle
#N3490; 7mm. standard short military rifle config, in good surplus
condition & includes a web sling. 200.00 - 300.00
654 American Arms Inc. P98 22 cal Pistol
#002681; 22 cal. Designed by ERMA WERK replicating the look of the
P38 & in nice lightly used condition. 350.00 - 450.00
655 US Remington 03-A3 Military Rifle
#3951420; 30-06. bbl marked RA 8-43 w/nicely parkerized metal.
Currently is in a sporter stock but metal has been unconverted & could
easily be switched to full military config. In nice surplus condition. 500.00
- 700.00
656 Colt Model 1901 Dbl Action Army Revolver
#7243 on frame & #157243 on butt; std military config w/various military
proof marks on metal & wood. Gun has greyed patina w/mixed spots, but
overall in good vintage condition, although lanyard swivel is absent.
600.00 - 700.00
657 German Model 98 Military Mauser
#4190bb; 8mm. Chamber is marked 42 over 1939 date. Non matching
gun which appears to be a Russian capture without visible import marks.
Overall in nice surplus condition. 600.00 - 800.00
658 US 1917 Smith & Wesson Revolver
#53221; 45 ACP. Std config. w/US Property markings & cartouches.
Browned patina & overall in nice used condition. 500.00 - 750.00
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659 Russian M91-30 Rifle & Scope
#020058; 7.62x54. Matching bolt, import marked, w/3x Burris handgun
scope attached to rear sight. Includes sling, bayonet & ammo pouch.
400.00 - 500.00
660 WWII Beretta Model 1934 Army Issue 380 cal Pistol
#837958; 380 cal. 1940 dated w/Crown/RE markings which designate
Army issued. Gun has good original blue & grips are good, in overall nice
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
661 Antique Springfield 1884 Trapdoor Rifle
#405112; cal 45-70; standard config, browned spotted bbl, blue spotted
breach, wood is original and good, has a replacement cleaning rod, but
otherwrise nice original condition, includes bayonet and scabbard. 600.00
- 800.00
662 WWI German MENTA Pistol w/Holster
#1990; 7.65 cal. Gun has Imperial Crown/ N on frame & slide, produced
1915-1918 & were mfg to elevate shortages during WWI w/estimate of
approx. 1,000 have the crown/N imperial proofs. Comes with holster.
300.00 - 600.00

LOT #
672 International Flare & Signal Co M2 Flare Gun
Non-gun. #33605; US property marked ,made of brass w/2" bbl. & in good
overall condition.
673 Japanese Type 99 Rifle
#8113; 7.7 cal. Mum is struck & gun has anti air craft rear sight. Overall
gun is in good original condition. 400.00 - 500.00
674 Brass Flare Pistol
Non-gun. #13003; brass frame marked G.G & Co w/wood grips & in nice
condition.
675 WWI German Spandau Model 1888 Commish Rifle
Antique #4415; 8mm. dated 1889 on receiver, std config w/shrouded bbl,
has greyed patina & non matching bolt. Gun is in good surplus condition
but absent cleaning rod & has 1 larger dent on right side of bbl near rear
sight. 400.00 - 500.00
676 Remington Mark III 10 ga Brass Flare Pistol
Non-gun #2-581; brass frame w/wood grips & 9" bbl w/bright bore
retaining good original blue. Overall a very nice example of an early WWI
Remington Flare pistol

663 Yugo M48 Military Mauser w/Bayonet
#H5612; 8mm. Std config & in nice surplus condition w/bayonet. 400.00 600.00

677 CZ Model VZ 24 Mauser
#674U3; 8mm; Standard config, not matching bolt 24" bbl, with lion crest
receiver, lightly import marked, in good surplus condition. 450.00 - 600.00

664 Colt Model 1909 45 cal Military Revolver
#43485; 45ACP. Standard config, gun has been re-blued, but shows
some rust & pits. Grips appear military & original & gun is mechanically
good. A good example of a Pre War Military 45. 500.00 - 600.00

678 Brass British No MKV Flare Pistol
Non-gun #NSN; in good condition w/wood grip, brass frame & bbl

665 WWII Italian Carcano Military Carbine
#S5511; 6.5 cal. 22" bbl. w/provision for a folding bayonet. 1940 dated &
gun is in good surplus condition w/a leather sling. 250.00 - 350.00

679 Japanese WWII Training Gun
(non gun) training rifle, not meant to shoot actual cartridges, in good over
all condition w/transition Japanese characters & markings on both sides
of stock, internal bolt mechanism is missing, overall a good WWII training
rifle. 150.00 - 300.00

666 WWII Japanese Nambu Pistol
#2446; 8mm Nambu. Std config, import marked, dated 18.11 & is in fair
surplus condition. 450.00 - 600.00

680 Early British Blunderbuss Flare Pistol
Non-gun. #16090; Brass frame & 1943 dated marked SYDNEY & CSR
on left side. In fair surplus condition.

667 British Lithgow No 3 Military Rifle
#56491; 303 British. Gun has non matching bolt & is 1941 Lithgow
marked. Gun is in fair surplus condition & it is import marked. 300.00 400.00

681 Russian M44 Carbine
#AC900; 7.62x54R. Std config w/1947 dated, has matching bolt &
laminate stock. Gun is in nice condition w/out any large import mark.
500.00 - 600.00

668 H&R British Marked Flare Pistol & Case
Non-gun. #8175; H&R marked bbl & Mark IV on frame & in very nice
condition w/British flare gun holster.

682 US M8 WWII Flare Pistol
Non-gun #NSN; in very nice condition.

669 Matching WWII Japanese Type 99 Rifle
#41026; 7.7 cal. has matching bolt, anti air craft rear sight & is in overall
bring back condition w/ground mum. 300.00 - 400.00
670 US Property H&R Flare Gun
Non Gun #3668; United States Property marked & M5 Flare Pistol. In
nice condition.
671 US 1903 Springfield Rifle
#840835; 30-06. Barrel marked SA2-18 w/parkerized finish & has good
bore. Stock has been sporterized but otherwise gun is in very nice overall
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

683 Custom 45 ACP Bolt Action Rifle
#223220; Formerly ERA 1917 drill purpose gun converted to 45 ACP &
has 16 1/2" bbl. Gun is in fair overall condition & overall length approx
37", an interesting one of a kind rifle to pistol caliber conversion. Buy as
curio item only & have inspected by a competent gun smith prior to use.
400.00 - 600.00
684 International Flare Signal Co Flare Pistol
Non-gun #3081; brass frame w/large 1 1/2" bore & is in nice overall
condition.
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685 CZ 52 Military Carbine
#11328; 7.62x45. Std config w/folding bayonet & in nice surplus
condition, butt stock does have some rust. 400.00 - 600.00
686 British No 4 303cal Military Rifle
#MK416702; 303 cal. Gun is import marked & in good surplus condition.
400.00 - 500.00
687 WWI Transitional Mauser Carbine
#5680; 8mm. w/non matching bolt, gun is 1914 dated & Mauser mfg.
w/black painted finish & commercial style forend cap. Gun is in fair
surplus condition. 400.00 - 500.00

LOT #
1,000.00
699 Century Arms C93 Sporter
#C9310813; 5.56mm. w/camo dipped stock finish & parkerized metal.
Gun in nice used condition & includes one additional magazine. 700.00 900.00
700 Early Colt AR15
#P091624; 223 cal. looks like a custom receiver made out of an early
SP1 upper w/out forward assist. Gun has early triangular hand guard &
pencil thin bbl, in fair rebuilt condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

688 Springfield 1898 Krag Rifle
#276016; 30-40 Krag, std config. Gun has a 1900 Cartouche on stock &
is absent hand guard, otherwise in good surplus condition. 500.00 650.00

701 FAL-STG 58 Target Rifle
#DS15556; 7.62x51(308 cal). STG 58 Austrian parts kit built on DSA
receiver w/custom set target trigger(2lbs) & attached Mueller 4-16x50
illuminated reticle target scope. Includes surplus stock set, sling & is a
fine target style FAL. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

689 Japanese Type 38 Military Rifle & Bayonet
#68573; 6.5 cal. std military config. w/unground mum, dust cover &
matching bolt. Gun has dark patina on metal & comes w/Japanese
bayonet, scabbards & leather frog. 400.00 - 500.00

702 5.56 NATO Bbl & Upper Assembly
non-gun includes: MI aluminum hand guard & 21" SS bbl w/flash hider,
includes bolt & attached Nikon Buck Master 6-18x scope. Overall in very
fine, lightly used condition. 450.00 - 650.00

690 Savage US Property marked #4 Mark I Military Rifle
#61C5789; 303 cal. Savage produced & US property marked along
w/import marks. Gun is in fair surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

703 R Guns Model TTR15 Carbine
#KMA02626; 5.56 NATO. Gun has quad rail & attached L3 EO TECH
Holographic sight. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 1,000.00 1,500.00

691 British Single Shot 410 ga Police Gun
#5828; 410 ga altered to single shot marked 410 RFI 1948. Altered for
Police use in the colonies & overall in good surplus condition. 300.00 400.00
692 WWI German GEW 98 Sporter
#5812; 8mm. Mauser production dated 1916 on receiver w/non matching
bolt & stock has been sporterized, bbl remains original length.
693 Soviet VOSTOK CM-2 22 cal Target Rifle
#CM8190; Single shot 22 LR w/27" target bbl, target sights & offhand
target stock. Gun is in nice surplus condition. 680.00 - 800.00
694 High Standard Model Ten Police Shotgun
#010555; 12 ga. 18" bbl, with unique bull pup design, w/built in flashlight.
A nice example of a Police shotgun. 500.00 - 750.00
695 Smith & Wesson Chemical Company 37mm Gas Gun
Non-gun PY6039; Model 276 & in nice overall condition w/14" bbl. &
measures 29" overall w/stock & S&W recoil pad. Overall in good
condition.
696 9mm AR Carbine
#RM12901; 9mm. Plum Crazy C15 Lower & Upper is 9mm w/quad hand
guard & flat top. Gun will need special mags to operate & may or may not
run w/current lower attached. Buy as a project gun. 400.00 - 600.00
697 Iver Johnson M1 Carbine
#AA08875; 30 cal; std config, nice used condition. 600.00 - 700.00
698 CMME Model MK-4 in 300 Blackout Rifle
#SCG 013347; 300 Blackout. 18" bbl. w/quad rail & topped w/Nikon
1.5-6x scope. Gun is in overall good used condition. (RM) 800.00 -

704 Rock River Arms LAR-458 AR Rifle
#AM1002381; 458 SOCOM cal. 18" flat top receiver & overall appears to
be in good used condition. (RM) 700.00 - 900.00
705 Smith & Wesson Model 3000 Home Defense 12 ga
#FC01822; 12 ga. 18" bbl. & Police Cylinder marked bbl, pistol grip stock
& comes w/military style nylon military case. Gun has some scratches &
marks from storage & use. 300.00 - 400.00
706 Anderson Mfg AM15 Pistol
#16024996; 223 cal. w/Wylde SS 9" bbl., flip up sights & pistol grips. Gun
is in good used condition. (RM) 500.00 - 600.00
707 Anderson Mfg AM-15 Multi cal Receiver
#16018284; in new condition. (RM)
708 Remington 870 12 ga Receiver
#CC40127B: 12 ga. w/ folding forearm & pistol grip. Gun is in good used
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
709 DPMS LR-308 cal Rifle
#FFK003855; 308 cal. Std config. 18" bbl w/aluminum hand guard, adj
butt & Aim Point Patrol Optics. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition.
1,500.00 - 1,750.00
710 Century Arms CETME 308 cal Sporter
#C37365; 308 cal. Std config, with a camo stock set, earth tone metal
finish & one additional magazine. Gun is in nice overall condition. 650.00
- 850.00
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711 Rock River Arms LAR-15 Rifle
#39037; 24" 5.56 mm heavy weight SS bbl & overall gun is in good used
condition. (RM) 600.00 - 800.00

726 High Standard DURA-Matic 22 cal Pistol
#2100495; 22 cal. Gun is in very nice, original condition & includes box.
(RM) 400.00 - 500.00

712 High Standard 12 ga Riot Gun
#3242486; 12 ga. std Riot config in good condition w/some light spots on
bbl & receiver & gun has electro pencil number on bbl. 400.00 - 500.00

727 LLAMA Model XV22 cal Revolver
#A83045; 22LR. 3 1/2" bbl & in fair condition w/edge ware on grips &
metal. Includes original box & is imported by Stoeger. 300.00 - 400.00

713 New Frontier Armory 22LR AR Rifle
#NLV71162; Model LW-15. This is set up in 22 LR w/DPMS bbl. Gun is
in good used condition, includes Nikon P22 scope & 2 additional high
capacity magazines. (RM) 700.00 - 900.00

728 Ruger Mark IV 22 cal Target Pistol
#500269710; 22 cal. 5 3/4" target weight bbl w/threaded muzzle. Gun is
in very nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

714 Anderson Manufacturing AM-15 5.56 cal Rifle
#16024995; 5.56 cal. w/18" SS bbl w/muzzle break, adj butt stock &
round aluminum hand guard. Gun is in good used condition. (RM) 600.00
- 800.00
715 DPMS Model A-15 AR Carbine
#F138467; 223 5.56 cal. in fair used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
716 CMMG MK-4 300 Blackout Rifle
#SCM-107713; 300 Blackout. Gun has a camo painted finish & in fair
used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
717 Maverick Model 88 Mossberg Pump Shotgun
#MV69762T; 12 ga w/18 1/2" Cylinder marked bbl. & is in lightly handled,
like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00
718 MGC 1921 Thompson Replica Gun
Replica gun in fair condition & could benefit from some TLC.
719 MGC MP40 Replica SMG
Replica w/broken bolt handle & absent butt plate & plastic side panels
along side tube. Otherwise in good condition, replica gun only w/good
weight & feel like an original.
720 Pair of New Savage MSR-15 Forged Receivers
#03-033654; & 03-033707; both are NIB. (RM)
721 Pair of New Savage MSR-15 AR Receiver
#03-033709; in NIB condition & #03-033744; new condition, no box .
(RM)
722 lot of 3 New Anderson Mfg AR Lower Receivers
#18015604; #18013782; & #18015736; all 3 are new in original
packaging. (RM)
723 Pair of New Savage MSR-15 Forged AR Receivers
#03-033747; & 03-033745; both are NIB condition (RM)
724 Czech Model 70 Pistol & Holster
#700207; 7.65 cal. Std config. Gun is in nice surplus condition & includes
nice Military holster, extra magazine & manual. 300.00 - 400.00
725 High Standard Model 10-X Victor 22 cal Pistol
#2603115; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/matte blue finish, target sights &
checkered walnut grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition &
comes w/3 additional magazines, scope mount & original box. (RM)
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

729 Ruger Standard Model 22 cal Pistol
#11-65475; 22 cal. 6" bbl w/blued finish & front grip has drivers license #
electro penciled otherwise in nice original condition. A good early Ruger
Standard model. 300.00 - 400.00
730 Stevens No 10 22 cal Target Pistol
#2666; 22 LR. w/8" tip up bbl & blued finish faded to brown patina. Gun
has checkered wood grips & overall is in good used condition. 400.00 500.00
731 Early Ruger Stand Model 22 cal Pistol
#445370; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/holster wear on edges & receiver has been
drilled for additional sight, otherwise in good used condition. 250.00 350.00
732 Stevens Single Shot 22 cal Target Pistol
#9047; 22 cal. single shot tip up w/grey patina & checkered wood grips.
Gun is in fair condition. 300.00 - 400.00
733 Remington Model 30 Express Rifle 25 REM
#9307; 25 REM; gun has 22" bbl, & a 1917 military styled receiver,
topped with a weaver K 4-C3 scope, checkered walnut stock, metal butt
plate & a good bore. these sporter rifles were manufactured w/original
surplus 1917 receivers, bbl & receiver have mixed spots, otherwise good
used condition. 450.00 - 650.00
734 Savage Super Sporter 30-06 Springfield Rifle
#17935; 30-06. 24" bbl. plain pistol grip walnut stock & removable
magazine. Gun has strong original blue finish w/some light marks & recoil
pad has been added. Overall a nice example of a hard to find Super
Sporter large caliber rifle. 700.00 - 900.00
735 Remington Model 722 308 conv.
#212706; gun appears to have been re stamped 308 over original 300
Savage markings. Have gunsmith verify caliber before use. 24" bbl good
original finish, stock has scratches and marks 4X scope, in good used
condition. 350.00 - 450.00
736 Remington Model 11-48 16 ga. Shotgun
#5518432; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun is in nice original condition
w/some light marks on wood, but overall a nice 16 ga Remington. 450.00
- 600.00
737 Remington Model 740 Woodsmaster 30-06 Rifle
#150868; 30-06. Good early production w/some light spots mixed on
metal. Gun has aluminum butt plate & topped w/4x scope. Overall in good
condition w/typical marks & scratches. 400.00 - 500.00
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738 Remington Model 31 20 ga Pump Shotgun
#564191; 20 ga. 28" MOD bbl & gun retains good original blue w/stock
having some scratches & marks w/recoil pad added. Otherwise in good
original condition. 300.00 - 400.00

746 Antique Colt 22 cal Lightning Pump Rifle
Antique. #60710; 22 cal. std config w/oct bbl & spotted brown & grey
patina on bbl & frame. Toe of the stock is broken & mechanically gun is
ok, bbl also has numerous dents & marks on edges. 500.00 - 700.00

739 Remington Model 721 in 300 H&H Magnum
#133774; 300 H&H Magnum. 26" bbl. in good original condition. Metal
has some light spots overall. Wood is solid but appears sanded &
refinished w/recoil pad has been added & gun is topped w/3-9x scope.
400.00 - 600.00

747 Antique Stevens Tip Up 22 cal Rifle
Antique. #28491; 22 cal. Gun has nickel frame w/blue to silver patina on
bbl. Bore is dark but w/rifling, wood is solid & toe of stock may be
repaired w/visible crack remaining at wrist. Overall gun is in fair antique
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

740 Remington Model 722 in 222 cal w/Scope
#321272; 222 cal. 26" bbl w/good original blue finish & topped w/Weaver
V9 rifle scope. Wood appears original & in good condition. A nice early
Remington rifle w/ original aluminum butt plate. 600.00 - 800.00

748 3 bbl Gun Co Drillings
#665; 12 ga./ 30 cal. 28 1/4" bbls w/good bore fluid steel bbls having good
original blue fading to grey patina. Receiver is originally cased colored
fading to silver & mechanically gun is good. Wood appears original & in
nice condition, overall a good example of a desirable early American
Drillings. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

741 Antique Schilling Hammerless Underlever Dbl 12 ga
Antique. #18626; 12 ga. 31" Damascus pattern bbls & bright bores.
Center rib V.Char. Schilling in Suhl w/crown over V proof mark. Gun is
under lever design w/ case colored receiver. Bores are bright & has brown
patina on exterior w/some small dents noticeable when rolling fingers
across bbls. Gun has dbl triggers, unique safety lever, skeletonized butt
plate & checkered wooden stock. Overall a nice example of an early
antique German dbl. 500.00 - 700.00
742 Antique Remington Whitmore Combination Dbl
Antique. #2290; 28" bbls Left bore is 10 ga. & right bbl is appears to be
40 cal rifled(?) w/spotted silver to brown patina. Mechanically gun is good
w/original plain walnut stock & a nice original Remington Whitmore
combination gun. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
743 American Arms Co Boston Grade 5 10 Side Swing Dbl
#2757; 10 ga. 30" Damascus Pattern bbls w/fair bores & mechanically
good Gun has original checkered stock w/metal butt plate. Bbls have
greyed patina & receiver has darker patina . Overall a good Side Swing
10ga Dbl. 600.00 - 800.00
744 Antique LC Smith Baker Early American Drillings
Antique. #156; center rib is marked LC SMITH MAKER OF BAKER GUN
SYRACUSE NY DAMASCUS STEEL. Gun has 30" bbls 12 ga bores are
lightly pitted but fair & 9mm are rifled bores. Bbls have spotted grey
patina & some light dents in left bbl. Receiver is blue to grey spotted
patina w/pop up rifle sight on a dove tail. Mechanically gun is good & gun
has visible crack is evident at wrist & a large chip is out of right side rear
of trigger guard (See Photo). A good example of rare LC made Baker
Drillings. 600.00 - 900.00
745 Antique Remington Dbl Bbl Combo Gun
Antique. #13386; right bore is 12 ga. & left bbl has vintage rifled insert
chambered for 38-55 (?). Bores are 30" in length & everything has spotted
grey to browned patina. Mechanically gun is good w/dbl triggers &
exposed hammer, stock appears original & solid w/Remington rifle sights
added. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

749 Antique Baker Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Antique. #32294; 12 ga. 30" twist pattern bbls & bores are fair w/visible
pits &/or frosted. Receiver is faded silver & gun has exposed hammers,
wood is solid w/original butt plate. A nice antique Baker Double. 600.00 800.00
750 Antique Charles Daley Hammered Drillings
Antique. #28421. 12 ga/40 cal rifled bbl. center rib marked fine
Damascus & bbls are fair w/some light pitting or frosting. Locks are
marked Charles Daley but water table of gun appears to have Prussian
proofs. Left hammer has been repaired, otherwise gun is in good
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
751 American Arms Co of Boston Antique Side Swing
Antique. #1921; 28" twist bbls & bores are dark w/pitting. Mechanically
gun is good & has high grade engraved receiver w/dog & wood cock
engraving. Gun has checkered walnut stock w/original hard rubber butt
pad & has a grey patina to metal. Bbls have been shortened & are not cut
square at muzzle, otherwise a nice High Grade Side Swing double.
500.00 - 750.00
752 Halang & Bachner Underlever Pin Fire Combo Gun
Antique.#3517; left bbl is 16 ga smooth bore & right bbl is large caliber
rifled bore approx 58 cal. Gun Crown/ V proofs & bbls have a good twist
pattern, the receiver & locks are elaborately engraved w/checkered
walnut stock & wooden thumb rest. Overall in very nice antique condition
& marked Halang & Bachner in Shull on rib. 600.00 - 800.00
753 Antique George Fox Ser #3 Side Swing Dbl Bbl 12 ga
Antique. #3; 12 ga bbls have been 27 3/4 & bores are dark & pitted,
exterior is brown patina w/clear markings on center Rib GEO. H. FOX.
PAT. JAN. 4 1870. Checkered walnut straight grips stock & metal butt
plate & a very good example of an early George Fox dbl. 500.00 1,000.00
754 The 3 Bbl Gun Co Wheeling WV Drillings
#622; 12 ga shotgun/30 cal. Bbls are lightly frosted but good & has
browned patina on bbls. Right shotgun bbl has visible dent approx. 6 1/2"
from muzzle. Gun ahs bear & deer engraved receiver faded silver w/dbl
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triggers. & gun is mechanically good. Fancy checkered walnut stock
appears original & solid, Overall a nice early American Drillings. 750.00 1,000.00
755 Antique 65 cal. Jaeger
Antique. #NSN; 65 cal. w/30" oct rifled bbl & full stock wood w/wooden
patch box, wooden trigger guard, dbl triggers & wooden butt plate. Overall
gun is in nice original condition. 650.00 - 800.00
756 Antique German 16 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 16 ga. 28" bbls w/Prussian style proofs. Bores are bright
& bbls exterior is blue to silver patina. Gun has elaborate engraved game
on locks & receiver w/golden A adorning trigger guard, carved &
checkered stock w/ fancy metal butt plated & mechanically gun is good. A
fine early European 16 ga. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
757 Custom German Model 98 8x57mm Sporting Rifle
#10155621; 8x57mm 24" bbl w/custom built milled scope mounts, hand
checkered stock & custom spoon bill bolt. Gun includes custom wood
case & see photos for story of how this rifle was built from a displaced
German in post WWII. 500.00 - 700.00
758 Antique Pieper 10 ga. Dbl Bbl w/vintage case
Antique. #104463B; 10 ga. 30" Damascus bbls, bores are pitted but
overall gun is in good condition. Comes in an interesting vintage wooden
case.
759 Winchester 75 Target Rifle w/Unertl 10x Scope
#59946; 22 cal. 28" target weight bbl & walnut stock w/good original blue.
Gun is topped w/Unertl 10 Long Tube rifle scope & includes custom wood
case & original Redfield sights. Gun & scope are both in very nice
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
760 Stevens Walnut Hill 22 cal Target Rifle
#2681; 22 cal. 28" bbl marked Stevens "Walnut Hill" gun has been altered
w/ additional scope box, Redfield receiver sight & more modern heavy
weight off hand target stock. Includes a tube of additional Redfield Globe
front sight inserts. Bore is bright, mechanically gun is good & is an
attractive modernized Target rifle. 750.00 - 1,250.00
761 Antique European 20 ga Collath Underlever Double
Antique. #6470; 20 ga. 28 1/2" bbls & bores are evenly pitted, exterior
shows a strong Damascus pattern. Gun has Crown/V proof marks on
bbls. & Collath under lever action design w/dbl triggers, dbl hammers,
checkered. Gun has walnut stock & fancy engraved receiver & locks. Gun
has interesting hidden firing pin design & wood shows some repair in that
area & this is a functionally interesting European 20 ga dbl. 800.00 1,200.00
762 Early Percussion Stalking Rifle
Black Powder #NSN; 54 cal w/27 1/2" rifled oct bbl., full stock, dbl
triggers & overall in nice condition. 500.00 - 700.00
763 Antique Winchester 1873 32 cal Rifle
Antique. #313318; 32 cal. Mfg in 1889. 24" round bbl w/good bore. Gun
retains some good original blue & receiver is shows spots & edge wear
Mechanically gun is good & overall a good original 1873, wood does
appear to be sanded & refinished. 800.00 - 1,200.00

LOT #
764 Parker Brothers Trojan Steel 16 ga Double
#160853; 16 ga. 28" bbls w/good bores & browned exterior case colored
receiver is faded to browned patina & mechanically gun is good. Hand
checkered walnut stock has LOP of approx. 14". Overall a nice Parker.
500.00 - 600.00
765 Winchester Model 1892 32 WCF Rifle
#870587; 32 WCF. 24" round bbl w/bright bore & good blue overall. Gun
has some mixed light spots & mechanically hammer doesn't stay in
cocked position while running the action, otherwise in good condition.
700.00 - 900.00
766 Antique G Grade Lefever 12 ga Dbl Shotgun
Antique. #29683; 12 ga 28" Damascus pattern bbls w/fair bores & some
light pitting. Exterior of bbls retain some good pattern colors, but w/marks
& small dent visible near center of left bbl, muzzle may have been slightly
shortened. Case colored receiver faded silver & wood is original in good
condition w/cocking indicators. Overall a good Lefever. 600.00 - 800.00
767 Winchester Model 94 Carbine in 30 WCF
#1094218; 30 WCF. Good original blue remains on bbls & receiver is
turning patina silver. Wood is good w/ early carbine style butt plate & mfg
circa 1935. 600.00 - 750.00
768 Antique JP Clarbough & Bros Double 12 ga
Antique. #911; 12 ga. 32" Damascus bbls w/fair bores & some typical
pitting from age. Gun has fine Damascus pattern on exterior w/ JP
Clarbough & Bros marked rib & locks. Mechanically gun is good & tight
w/checkered walnut stock. LOP is approx. 14 1/4". 700.00 - 900.00
769 Winchester Model 1894 30 WCF Rifle
#538773; 30 WCF w/bright bore & Winchester replacement bbl. Bbl
retains strong blue & receiver is spotted silver patina. Mechanically gun is
good & was mfg in 1910. 700.00 - 900.00
770 Rare Marlin Model 1889 LA Rifle in 32-20 cal.
Antique. #35679; 32-20. 24" oct bbl & dark spotted blue patina on metal,
mechanically good w/plain walnut stock set. The 32-20 is the 2nd least
produced caliber & this is a good original example. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
771 Antique Winchester 1873 32 WCF Rifle
Antique. #441630; 32 WCF. Mfg in 1893. 24" oct bbl w/spotted grey
patina & is mechanically good. Toe of butt stock is broken off, otherwise
a good vintage looking Winchester w/an unusual front flip sight. 750.00 1,000.00
772 Winchester Model 1894 30 WCF Rifle
#535930; 30 WCF. 1910 production 26" oct bbl w/good bore & nice blued
exterior. Receiver is faded silver & wood is good, overall a nice early
Winchester rifle. 800.00 - 1,000.00
773 Antique Winchester 1885 Lo Wall in 22 WCF cal
Antique. #35856; 22 WCF. 1889 production w/ rare model 62B Tang sight
& 26" oct bbl w/good bore & spotted grey patina on metal. Mechanically
gun is good & wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks. Gun has unique
early receiver sight & Beech front sight. Overall gun is in good original
condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
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774 Winchester Model 92 32 WCF SRC
#990791; 32 WCF in good re-blued condition & some markings are
difficult to read, the saddle ring is absent, otherwise in good refinished
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

784 Dreyse Dbl Bbl 16 ga Needle Fire Shotgun
#32752; 16 ga. 28" bbls & bores are lightly pitted through out & gun has
been re-blued. Mechanically gun is good & wood is solid w/horn trigger
guard. Overall gun is in good re-finished condition. 500.00 - 700.00

775 Winchester 94 1/2 round 1/2 oct. 32 Spec Short
#177068; 32 spec. w/20" oct to round bbl. mfg in 1899. Gun has good
bore, grey patina w/nickel steel bbl. & rear Lyman Tang sight. Overall a
nice example of a desirable 1/2 round 1/2 oct Short Rifle. 800.00 1,200.00

785 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Carbine
#71 210051; 30-30. 20" JM marked bbl, nice lightly used condition.
500.00 - 700.00

776 Marlin Model 39A w/case Colored Receiver
#B1197; 22 cal. 39A w/round 24" blued steel bbl. Gun has case colored
receiver w/some some mixed spots. Mechanically gun is good & has plain
un-checkered wood which is solid & overall a nice early Marlin 39. 800.00
- 1,000.00
777 Antique German O/U Combination Gun
Antique. #40; 16 ga/9.3x72R. 27 1/2" bbls & bores are good. Gun has
rear sight removed & claw style scope mounts w/dbl triggers & hammers
& a shell trap in butt stock. Forearm is a replacement otherwise gun is in
good original condition. 500.00 - 700.00
778 Early Sword Cane
sword has metal decorative pewter handle, cruciform 19 1/2" blade &
overall length of approx. 36". In nice original condition.
779 Winchester Model 94 in 32 Special
#2874652; 32 Spec. Std carbine config. w/well worn receiver faded to
grey from handling & mechanically gun is good. 400.00 - 500.00
780 Antique German Nitro Proofed Stalking Rifle
Antique. Approx. 27" bbl w/Nitro proof & good rifling. Underneath forearm
is marked 8/48 & gun has dbl triggers, spotted blue to grey patina &
topped w/early German 2 3/4x scope & tapered post. Gun shows crack &
repair at wrist & sights have been removed, overall in fair condition.
300.00 - 500.00
781 Antique N.R. Davis Sliding Bbl Pin Fire Dbl Ser #6
Antique. N.R. Davis #6; 12 ga gun has unique action where bbls &
forearm slide forward on center rod. Only visible marking is a patent date
of July 16 1867 on face of breech. Bores are fair & bbls are 31 3/4" in
length & gun has original hammers & dbl triggers, checkered butt stock
w/metal butt plate. Forearm appears to be a replacement, but otherwise
in good original condition. 400.00 - 800.00
782 Nitro Proofed German Hammerless Drillings
#5878; 16 ga over 8.7mm w/27 1/2" bbls. & bores are good. Bbls have
blue to brown patina & receiver is faded silver Gun has cocking indicator
dbl triggers & checkered walnut stock w/horn butt, is mechanically good &
overall in nice condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
783 Antique American Arms Co Boston Side Swing Dbl
Antique. #1448; 12 ga. 27 3/4" bbls. Bores are fair & lightly pitted.
Mechanically good w/spotted grey to brown patina on metal, wood
appears original & in solid condition, bbls do appear to be shortened at
muzzle (see photo). 400.00 - 500.00

786 Early Percussion Military Musket
Antique. approx. 64 cal w/smooth bore 31" bbl., brass patch box, bbl
bands & trigger guard. Stock appears to be shortened at one time, but
overall an interesting Civil War Mississippi style Musket. 600.00 - 800.00
787 Springfield Percussion Conversion Musket
Antique. Lock is marked Springfield 1839 w/42" smooth bore 70 cal bbl
w/3 bbl bands. Gun has full length stock, period iron strap repair at the
wrist & period bayonet. A good example of a percussion conversion
musket, typically altered for Civil War use. 700.00 - 900.00
788 Hammerless FA LUBAN Antique German 16 ga Dbl
Antique. 1890; 16 ga w/31" bbls & maker marked on center rib. Bores are
pitted w/newer blue exterior. Gun has fancy engraved receiver & unique
hammerless deign, dbl triggers, horn under lever & trigger guard, metal
butt plate which has been extended for use early on. Overall an nice
example of early Hammerless Shotgun. 800.00 - 1,250.00
789 Fox Sterlingworth 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#67899; 12 ga. 30" bbls choked FULL/FULL w/bright bores & left bbl has
a small repaired dent approx. 7 1/2" from muzzle, still slightly visible from
interior. Gun is Philadelphia production w/spotted brown to sliver patina &
mechanically gun is good w/original stock set & ivory dbl beads on rib.
600.00 - 800.00
790 Antique Winchester 1873 32 WCF Rifle
Antique. #410265; 32 cal. 24" round bbl. w/fair bore & browned patina.
Bbl does have rougher pitted spot near center. Overall gun is in good
vintage condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
791 Parker GH 12 ga Double Shotgun
#84350; 12 ga 30" bbls choked FULL/FULL w/good bores. Gun has silver
patina w/some brown spotting on the bbls. & std G style engraving on
receiver, forearm is original & butt stock appears to be a later
replacement. Mechanically gun is good & is overall nice used condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
792 Antique Belgium Leader Drillings
Antique. #4260; 12 ga/32-40 cal. 28" bbls Damascus Pattern shotguns
fair bores, lightly pitted & rifle bbl is good w/good bore. Gun has Belgium
proof marks & top rib marked Fine Damascus w/200 & 300 pop up sights.
Locks are marked LEADER ST LOUIS ARMS CO & right side is marked
MARLIN CART 32.40. Gun has overall silver patina & is mechanically
good, forearm is replacement butt stock is original w/newer vintage pad.
An interesting early Drillings for the American market. 800.00 - 1,200.00
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793 Fox Sterlingworth 12 ga Dbl Shotgun
#91570; 12 ga. 30" fluid steel bbls w/fair bores & has spotted brown
patina, left bbl may have had previous dent repair approx. 5" from
muzzle. Receiver is faded silver & gun has dbl triggers, wood is solid
w/LOP approx. 14 3/4". 500.00 - 700.00
794 Antique Winchester 1873 32 WCF Rifle
Antique. #508847; 32 WCF. 24" oct bbl. w/spotted grey patina & wood is
solid. Gun is in fair overall condition, mfg in 1897. 750.00 - 1,000.00
795 Antique American 44 Rimfire Single Shot rifle
Antique. 44 rim fire w/26 1/4" oct to round bbl. Breech opens when
hammer is cocked & gun has fair bore. Ejection rod is in front of metal
hand guard, gun has maple stock w/metal butt plate & gun appears to be
unmarked, but overall in good vintage condition.
796 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#2399034; 30-30. Std config w/metal butt plate. Gun is in nice used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
797 SCHMELZER Arms Co Dbl Bbl 10 ga Shotgun KS City MO
Antique #86918; 10 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & center rib is marked
NITRO POWDER STEEL. Bbls retain good exterior blue & fading to grey
in areas, dbl beaded w/center ivory. Case colored receiver is marked
SCHMELZER SPECIAL on both sides & bottom is marked SCHMELZER
ARMS CO KANSAS CITY MO. Gun has dbl triggers checkered walnut
stock & Ithaca recoil pad. Mechanically gun is good & is an interesting
early American double. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
w/pistol grip. Mechanically gun is tight & LOP is approx. 14 1/4". A nice
Ithaca Field Grade Dbl. 700.00 - 900.00
803 Antique Winchester 1887 Lever Action 10ga
#50201; 10ga. 32" bbl, metal is a spotted brown & gray patina. Bbl has a
large dent 13" from muzzle on left side. 600.00 - 800.00
804 Antique Boyd & Tyler 10 ga Swivel Breech Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 10 ga. 30" twist pattern bbls bores are fair w/grey patina,
is mechanically good & wood appears good & in good overall condition &
a nice example of an early American dbl bbl. 800.00 - 1,000.00
805 Antique Under Lever A. Doublon Dbl Combination Gun
Antique #436; 12 ga/40 cal rifled. 26 3/4" bbls w/bright bores & browned
patina on exterior. Gun has fancy engraved receiver & locks w/dog & deer
scenes, fancy checkered walnut stock w/cheek piece, dbl triggers & horn
grip. Mechanically gun is good & overall is in very nice condition. 800.00 1,250.00
806 Ithaca Hammerless 10 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#11579; 10 ga. w/heavy Damascus 30" bbls. Bores are in fair condition
w/typical light pitting & gun has a set of 12 ga inserts. Mechanically gun is
good w/brown to silver patina on metal, a recoil pad & butt stock appears
to be a later replacement. A good usable Ithaca Dbl circa 1905. 750.00 1,000.00
807 US Model 1873 Springfield Trap Door
Antique. #92089; 45-70. Std config. w/good bore & 2 bbl bands. Metal
has spotted brown patina & includes bayonet. 650.00 - 800.00

798 German Under Lever Combination Gun
Antique. Bbl is marked GOTIPLLE. NORDHEIM 16 ga/8.9mm rifle bbl.
Bores are good w/imperial proof marks. Bbls have browned patina & are
KRUPP marked, fancy engraved receiver & locks dbl triggers horn under
lever & butt plate. Mechanically gun is good & overall in nice condition.
800.00 - 1,250.00

808 Ansley Fox AE Grade Dbl 12 ga Shotgun
#11821; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/IMP CYL & FULL. Right bbl is good & left bbl
has small visible dent on the bottom approx. 13" from breech. Gun has
single selective trigger, ejectors & is Philadelphia production w/spotted
grey to brown patina on metal, a recoil pad added & mechanically gun
locks up tight. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

799 Early Winchester Model 94 Carbine
#1203817; 30WCF cal. Std carbine config w/grey overall patina, toe of
butt has been broken & repaired, mechanically gun is good, circa 1940.
500.00 - 700.00

809 Henry Arms Mare's Leg 357 Mag Pistol
#BBML05728M; 357 Magnum/38 spec. 13" bbl w/brass frame & large
loop lever. Gun is in nice used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

800 American Arms Co Boston Whitmore Patent Dbl 12 ga
Antique. #248; Grade 3 12 ga. 28" Damascus Pattern bbls, bores are fair,
each lightly pitted or frosted. Bbl pattern remains on exterior, although
browned patina. Case colored & engraved receiver w/Whitmore patent on
bottom. Mechanically gun is good & wood appears original w/hard rubber
butt pad & visible crack & repair at wrist. A good early American Dbl
which would benefit from some TLC. 500.00 - 700.00
801 Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Rifle in 22 Long
#104759; 22 Long. 26" oct bbl w/greyed patina & some light pitting
visible. Mechanically gun is good & bore is fair, wood is solid but heavily
worn. 500.00 - 700.00
802 New Ithaca Field Grade Dbl Bbl 16 ga Shotgun
#468082; 16 ga w. 2 3/4" chambers w/ F Grade gun & bores are bright.
26 1/8" bbls w/blue to brown patina on exterior. Case colored receiver is
faded silver w/dbl triggers & extractor & has checkered walnut stock

810 Henry Big Boy 30-30 Lever Action Rifle
#TTB026743; 30-30. 20" oct bbl w/brass frame & is in very fine, lightly
handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
811 Henry Golden Boy 22 Magnum Rifle
#GB048483M; 22 Magnum. std config w/few light marks on stock,
otherwise gun is in like new condition. (RM) 500.00 - 600.00
812 Henry Golden Boy 22 Rifle
#GB465105; 22LR. oct bbl w/brass receiver & in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
813 Winchester Model 37 16 ga Single Shot
#NSN; 16 ga; Std config, in good used condition, butt stock does not fit
action well & some small cracks were wood & metal meet . 100.00 150.00
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814 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Shotgun
#30299; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl & is in good lightly used condition w/some
light spots on metal. Overall in good original condition. 200.00 - 300.00
815 Pair Red Letter Winchester 37 410 & 20 ga Shotguns
#NSN-211; 410 ga Red Letter in good condition w/mixed wear & spots on
metal.
#NSN-212; 20 ga Red Letter in good used condition w/early pig tail latch,
some spots & wear on metal. Overall both are in fair condition. 400.00 500.00
816 Pair of Winchester Model 37 Red Letter Shotguns
#NSN-213; 16 ga. in fair condition & hand guard has some cracks on
lower side w/mixed marks & spots on metal.
#NSN-214; 12 ga in fair condition w/light marks & scratches mixed.
300.00 - 400.00
817 Winchester Model 24 12 ga Double Shotgun
#40356; 12 ga. 26" bbls w/bright bores & good original blue. Gun has
mixed scratches & edge ware, is mechanically good & has nice original
wood. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
826 Custom 45-70 Bolt Action Mauser
#18600; FN Mauser action w/26" bbl chambered for 45-70. Topped
w/Weaver K3 rifle scope & gun has heavy sported stock. Gun is in nice
refinished condition. 500.00 - 700.00
827 Springfield 1898 Krag Sporter Rifle
#113873; 30-40 Krag. Sporterized w/22" bbl., Redfield receiver sight &
custom stock. Gun is in nice refinished condition. 450.00 - 600.00
828 1917 Sporter Rifle
#1068215; 30-06(?) Gun is in sporter condition & has been re-blued
w/walnut stock. Overall gun is in nice refinished condition. 350.00 450.00
829 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#1669856; 12 ga. 28" take down bbl w/MOD choke & good original blue
w/some light edge ware. Gun has scratches & marks on wood, but overall
in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
830 Pair of Winchester Model 77 Semi Auto Rifle
#95624; 22 cal. & #164968; 22 cal. both are clip fed models & in very
nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

818 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#1758765; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke take down bbl. Gun has nice original
blue w/some light edge ware but overall in very nice, lightly used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

831 Remington Model 16 22 Automatic Rifle
#8160; 22 cal. std config. Circa 1916. Gun has strong original blue finish
& good plain walnut stock w/some light scratches & marks. Overall a very
nice example of a Remington Model 16 Auto. 500.00 - 700.00

819 Winchester Model 490 22 Rifle w/Scope
#J033929; 22 cal. Semi Auto in nice lightly used condition w/scope.
300.00 - 400.00

832 Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/FULL choke
#637289; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke take down bbl. w/good overall blue &
clean walnut stock, in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

820 Ruger 10-22 22 Magnum Receiver Chambered in 17HMR
#290-01655; Original 22 magnum receiver w/attached Butler Creek 17
HMR bbl. & composite stock w/ Ruger scope ring attached. Gun is in nice
used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

833 Mossberg Model 300 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#FD01463; 12 ga. 28" vent rib MOD bbl & in very nice used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

821 Invest Arm 28 ga O/U Shotgun
#300766; 28 ga. O/U w/26" bbls, decorative silver receiver, single trigger,
extractors, & is in nice lightly used condition although stock does have
visible cracks rear of receiver. 500.00 - 700.00
822 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#2584274; 30-30. Std config & gun retain nice original blue w/some light
edge wear & plain walnut stock.. Overall in nice lightly used condition
500.00 - 600.00
823 Winchester Model 50 12 ga Shotgun
#169344A; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl & is in overall very nice lightly handled
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
824 Pair of Late Model Winchester 22 Rifles
Model 270 #281307; 22 cal. Pump action & in fair condition.
Model 290 Semi Auto #B1261724; 22 cal. in fair used condition w/some
light spots on metal. 300.00 - 400.00
825 Custom Full Stock Swedish Mauser
#HK109975; unmarked but assumed to be 6.5x55. w/ 17" bbl, full stock
built on a Swedish Mauser action, full length stock & topped w/Weaver K
2.5 rifle scope. Overall in nice sporter condition. 500.00 - 700.00

834 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#928167; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/good blue but has spots on
bottom receiver. Wood is good & mechanically gun is good. 300.00 400.00
835 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#9159; 12 ga 28" bbl w/FULL choke & is in very nice original condition.
300.00 - 400.00
836 Pietta Model PPS/50 22 cal Rifle
#PP002163; 22 cal. 16" shrouded bbl w/metal 50 round drum & plastic 50
round drum. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
837 Winchester Model 94 30 WCF Carbine
#1200899; 30 WCF. Std config. 1940 production. Gun has extra holes on
left side of receiver for period scope otherwise in good used condition .
400.00 - 500.00
838 Remington 552 Speedmaster 22 Rifle
#1479628; 22 cal. std config w/Weaver scope. Shell deflector is absent
on right side of rifle, otherwise gun is in good used condition. 300.00 400.00
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839 Ruger 10-22 Carbine w/Target Bbl
#245-47529; 22 cal. hammer weight hammer forged 20" bbl w/laminate
stock & is in nice, lightly used condition. (RM) 400.00 - 500.00

852 Winchester Model 63 22 Auto w/scope
#176263; 22LR. std config. Gun has grooved receiver strong blue finish &
clean walnut stock w/BSA scope attached. 500.00 - 700.00

840 Pair of Early Winchester 410 Shotguns
Model 41 #NSN-215; 410 ga. Single shot in fair condition w/crack below
the ejection port.
Model 20 #12314; 410 ga. Gun has spotted grey metal & cracked &
repaired wrist. 400.00 - 600.00

853 Winchester Model 1906 22 Pump Rifle
#604056; 22 cal. Std config. & in good refinished condition. 250.00 350.00

841 Winchester Model 1906 22 cal Pump Rifle
#402833; 22 cal. Grey patina & mechanically gun is good w/original gum
wood stock. 300.00 - 400.00

855 Remington Score Master Model 511 22 cal Rifle
#NSN-197; 22 cal. in very nice used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

842 Anschutz Achiever ST 22 Target Rifle
#1404854; 22LR. 22" target bbl w/some light spots on metal & has target
front sight but absent rear. Gun has offhand sporter style stock & overall
gun is in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
843 Remington Model 17 20 ga Pump w/Solid Rib
#51875; 20 ga. w/solid rib & FULL choke w/28" bbl. Gun is in good
re-blued condition & stock has been re-finished w/recoil pad added.
300.00 - 400.00
844 Winchester Model 59-WIN-LITE 12 ga
#18609; 12 ga. 28" bbl. Stock has some scratches & marks, otherwise in
very nice lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
845 Pair of Late Model Bolt Action Winchester 22's
Model 310 #D47411; 22 cal. Single shot w/scope & in nice condition.
Model 121 #NSN-206; 22 cal. Single shot & in nice overall condition.
300.00 - 400.00
846 Remington Model 14 30 cal pump rifle
#23200; 30 cal REM; 22" bbl, original blue w/edge wear & mixed spots.
Mechanically good w/a solid but visible crack and repair at wrist, includes
1 20 rd box of 30REM factory ammo. 400.00 - 500.00
847 Winchester Model 62 22 Pump Rifle
#62404A; 22 cal. std config & is in nice refinished condition. 250.00 400.00
848 Savage Model 220A 20 ga Single Shot
#NSN; 20 ga. Gun has case colored receiver & blued bbl. 150.00 250.00
849 Winchester Model 1890 Pump in 22 Long
#615520; 22 Long. Gun is in nice refinished condition & is mechanically
good. 300.00 - 400.00
850 Winchester Model 1890 22WRF Pump Rifle
#604872; 22WRF. circa 1919 w/gray patina & is in good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00
851 Winchester Model 03 22 cal. Semi Auto Rifle
#115040; 22 Auto cal in std config w/original blue to grey patina. Wood is
solid & overall gun is in fair used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

854 Daisy VL 22 cal Rifle
#A025085; 22 cal. in very nice lightly handled condition. 200.00 - 300.00

856 Pair of Winchester Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Model 67A #NSN-209; 22 single shot in very nice original condition
Model 72 #NSN-210; 22 cal repeated & in very nice original condition.
400.00 - 500.00
857 Mossberg Model 46M 22 cal Rifle
#NSN-196; 22 cal. std config w/target sight & is in nice, lightly used
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
858 Marlin Original Golden 39A 22 Rifle w/Scope
#72018186; 22 cal. 20" bbl. straight grip stock & includes sling w/4x
Glenfield scope. Gun is in nice, used condition 450.00 - 600.00
859 Winchester Model 74 Semi Auto 22 Rifle
#366635A; 22 cal. Semi auto & in nice used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
860 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Vent Rib
#31842; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/FULL choke & is in very nice, used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
861 Winchester Model 59 WIN Lite 12 ga Shotgun
#69737; 12 ga. 26" bbl w/Winchester choke. Gun has good original finish,
wood has scratches & marks. Overall in good used condition. 350.00 450.00
862 Winchester Model 490 22 cal Rifle w/Scope
#J021250; 22LR. std config w/3-9x scope attached. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
863 Winchester Model 69 22 Rifle w/Scope
#NSN; 22 cal Std config w/scope & scope mount attached. Gun is in
good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
864 Winchester Model 50 12 ga w/Vent Rib
#184093A; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/vent rib. Gun is in good overall
condition w/mixed spots & marks on metal. 300.00 - 400.00
865 Winchester Model 59 WIN Lite 12 ga Shotgun
#49545; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has some scratches & marks
on receiver. Overall in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
866 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 12 ga Shotgun
#FS00895; 12 ga. semi auto & 28" MOD bbl. Gun is in nice used
condition. 350.00 - 450.00
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867 Smith & Wesson Model 1000 12 ga Semi Auto
#FB15723; 12 ga. 28" vent rib MOD bbl & bbl has pitting & blue loss near
muzzle, otherwise gun is in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

879 Colt Challenger 22 cal Automatic Pistol
#9008-C; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/checkered grips, light edge wear & some
spots, but overall in good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

868 Early German 9mm/4mm Combination Garden Gun
Antique. #3264; Bbl lengths are 23 1/2" left bbl is 9mm smooth bore &
right bbl 4mm rifled. Butt stock appears original w/checkered walnut &
cheek piece, forearm may be a later replacement but mechanically gun is
good & is an interesting early combination Garden Gun. 500.00 - 750.00

880 Marlin Original Super Goose 10 ga Shotgun
#22721138; 10 ga. 34" bbl. Gun is in nice lightly used original condition.
500.00 - 600.00

869 Emil V. Nordheim German 22 cal. Stalking Rifle
Antique. #NSN; 22LR. 23 3/4" oct bbl. Bore is good, rib is matted &
marked Emil V Nordheim Mehlice. Gun has dbl triggers, checkered walnut
stock & grey to brown patina, in good condition although wrist shows
previous break & repair. 500.00 - 700.00
870 Winchester Model 50 w/Vent Rib Bbl
#176514A; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib which appears
to have been fixed or modified near breech, otherwise in good condition.
350.00 - 450.00
871 Winchester Model 69A 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Blue to grey patina & is in fair original condition. 150.00 250.00
872 Winchester Model 55 Single Shot 22 Automatic
#NSN; 22 cal std config single shot w/semi auto ejection design. In very
nice original condition. 300.00 - 400.00
873 Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 20 ga Shotgun
#371293361; 20 ga. 26" vent rib bbl. Metal is grey w/out any finish
remaining & lightly spotted, mechanically gun is good. 300.00 - 400.00
874 Pair of Scoped Winchester 22 Rifles
Model 150 #B878779; 22 cal Lever action in good used condition
w/Weaver scope.
Model 77 #62439; 22 cal. in nice used condition w/Weaver B4 rifle scope.
300.00 - 500.00
875 Winchester Model 1200 w/Hydro Coil Stock
#158979; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/vent rib & brown hydro coil stock.
Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
876 Tri Star Viper 410 Semi Auto Shotgun
#V9A03402; 410 ga. 26" bbl w/removable choke, wooden stock & is in
nice lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
877 Savage Model 220B 410 Single Shot Shotgun
#NSN; 410 ga. w/blued bbl & case colored receiver. In nice original
condition. 150.00 - 200.00
878 Springfield M2 22 cal Target Rifle
#1969; 22 cal. Gun has re-blued metal & shows some mixed spots
overall &could use some TLC. Bbl marked & dated SA 1-33 w/std
Lyman receiver sight. Walnut stock appears to be sanded , gun has after
market magazine & gun has a bright bore. 650.00 - 800.00

881 Pre War Smith & Wesson Dbl Action 32-20 Revolver
#131059; 32-20. w/4" bbl, blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer.
Gun comes w/original diamond wooden checkered grips & 5 screw frame.
Overall gun is in very nice, original condition. 650.00 - 800.00
882 US Marked Remington 40-X 22 cal Target Rifle
#12174; 22LR w/US marked receiver & has medium weight 22 cal 28"
bbl. Bbl has spots & rust overall from poor storage/use & gun has
Redfield PALMA receiver sight & Olympic front sight. Offhand target
stock is solid but well used & overall gun is in fair condition. 500.00 750.00
883 Colt Police Positive 32 cal Revolver
#112228; 32 cal. 4" bbl. w/blued finish, after market white grips &
mechanically gun is good. 350.00 - 450.00
884 Remington 870 Express 12 ga Shotgun
#B242471M; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/matte finish & in good used
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
885 Pair of 25 cal Pocket Pistol
Brevette "LE MONOBLOG" #6955; 25 cal. in fair condition
w/replacement grips
RB Model 1920 #791; 25 cal. In fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00
886 Stevens Model 30 17HMR Rifle
#0310593; 17 HMR in like new condition w/original rear sight is
unattached but included. 250.00 - 350.00
887 Freedom Arms Belt Buckle Revolver
#A77044; 22LR. measures approx. 4" overall w/Freedom Arms belt
buckle holster. In very fine, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00
888 Weatherby 20 ga Orion O/U Shotgun
#G000521; 20 ga. 26" bbls w/3" chambers & fancy checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 650.00 - 800.00
889 Pair of Antique Revolvers
Antiques. Red Jacket No 4 #NSN; greyed finish w/engraving in nice
condition but does not properly index.
Iver Johnson Top Break 32 short #20354; in good overall condition.
890 Savage Model 110 7mm Magnum w/scope
#F979287; 7mm Mag. w/Simmons scope & sling. Gun is in nice used
condition.
891 Smith & Wesson Model 10-8 38 spec Revolver
#13D5216; 38 spec. Gun has heavy 4" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips,
some holster wear & mixed spots. 300.00 - 400.00
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892 Remington Model 40-X 22 cal Target Rifle
#10936; 22LR. 40-X 22 cal receiver in good condition w/heavy weight 28"
bbl having spots & rust overall from poor storage. Gun has Redfield
International Match rear sight & the offhand target stock is solid but well
worn. But a desirable 40-X 22 cal action. 500.00 - 750.00
893 Dan Wesson 357 Magnum Dbl Action Revolver
#CAD-1; 357 Mag. 2 1/2" bbl w/blued metal & wooden grips. Gun is in
nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
894 Remington Model 58 Sportsman 12 ga Shotgun
#261205M; 12 ga. plain 30" bbl & has checkered walnut stock w/good
original blue & some light spots. Wood is solid w/some typical marks &
recoil pad has been added. An attractive Model 58 Sportsman shotgun.
500.00 - 700.00
895 FEG P9R 9mm Pistol
#R49347; 9mm. Std config & in nice surplus condition. 500.00 - 650.00
896 Remington 40-X 22 cal Target Rifle
#17160; 22LR w/heavy weight 28" bbl. Bbl exterior has light spots & rust
marks from poor storage, receiver is cleaner. Gun has Redfield
International front & rear target sights, offhand target stock is solid but
has numerous marks & scratches from extensive use. 800.00 - 1,000.00
897 Smith & Wesson Model 39-2 9mm
#A566737; 9mm. std config w/a steel slide & aluminum frame, slide is
worn silver from holster & mechanically gun is good. 500.00 - 600.00
898 Winchester Model 52 22cal Target Rifle
#54550; 22LR. Std config. with 28" target bbl, target sights & heavy
walnut stock. Metal has some light spots & marks, but overall in good
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
899 Pair of Modern Dbl Derringers
West German #73050; 22 cal. in fair condition but locking latch is loose.
Davis Industries #156629; 22 cal Model D-22 in good condition. 300.00 500.00
900 Savage Sporter 25-20 Rifle
#NSN-187/34572; 25-20 cal std config. Gun has good original blue, stock
has some cracks & marks from use, but remains solid. Overall good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
901 Hi Standard Double Nine Revolver
#1494873; 22cal std config in. good used condition w/light spots, includes
leather holster belt rig. 150.00 - 250.00
902 Benelli Super Nova 12 ga Pump
#Z864692D17; 12 ga. 3 1/2" chamber & 26" bbl. & Real Tree Max 5 camo
pattern. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
903 Ruger Single Six 32 H&R Mag
#650-05626; 32 H&R Mag. 4 5/8" bbl, in nice used condition in original
box. 400.00 - 500.00
904 Winchester 70 Classic DBM Rifle in 300 WIN Mag
#G34832; 300 WIN Mag. 26" bbl. w/walnut stock & detachable box
magazine. The muzzle has some spots from poor storage & could use
some TLC otherwise in like new condition w/original hang tag. 600.00 -

LOT #
800.00
905 Taurus Model 85 38 spec Revolver
#MC90652; 38 spec. 2" bbl w/blued finish & checkered grips. Gun is in
like new condition w/original box. 300.00 - 400.00
906 Weatherby PA-08 12 ga Slug Gun
#TP115427; 12 ga. 24" rifled bbl w/cantilever mount. & SIG Sauer Romeo
5 Optical sight. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
907 H&R Model 532 32 H&R Mag Revolver
#BA038833; 32 H&R magnum std config & in nice, lightly used condition.
200.00 - 250.00
908 Weatherby Vanguard 270 cal Rifle
#VS369079; 270 cal. 24" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock & gun is in like
new condition. 500.00 - 600.00
909 Pair of Iver Johnson Target 22 cal Revolvers
Both are Model Target Sealed 8 #M29066; & #M107076; both are 22 cal
w/blue to grey patina & #M17076 does not operate properly in double
action.
910 Stevens Model 311 12 ga Double Shotgun
#C560957; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/case colored receiver. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition. 350.00 - 450.00
911 Arminius HW 357 Revolver
#1008868; 357 cal. 6" bbl w/blued finish & is dbl or single action. Gun is
in good, used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
912 Savage Model 10 ML-II 50 cal Inline Muzzle Loader
Black Powder. #M025560; 50 cal w/SS bbl & composite stock & TC
1.5-5x scope attached. Includes sling & is in very fine, like new condition.
400.00 - 500.00
913 Ruger P345 45 cal Pistol
#665-04293; 45 AUTO. Std config. Consigner notes state pistol does not
always properly function, please buy w/idea it may need a professional
tune up. 300.00 - 400.00
914 Benelli NOVA 3 1/2" Shotgun
#Z037320; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/3 1/2" chamber. Gun is in nice used condition
& bbl has some light scratches. 300.00 - 500.00
915 Ruger LCP 380 cal Pistol
#371458361; 380 cal. In good used condition w/soft case. 250.00 350.00
916 Stoeger Condor 12 ga & 20 ga O/U Set
#115712-05; includes a set of 26" 20 ga bbls & 28" 12 ga bbls. Gun is in
good used condition w/some light marks from use. 400.00 - 600.00
917 Smith & Wesson Dbl action 32 Long Revolver
#K233570; 32 S&W Long cal. 6" bbl & mechanically is good. Gun has
rust spots mixed overall from poor storage, buy as a project/TLC needed
gun. 250.00 - 350.00
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918 Winchester Super X Pump Riot Gun
#12AZT50137; 12 ga. 18 1/2" SS bbl. w/black receiver & stock. Gun is in
nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
919 Smith & Wesson Air Weight 38 Spec Hammerless Rev.
#87197; 38 spec. 2" bbl w/concealed hammer & rubber Pachmayr grips.
Gun has some holster wear but overall in good used condition. 400.00 500.00
920 Custom 257 Ackley Improved Mauser
#F5068; 257 Ackley IMP cal. 24" stainless steel bbl w/FN Mauser action,
nice sporter stock & Redfield scope base Gun is in nice sporter condition.
400.00 - 600.00
921 Smith & Wesson Model SW9VE 9mm Pistol
#PBU4002; 9mm. Std config. Gun is in nice used condition. 400.00 500.00
922 Franchi Affinity 12 ga Shotgun
#BL07775U; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/composite stock. Gun is in very
fine, like new condition. 450.00 - 600.00
923 Glock Model 19 GEN 4 9mm Pistol
#ACBC071; 9mm. 4" bbl & in std config. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
924 Winchester Model 70 300 WIN Mag w/scope
#G2181376; 300 WIN Mag. 26" bbl w/composite stock & Vortex 3-9x
scope. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 700.00
925 Ruger SR22 Pistol w/Crimson Trace Laser Sight
#361-53983; 22 cal. std config w/Crimson Trace laser sight. Gun is
absent magazine & in good used condition. (RM) 250.00 - 350.00
926 Royal Belgium Dbl Bbl 12ga
#55109; 12ga. 27.5" bbl, bright bores & good exterior blue, dove engraved
case colored receiver, with a greener style cross bolt, mechanically good,
checkered walnut stock and horn butt plate. 450.00 - 600.00
927 Ruger LC 9S Pistol
#327-13554; 9mm Std config. with holster & extra magazine. Gun is in
like new condition & includes original box. 300.00 - 400.00
928 Savage Model 110L Left Handed 308 Rifle
#30101; 308 cal. 22" bbl. w/checked walnut stock & scope rings
attached. Gun is in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
929 Glock Model 21 45 ACP Pistol
#LEM111; 45 ACP. Std config. w/Trijicon holographic sight. Gun has
Carver custom mag well w/some scratches & marks from use. Comes
w/1 additional magazine (RM) 300.00 - 400.00
930 Simson Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
#205610; 12 ga. 27 1/2" bbls w/good bores & good blue on exterior of
bbls w/marks & scratches mixed. Case colored receiver is fading to grey
& has cocking indicators & dbl triggers, checkered pistol grip stock &
webbed sling. Gun is in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
931 Smith & Wesson M&P 40 40 cal Pistol
#MPH4090; 40 cal. Std config & in good used condition, includes 7
additional high capacity magazines, some mags have some light spots &
could use some TLC 400.00 - 500.00
932 AYA Matador 20ga Dbl Bbl
#131140; 20 ga. 26 1/2" mag bbl, bright bores good exterior blue, gun
has removable Briley choke tubes single selective trigger, checkered
walnut stock, ejectors & beaver tail forearm. Gun has added recoil pad &
in nice used condition. 650.00 - 800.00
933 Savage Model 110 308 cal Rifle w/scope
#K998635; 308 cal. w/ACCU trigger, sling & Bushnell 3-9x Engage rifle
scope. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 700.00
934 Marlin Model 336SC 35 cal Carbine
#G46811; 35 REM. 20" bbl. w/blued finish & some light spots. Receiver
has been drilled for a scope & recoil has been added, otherwise is in good
used condition, 400.00 - 500.00
935 Beretta BL-3 O/U 12ga
#B62182; 12ga. 30" ported bbl, w/removable choke tubes added, single
selective trigger, adjustable butt & comb on stock. Gun is in good used
condition. 400.00 - 650.00
936 Columbian 98 Mauser w/Lyman Sight
#F28317; Columbian 98 action w/attached No 48 Lyman receiver sight &
sporter stock w/dual lugs for a larger caliber sporting conversion. Stock is
checkered w/raised cheek piece & is in overall nice condition. 400.00 600.00
937 Remington 870 Express Magnum
#A689310M; 12 ga 28" bbl w/matte finish & gun is in nice used condition.
250.00 - 350.00
938 Savage B-Mag 17 Rifle & Scope
#J350961; 17 WIN Super Mag. 22" bbl w/composite stock & ACCU
trigger. Topped w/Vortex 4-12x Crossfire II scope. Overall in good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
939 Remington Model 31 12 ga with solid rib
#70864; 12ga; 30" full choked bbl with solid rib, good original blue, light
edge wear and mixed marks on stock. Overall good original condition.
400.00 - 500.00
940 Winchester Model 1300 NWTF Shotgun
#L3353775; 12 ga. 22" bbl, w/extra full Turkey choke & synthetic stock.
Gun is in nice, used condition. 350.00 - 450.00
941 Springfield 1898 Krag Sporting Rifle
#404441; 30-40 Krag nicely sporterized & refinished condition, bore is
bright. 400.00 - 500.00
942 Browning BPS 12 ga Buck & Bird Gun
# ???; 12 ga w/smooth bore 24" slug bbl. Gun has camo tape w/edge
ware & typical use pattern. Topped w/Nikon Monarch 2 -4.5x scope &
includes 26" vent rib bird bbl. which shows blue loss & light spots on both
side, needs some TLC. Also includes a Hastings rifled 24" bbl. that is in
good used condition. A good do everything gun which could benefit from
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some TLC. 400.00 - 500.00
943 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#3055881; 30-30. in std config. Overall gun is in nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
944 Custom FN 98 Mauser in 30-06 w/Lyman 48 sight
#007894; w/new 30-06. 22" bbl., FN receiver, hinged floor plate, Lyman
No 48 receiver sight & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in nice overall
condition. 600.00 - 800.00
945 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#3817119; 30-30 carbine. Std config in used condition w/some rust spots
on both sides of receiver. 400.00 - 500.00
946 Remington 870 Express Magnum 12 ga
#A804226M; 12 ga. 28" bbl. in std config w/some light spots on metal.
Gun is in fair used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
947 Remington Model 03-A3 Action 35 WHELEN Cal
#4153608; 35 WHELEN. 23" bbl with iron sights, plain walnut sporter
stock, Weaver rifle scope & in nice sport condition. 500.00 - 700.00
948 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump
#807994; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/blue to grey metal, checkered
forearm & plain butt stock w/recoil pad. Overall in good used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

LOT #
958 Daisy Feinwerkbau Model LG Air Rifle
Air Rifle. #32947; 4.5 cal mechanism appears to be in good used
condition. It is loose in the stock & missing trigger guard components,
stock has been broken & repaired at wrist.
959 Weihrauch Sport Air Rifle NIB
Air Rifle #2076799; .177 cal NIB
960 Crossman Model 1322R Medallist Air Pistol
Air Pistol #278023707; appears to be in very nice, like new condition
w/original box.
961 Remington Model 513-T 22cal Match Master Rifle
#97744; 22 cal in std config. with 27" target weight bbl. target style sights,
in good overall used condition, magazine is absent. 350.00 - 450.00
962 Henry Arms 22 cal LA Rifle
#Y020654H; 22 cal w/16 1/2" bbl. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
963 AR-7 Explorer 22 Take Down Rifle
#A212457; 22cal; Complete but in fair used condition with scratches and
marks. 150.00 - 200.00

949 Spanish Mauser 30-06 Sporting Rifle
#EA08623; 30-06. Commercial bbl attached & is in good sporter
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

964 Early FN A5 16 ga Shotgun w/Weaver Choke System
#23357; 16 ga. approx 24" bbl plus Weaver choke system. Metal is blue
to grey w/mixed spots & early production w/safety in trigger guard. Gun
has checkered walnut stock w/recoil pad added & butt stock does appear
to be shortened. Includes 4 additional Weaver chokes & is in fair overall
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

950 Remington Model 121 Fieldmaster 22 cal Pump
#NSN; 22 cal. Overall gun is in nice re-blued condition & handguard does
have visible crack. 300.00 - 400.00

965 Iver Johnson Model 2-X 22 rifle
#NSN-188; 22 cal single shot & in very nice overall condition 100.00 150.00

951 Winchester Model 1917 Sporter Rifle
#289502; 30-06. Metal has been chrome finished w/ a walnut sporter
stock added. Gun is in good overall condition. 350.00 - 450.00

966 Savage 22 cal NRA Musket
#19347; 22 cal. std config w/spotted metal & wood is good. Gun could
use some TLC. 200.00 - 300.00

952 Stevens Model 770 16 ga Pump Shotgun
#NSN; 16 ga. 20" w/sights & slings attached, receiver is drilled & gun is in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

967 Stevens 22 cal Crackshot
#NSN-181; with crack & repair at wrist, metal is gray & pitted. Overall
gun in rough condition & mechanically needs adjustment. 75.00 - 125.00

953 Feinwerkbau Model 300S .177 Air Rifle
Air Rifle #346844; .177 cal. Std config & in good used condition.

968 Australian BSA Cadet Rifle in 32-20 cal
#83220; Re-chambered & marked 32-20 w/25" bbl, blued to brown patina
& is in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

954 RWS Model 75 Air Rifle
Air Rifle #024176; .177 cal Good used condition.
955 Walther LGR Air Rifle
Air Rifle #13102; 4.5 cal in used condition air seals are week & does not
seem to properly hold air.
956 Walther LGR Air Rifle
Air Rifle. #28004; 4.5 cal in good used condition. Metal does have light
mixed spots.
957 Hatsan 22 cal Model AT44-10 QE Air Rifle
Air Rifle #21166; appears to be in NIB condition.

969 Wards Western Field Model 93M-491A 22 Rifle
#NSN-192; 22 cal in fair condition w/an early scope. 75.00 - 125.00
970 Marlin Glenfield Model 60
#24365010; 22 cal Std config.& in good used condition. 100.00 - 200.00
971 Mossberg Model 500A 12 ga Pump
#NSN; 12 ga. Early production, in used condition. 100.00 - 200.00
972 Pair of 22 cal Rifles
Winchester Model 250 #B988107; 22 cal. in good overall condition.
Marlin Model 60 #14377924; 22 cal. in fair used condition w/some spots
on metal. 200.00 - 300.00
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973 Mossberg Model 500A 12 ga Shotgun
#NSN-189; 12 ga early production, butt stock has been broken & repaired
at wrist. 100.00 - 150.00

989 Westernfield Model SD14A 410 ga Shotgun
#NSN-223; 410 ga. Magazine fed bolt action. Gun has some spots, rust
spots on bbl, but overall in fair used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

974 Pair of Bolt Action Firearms
JC Higgins Model 583-18 #NSN-190; 16 ga bolt action shotgun in fair
condition.
Remington Target Master Model 510 #NSN-191; 22 cal single shot & in
rougher overall condition.

990 Thompson Center Cherokee 32 cal BP Rifle
Black Powder. #8284; 32 cal. std config w/dbl set triggers & in very nice
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

975 Savage Model 19 NRA 22 Rifle
#62154; 22 cal std config. Metal is spotted gray to brown patina, wood is
good & gun is in fair used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

992 Pair of 22 cal Bolt Action Rifles
Remington Model 33 #140350; 22 cal w/grey patina & in fair condition
Winchester Model 67 #NSN-194; 22 cal. & in fair overall condition.
200.00 - 300.00

976 Remington Model 12A 22 Rifle
#527094; 22 cal std config. Spotted blue to gray patina & in fair heavily
used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
977 Rough Spanish Military Rifle
#3772; 7mm. partially sporterized & gun is in rougher condition.

991 CVA 54 cal BP Rifle
Black Powder. #939104; 54 cal. in like new condition. 150.00 - 250.00

993 New Haven Model 285T 20 ga Bolt Action
#NSN-195; 20 ga. bolt action & is in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 150.00

978 Marlin Model 60 22 Rifle
#01166429; 22 cal semi auto w/scope & in nice lightly used condition.
100.00 - 200.00

994 Antique Powell & Son English 10 ga. Percussion
Antique. #NSN; 10 ga. percussion w/30" bbls. & mixed silver to brown
patina Mechanically gun is good, has replacement nipples & a nice
straight grip walnut stock w/metal butt plate. Bbl rib is marked London
Fine Twist & overall gun is in nice condition. 400.00 - 500.00

979 Antique Zulu 12 ga Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. 31" bbl & is in good overall condition. 100.00 200.00

995 Early Winchester Model 1912 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#67981; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/FULL choke & early bbl markings. Metal is
spotted grey patina & wood is solid. 250.00 - 350.00

980 Remington Model 597 Magnum 17 HMR
#2958251M; 17 HMR w/laminate stock & in good used condition w/4-2x
scope, absent magazine. (RM) 250.00 - 350.00

996 Antique Remington 10 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #59803; 10 ga. 32" bbls both w/pitted bores & exterior of bbls
also show some visible dents. Mechanically gun is ok & stock appears
original & in good condition. 400.00 - 600.00

981 Russian Single Shot 12 ga
#014180; 12 ga; in fair condition. 75.00 - 125.00
982 Remington Model 572 Field Master Pump Rifle
#1672272; 22cal std config. Gun is in fair used condition w/light
scratches on receiver, butt plate is cracked. 250.00 - 350.00
983 Stevens Model 107B 16 ga
#NSN; 16 ga. Metal is gray, butt plate replacement fair. 50.00 - 100.00
984 Winchester 1912 20 ga Pump Shotgun
#138291; 20 ga. w/25" MOD take down bbl. Butt stock is a replacement,
gun has spotted grey patina & gun is mechanically good. 300.00 - 400.00
985 Marlin Model 880 22 cal Botl Action Rifle
#03367705; 22 cal. w/matte blue finish & synthetic stock. Topped w/
Simmons 4x scope. Gun is in good used condition & is absent magazine.
(RM) 200.00 - 300.00
986 Foremost Model 6647 12 ga Single Shot
#P166755; 12ga in fair used condition. 100.00 - 150.00
987 Mossberg Model 146B 22LR Bolt Action Rifle
#NSN-183; 22 cal & is in overall in fair condition. 75.00 - 125.00
988 Winchester Model 77 22 cal Rifle
#NSN-182; 22 cal w/ Williams receiver sight, some light spots on receiver
& is in overall good condition. 150.00 - 250.00

997 American Arms Co of Boston "Semi Hammerless" 12 ga
Antique. #A974; 12 ga. Single shot. 30" bbl w/twist pattern & darker bore
w/nickel receiver & butt plate. Wood appears original & mechanically gun
is a little loose, overall in fair condition.
998 Semi Hammerless 28 ga Remington Single Shot
Antique. #87549; 28 ga. 30" bbl. w/lightly pitted bores & silver to grey
patina. Wood is original & gun is in overall fair condition. A good example
of an Antique Semi Hammerless single shot
999 Remington Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
#133150; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & bbls have nice brown patina on
exterior. Receiver is silver w/case colors in protected areas, dbl triggers &
wood does appear to have been sanded & has large visible repair at
wrist. Otherwise is in good condition. 300.00 - 400.00
1000 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck Shotgun
#1320159; 12 ga. 32" FULL choke 3" bbl w/solid rib. Original blue is faded
to silver w/areas of light spotting. Mechanically gun is good & stock has
been shortened w/recoil pad added. 400.00 - 600.00
1001 Stevens Favorite 22 cal Rifle
#C608; 22 cal std config. & is in good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
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1002 Pair of Winchester Model 67 Rifles
Youth Model #NSN-207; 22 cal. 20" bbl. spotted metal & in fair condition
Model 67 #NSN-208; 22 cal spotted metal & in fair over condition. 300.00
- 400.00
1003 Pair of Winchester Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Model 68 #NSN-216; 22 cal. in good refinished condition.
Model 67 #NSN-217; 22 cal. in fair original condition. 250.00 - 400.00
1004 Mossberg Browning 22 cal 4 bbl Derringer
#7759; 22 cal. in fair condition although mechanically gun does not
always properly function w/spotted patina. Overall a good example of a
late American 4 bbl Derringer. 250.00 - 350.00
1005 Thanks for Bidding!!
Watch for our upcoming Guns & Ammo Auctions this summer!!
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